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Abstract 
Evolutoids of a plane curve are a generalization of an evolute. They form a one-
parameter family of curves whose tangents cut the given curve under a fixed angle, 
which in the case of the evolute is the right angle. The evolutoidal transformation 
is a point transformation determined by the inclination of t he said tangents and the 
radius of curvature of the original curve at the given point. Iterated evolutoidal trans-
formations depend on the derivatives of the radius of curvature. 
The main results of this thesis concern the geometry and structure of the sets consist-
ing of all images of a certain point on the original curve (image-sets) under iterated 
evolutoidal transformations with varying inclinations of tangents. To my knowledge, 
a systematic study of such sets has not been undertaken before and several results 
presented in this thesis are new. A number of special curves, such as sinusoidal spirals 
and epi- and hypocycloids, appear frequently in this study, in particular, as bound-
aries of the image-sets. A geometrical construction of the 2nd and 3rd iterations as 
well as some particular cases of iterations of higher orders reveal interest ing connec-
tions to elegant theorems of Euclidean geometry. Some of them do appear in old 
literature, but here they are reinterpreted and proved in a different way. 
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Chapter 1 
Overview 
Let a smooth plane curve 1 be given. At each point of 1, draw a line forming angle 
e with the oriented tangent to I · Th nvelope of such lines is a curve called the 
B-evolutoid of 1 and denoted by lo· In the case e = ~ ' the B-evolutoid of a curve is 
its evolute, that is, the locus of all centers of curvature of I · 
(a) (b) 
Figur 1.1 : Two examples of a curv (1), its ~-evolutoid (2) and evolute(3) . 
T wo examples of evolutoids for curves given by parametric equations: (a) (ecos<p, esin<p); 
1 
(b) (2 cos cp, sin cp) are shown in Figure 1.1. 
The family of evolutoids realizes two homotopies from a curve to its evolute as the 
parameter e runs from 0 to ~ and from 7f to ~ . 
Study of evolutoids ( developpoides, the original French term) has a long history that 
goes back to Reaumur (1709) and Lancret (1811). Higher order evolutoids (evolu-
toids of evolutoids and so on) were studied by Raton de la Goupilliere and Aoust 
[18]. However, these two authors constructed evolutoids and iterated evolutoids as 
curves determined by radius of curvature as a known function of a parameter. In 
contrast, we define evolutoidal transformation as a point transformat ion in the plane. 
Although evolutoids have never been an object of mainstream research in geometry, 
t hey have never been abandoned altogether. For example, [1] is a doctoral disserta-
tion defended in France in 1938. Later, starting in the 1960s, evolutoids appear from 
time to t ime in literature on theory of singularities. Some properties of evolutoids 
and their applications in mechanics and optics are given in [17, pp. 148- 166] (Gravi-
tational catastrophe machines) and in very recent papers [9], [16]. 
The motivation, which brought us to the evolutoids, is different from a generalizat ion 
of evolute. We consider an oriented oval "(, that is, a smooth oriented closed plane 
curve bounding a convex region D , a point P E D and the pencil of secants to 'Y 
through P , that is of { PX I X E 'Y}. Consider a problem of finding the minimal angle 
formed by the tangent to 'Y at X and PX as X runs over 'Y. It appears as part of a 
problem about asymptotics of a certain integral arising in diffraction theory (Sect ion 
2.1 ). For a given e, the set of points in D for which B* = e is called the B-level and 
denoted i o· We prove that the B-level is a subset of the B-evolutoid (T heorem 2.4.3). 
Thus , we consider the B-evolutoid as a generalization of t he B-level: for the latter e is 
the global minimum whereas for the former e is the local minimum. Note that points 
of t he B-evolutoid may lay outside of D (see Figure 1.1). Some basic theorems on 
2 
geometry of evolutoids are presented in Chapter 2. 
The transformation that produces the B-evolutoid from the original curve 'Y point-wise 
is called the B-evolutoidal transformation. The main subject of our study is composi-
tions of evolutoidal t ransformations. 
Denote by X o t he image of a point X E 'Y under the B-evolutoidal transformation. By 
the definit ion of the transformation , the line X X 8 is tangent to 'YB at X 8 and forms 
angle e with the tangent to 'Y at X . The evolutoidal transformation is local: X 8 is 
determined by t he point X , the direction of tangent to 'Y at X , and the radius of 
curvature of 'Y at X , R(X ). The radius of curvature of a curve can be endowed with 
the sign so that the t heory of evolutoidal transformation is linear. In Chapter 3, we 
define orientation of a curve and its evolutoids (with possible cusps), and define the 
signed radius of curvature. We prove t hat the so defined orientation is preserved by 
evolutoidal transformations (Theorem 3.2.14). 
Let Xo1o2 be the image of the point X 81 E "fo1 under the 82-evolutoidal t ransforma-
t ion of "(&1 . A fundamental property is commutativity of evolutoidal transformations: 
Xo1o2 = Xo2o1 for any 81 , 82 . This property was probably discovered by Raton de la 
Goupilliere [18] . We prove it analit ically in a different way in T heorem 3.3.1, and 
give a geometrical interpretation of a composition of two evolutoidal transformations, 
which is believed to be new, in Theorem 3.3.3. 
Different sets { el ) ... ) eN } and { e~ ) .. . ) e;v} define, in general, different compositions of 
N evolutoidal t ransformations, and may yield different images, but their geometry 
exhibits similar pattern. T his geometric pattern prompts us to refer to a composition 
of N evolutoidal t ransformations as the Nth iteration, N = 1, 2, ... , emphasising the 
number of transformations, even if el ) ... ) eN are not all equal. Chapter 4 is devoted 
to the construction and some general propert ies of the Nth iteration. 
T he image of the Nth iteration of a point X E 'Y is denoted by X 81 .BN . Iterated evolu-
3 
toidal transformations of X are determined by the germ of 1 at X. More precisely, the 
Nth iteration X e1 .. eN is determined by the (N + 1)th jet of 1 at X , JN+l (r, X). Equiv-
alently, X e1 eN is determined by X and the derivatives R(X ), R'(X ), ... , R(N- l)(X ) 
of the radius of curvature of 1 at X with respect to a Gaussian parameter. 
From now on, let us fix the curve 1 and a point X E f. We study the ranges of 
the iterations X e1 eN, N 2: 1, as the angles ei vary. The set of Xe1 eN for all values 
of ei E [0, 1r], that is , t he range of the map (B1 , ... ,eN) ~ Xe 1 eN, will be called the 
image-set and denoted by S1~ . 
Our study concerns shapes of such image-sets S1~. In the case N = 1, the set S1~ is a 
circle Cx of radius R (X) / 2, tangent to 1 at X. For N > 1, S1~ is generally a closed 
2-dimensional region. 
The boundary of S1~ is the parametric curve {X ee, 0 :::; e :::; 1r} and can be identified 
as a cardioid. Geometric and analytic proofs of this remarkable fact are presented in 
Chapter 3 (Theorem 3.4. 7). 
A cardioid can be viewed as either an epicycloid with one cusp1 or as a sinusoidal 
spiral of order n = 1/ 2 with polar equation rn('P) = an sin(n'P) [14]. 
The image-set S11- of the third iteration in general is bounded by arcs of one of in-
volutes of a nephroid 2 . The proof of this statement (Theorem 6.1.13) is based on a 
sequence of elegant and interesting theorems of Euclidean geometry proved synthet-
ically and analytically in Chapters 5 and 6. We also established algebraic relations 
for R(X) , R'(X), R"(X) that determine different types of a nephroidal involute. For 
example, if R (X) + R"(X) = 0, then S11- is bounded by that involute which is itself 
a nephroid. 
1 Epicycloid is a curve produced by t racing a given point on a circle of radius T, which rolls 
around a fixed circle of radius R . The ratio R / r- is called the mtio of epicycloid. [14, p. 168]. Up 
unt il Chapter 8, we will consider only cases wit h integer ratio , which is equal to t he number of cusps 
of epicycloids . A cardioid occurs when the radii of t he two circles coincide. 
2 A nephroid is an epicycloid with two cusps [14, p. 171]. 
4 

Another distinguished nephroidal involute, a sinusoidal spiral of order 1/ 3 called the 
Cayley sextic [14, p. 178], corresponds to the case where R(X ), R'(X ), R"(X ) form a 
geometric sequence. This fact admits a nice generalization for all N 2: 1. The image-
set of X under the N-th iteration is bounded by arcs of a sinusoidal spiral of order 
1/N if the sequence R(X ), R' (X ), .. . , R(N-l )(X) is geometric. T his is the Sinusoidal 
Spiral Theorem (7.2.6) proved in Chapter 7. 
In order to get insight about a more general sit uation (for an arbitrary germ 1 at X) 
in case of N 2: 3 iterations, we pay close attention to t he a -constant sum image-sets, 
that is, we will require t hat B1 + B2 + ... + e N = CX mod 7f, where CX is SOme COnstant. 
In the case of t he 3rd iteration, a constant sum image-set is bounded by either a 
deltoid (which is a three-cusped hypocycloid ) 3 or an affine image of a delt oid, which 
is treated as a parallel projection in ~3 of a deltoid in Theorem 6.2.24. Note t hat 
constant-sum image-sets overlap and do not tile the whole image-set. Interestingly, 
the areas of all these image-sets are equal (Lemmas 6.2.19 and 6.2.23). It turns out 
that the envelope (in the usual sense, "tangent envelope" ) of the family of the del-
toid 's projections is a circle or a circular arc connecting the cusps of a curve bounding 
the image-set of X (Theorem 6.4.5) . The latter curve is the cuspidal envelope of the 
deltoid's projections (Figure 1.2). 
The radius of the circle or of t he arc depends on R(X) , R' (X ), R"(X ) and could be 
infini te as it is in Figure 1.2(c) . The latter happens precisely when R(X) + R"(X ) = 
0, that is, the boundary of Di is a nephroid (Theorem 6.1.13) . In this important 
particular case, the constant sum image-sets are bounded by proper (as opposed to 
projected) deltoids. 
The observation that the locus of cusps of all deltoids from this family is the two-
3Hypocycloid is a curve produced by tracing a given point on a circle, which rolls inside a fixed 
circle. The ratio of a hypocycloid and its equality to the number of cusps of a hypocycloid is defined 
as in the case of an epicycloid. 
5 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 1.2: The tangent envelopes (a circle or an arc) and the cuspidal envelopes of 
the deltoid 's projections. 
cusped epicycloid is generalized in the Epicycloid Envelope Theorem (Theorem 7.1.16) 
that pertains to the case of general N. For instance, as shown in Figure 1.3( a), the 
cuspidal and tangent envelopes of the family of 4-cusped hypocycloids are the 3-
cusped epicycloid and the 3-cusped hypocycloid respectively. Another part of the 
Theorem is illustrated by Figure 1.3( c) : the cuspidal and tangent envelopes of the 
family of 2-cusped epicloids are the 3-cusped hypocycloid and the 3-cusped epicycloid 
respectively. Finally, looking at the deltoids on Figure 1.2(c), we see that the centers 
of these deltoids lie on a circle centered at the center of the large nephroid (Figure 
1.4). A generalization of t his fact is the third part of Theorem 7.1. 16. 
This result is known in the literature [15] . However, in our work it appears in a 
different context and has a different proof based on the Triple Envelope Theorem 
(Theorem 6.3.2) , which is outlined below. 
Denote X oN = Xo1()2 f)N) if el = e2 = ... = eN = e. T hen denote r N = {X eN H=o· 
Incidentally rN contains the boundary of D~ (Theorem 6.4.9) . For example, the 
boundary of D~ is the cardioid { X 62 };)=0 , as mentioned earlier. 
Next, we introduce three family of curves, each formed by points X 61e2 .. eN where all 
but one ei are equal. Namely, 
6 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 1.3: An illustration to the Epicycloid Envelope T heorem and The Triple En-
velope Theorem. 
Figure 1.4: An illust rat ion to the centroid part of Epicycloid Envelope Theorem. 
7 
family (A) consists of curves f'N = {XeN -1(a:-(N-l)e )};J==0; 
family (B) consists of t he circular image-sets of the first iteration of the evolutoidal 
t ransformations of all points X a:N-1 E r N -1 ) i.e. f'N = { Xea:N- 1} 0==0; 
- family (C) consists of t he curves rN = {Xa:eN- 1}1J==o· 
The Triple Envelope Theorem states: The envelopes of the three families of curves 
(A ), (B ) and (C) coincide for all N 2: 2. The illustration on this theorem is presented 
in Figures 1.3 and 1.5. 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 1.5: Another illustration to The Triple Envelope Theorem, (R, R' , R") 
(1, 0, - 1). (a) The family (A) of deltoids; (b) The family (B) of circles; (c) The 
family (C) of cardioids. 
T his theorem is a key point for understanding many aspects related to the evolutoidal 
t ransformation and its iterations. As well, it provides new approaches to proofs of 
already known facts from geometry of planar curves, in particular, of epi- and hypocy-
cloids. 
In Chapter 8 the reader will find a brief discussion of st atements which could be proven 
based on the results and methods developed in this Thesis, as well as an overview of 
future possible research directions. 
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Chapter 2 
Envelopes of 8-secants 
2.1 Motivation: Asymptotics of a contour integral 
The origin of this thesis is related to t he study of asymptotics as A ---+ oo of an integral 
from diffraction theory [11], [12] 
I (A, t) = j e i .X<I> t(s ) ds. 
Here 'Y : I---+ ~2 , s ---+ X(s) , is a convex smooth curve parametrized by arclength s , 
X 0 is a fixed point inside "(, and the phase factor <I>t (s) is given by 
<I>t(s) = IIX(s) - Xo ll + ts. 
T he stationary phase method leads to the equation 
9 
for the crit ical points of the phase, where e( s*) is the angle1 between t he tangent to 
"( at X (s*) and vector X 0 X (s*). It turns out that a real crit ical point exists if and 
only if there is a point X E "( such that the angle between X 0X and the tangent to 
"( at X is less than e. For points close to boundary, a solution is more likely to exist 
than for points deep inside. 2 The rest of this Chapter is devoted to a way to describe 
geometric conditions assuring existence of the special points. 
While this research was initially prompted by an asymptotic problem in diffraction 
theory, this line will not be pursued in the thesis. 
1Here B(s*) has t he same meaning as B(X ) in (2 .2. 1). 
2 In terms of Defini tion 2.2 .2, t he critical points exist iff X 0 lies outside the curve i e. 
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2.2 Extremal problem for a pencil of secants 
In this Section, we consider some properties of a special class of curves, called ovals. 
A region is an open connected set [19, Ch. 10.1] . 
A curve bounding a convex region in IR2 is called a convex curve, although it may not 
be a convex set. 
D efinit ion 2 .2. 1. An oval is a smooth closed plane curve3 , bounding a convex region. 
Let 1 be an oriented oval, that is, an oval such that when travelling on it one always 
has the curve interior to the left (or to the right). Denote the interior of 1 by D . 
Take a point P ~ ''(. For each point X E 1, the angle () = ()(X , P ) between PX and 
a tangent vector iJ(X) = iJ to 1 at X is determined by 
PJ( . --;J 
cos () = --------
11 PX II · II 1f II . (2.2.1) 
The direction of iJ must agree with orientation of I · 
By the pencil of secants to 1 through the point P , we understand the family of rays 
{PX IX EI}· 
Let us consider the following quest ion: What is the range of all possible values of() as 
X runs over 1? We assume that 0 :::; () :::; n throughout. There are two possible cases: 
(1) The point P ~ D , i.e. P lies outside 1, as in Figure 2.1(a). Then there are two 
t angents from P to f. We have: 
min() = 0, max() = n, 
X er X ey 
and cos() can take any value in [ - 1, 1]. 
3 A curve has two meanings: (1) a map I -+ JR2 (a parametrized curve); (2) the range of this 
map (a geometr ic curve). Before we introduce parametrization, we will treat a curve as a geometric 
object. 
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(2) The point P E D , i.e. Plies inside ry, as in Figure 2.l (b) . Then the map X---+ cos() 
is a cont inuous function from the compact set ry to JR. T herefore, it must attain its 
minimum and maximum. Denote 
()min (P, "() = ll}in ()(X , P ), 
X e y 
()max(P, ry) = maxe(X, P ). 
X ey 
If in a given context, t he curve ry is fixed , we simply write ()min(P ) and ()max(P ). There 
are points X*= X *(P ), X **= X **(P ) E ry corresponding to the minimal and maximal 
angles respectively. These points X * and X ** are not necessarily unique . 
Remark. For any P there exist a point X 1 E ry t hat minimizes and a point X 2 E ry 
t hat maximizes the distance from P to X E ry respectively. These points X 1 and X2 
are not necessarily unique. The lines P X 1 and P X 2 are perpendicular to the tangents 
to 'Y at X 1 and X 2 respectively. Therefore, the value () = 1r / 2 is always attainable. 
Consequently, ()min ( P) :S 7r / 2 :S ()max ( P). 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2.1: What is the range of all possible values of ()(P) as X runs over ry? (a) P 
lies outside of ry ; (b) P lies inside ry. 
vVe will now introduce a curve i e, a part of the e-evolutoid 'Ye to be defined in Sect ion 
2.4. 
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D efinition 2.2.2. Given e E [0, 1r /2L the set (possibly empty) of all points P E D 
for which Bmin (P ) = e will be called the B-level set and denoted by i e. That is, 
i e = {P E D I Bmin(P ) = B} . Denote the set {P E D I emin(P ) ~ B} by D (B). 
R emark. Let 'Y- be the curve "( with reversed orientation. Then Bmin (P , "f-) 
7f- Bmax(P, "f) . For this reason, we do not introduce a curve analogous to io by the 
condition Bmax(P ) = e. 
As an example, let us compute Bmin and Bmax. in two elementary cases. 
Example 1. Let 'Y be the circle 
{
X= COS c.p 
y = m c.p 
0 ::::; c.p < 27f. 
At a point X = (x , y) on"(, the tangent vector to 'Y is given by 7f = (dxjdc.p, dy j dc.p) = 
(- sin c.p , co c.p). Let 0 be the center of 1 and a point P be such that IOPI < 1. We 
may assume that P = (p,O), 0 ::=; p < 1. Then p)( =oX - M = (cos c.p - p,sin c.p) , 
(see Figure 2.2(a)) . 
Let co e be defined as in (2.2.1) . 
Proposition 2. 2. 3. For all c.p , we have - p ::::; cos e ::::; p. The extremal values Bmin = 
arccos p and Bmax = 1r - arccos p are attained at the points X * = (p , J1 - p2 ) and 
X ** = (p, -J1- p2 ) , where c.p = p and c.p = -p respectively. (Se Figure 2.2(b) ) . 
Proof. If p = 0, i.e. P = 0 , then B(X, P ) = const = ~· 
If p > 0, then by (2.2.1), the angle (}between PX and v, can be expressed in terms 
of p and c.p: 
cos e = p sm c.p 
...; p2 - 2p cos c.p + 1 
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O~P 
p 
(a) 
y 
X 
(b) 
Figure 2.2: Circular case: (a) Point X in general position; (b) Extremal angles. 
The condit ion for extremum dcos ()( c.p)jdc.p = 0 yields the equation 
(2.2.2) 
whose solutions are cos c.p = p or 1/ p. The only4 relevant value cos e = p corresponds 
to x = p, y = ±jl=P2. D 
Corollary 2.2.4. 5 If "f is a unit circle and () E [0, 1r / 2], then io is the concentric 
circle of radius cos(). 
D 
Example 2. Let "( be the ellipse with semiaxes a > b, given by parametric equations6 
X = (x( c.p), y(c.p )), 
{
x = a cos c.p 
y = bsin c.p 
0 ::; c.p < 27f. 
4 Because * > 1 I ies outside of the range of cos ({! . 
5This i ·, although in a different context, a particular case of Reaumur's T heorem 2.4.6. 
6That is, a parametrizat ion by a t rammel (ellipsograph) of Archimedes, ee [10]. 
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Consider the case P = (0, 0). Determine the range of B(X(<p) , P ) as <p varies from 0 
to 2n. 
P roposit ion 2 .2.5 . For all <p, we have 
(2.2.3) 
Th l l e - . a2-b2 d e - ' b2-a2 . d h e extrema va ues m in - arccos a2+b2 an max - arccos a 2+b2 are attame at t e 
points corresponding to <p E { ~, 54rr } and <p E { 34rr, 74rr} respectively, regardless of the 
values a and b. 
Proof. We have oX = (a cos <p , b sin <p), 71 = (- a sin <p, cos <p) . Hence 
ax-71 
cos B(<p) = II OX II ·117111 
Differentiating, we get 
d cos e( <p) 
d<p 
2( b2 - a 2 ) cos 2<p( 4a2 b2 + 3( a2 - b2 ) 2 sin2 2<p) 
((a2 + b2 )2 - (a2 - b2 )2 cos2 2<p)~ 
Since b2 - a 2 < 0 and 4a2b2 + 3( a2 - b2 ) 2 sin2 2<p > 0, the extrema of cos B( <p) coincide 
with zeros of cos 2<p. Therefore cos e attains its minimum at <p = ~ ' 54rr and its maxi-
mum at <p = 34rr, 
7
4rr . 0 
Remark. If P is not the center of t he ellipse, t hen the condit ion of extremum leads 
to an equation P6 (<p) = 0, where P6 is a trigonometrical polynomial of degree 6. 
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2.3 Properties of B-level sets 
Let 'Y be an oriented oval and vector iJ be the tangent vector to 'Y at X E 'Y. 
D efinit ion 2.3 .1. The line that crosses 'Y at X and forms the exter-ior angle e with 
iJ is called the e- ecant to at X and denoted by l X (e). 
Denote by 7rx(e) the open half-plane bounded by lx (e) and containing the tangent 
vector iJ to 'Y at X and by Dx(e) the part of D , the region bounded by 'Y, lying 
in 7r X (e) . Denote also by 7f X (e) and by D X (e) the closures of 7r X (e) and D X (e) 
respectively. T he boundary of the closure of any region Q will be denoted by 8Q. 
Denote D(e) = U :Yo'· 
0'>0 
Lemma 2.3.2. If D (e) f= 0 then a curve :Yo of an oval is a convex closed curve. 
Proof. Let us take an oval 'Y- Fix a e such that D(e) is nonempty. Then the line lx (e) 
partit ions D into two convex parts, as in Figure 2.3. 
A vector PX from a point P E D \ 1fx(e) forms wit h iJ at X an angle which is less 
Figure 2.3: Partitioning of an oval by a e-secant. 
t hen e. So, D (O) c Dx(O). 
Therefore, if a point P E :Yo , then PE n Dx(O) . Since any Dx(O) is convex, n Dx(O) 
X X 
is convex, too. 
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Note that if a point p E Dx (e) then PX forms with iJ at X an angle greater t hane, 
therefore :Ye cj_ n Dx. Consequently :Yo c anDx (e). 
X X 
On the other hand, any point p E a n D X (e) lies on the chord l ~X" n D for some X E 'Y' 
X 
_r-_ - ~ 
i.e. P X , v(X ) = e, and if we take any X' E 'Y such that X' =f. X , then P X , v(X' ) ~ e, 
otherwise P E D \ Dx'(e). Hence a n Dx(e) c :Ye. 
X 
Therefore a n D X (e) = :Ye . 0 
X 
D efinit ion 2 .3 .3. A curve that is tangent to each m ember of a family of curves is 
called an envelope7 of a family of curves [2, §5.12]. 
Lemma 2.3.2 gives a good insight on the relationship between the :Ye and the envelope 
of the family of lines { lx (e)} x e n that is, the envelope of e-secants8 . The latter is 
a convenient object to observe since its equations can be easily obtained from the 
equations of 'Y [2, §5.3]. 
If 'Y contains a rectilinear segment X' X", then e-secants are parallel for all points of 
"( lying between X' and X" , hence there are smooth curves for which envelopes of 
e-secants do not exist. To guarantee the existence of an envelope, we will introduce 
the restricted class of ovals called strict ovals. 
An oval with no linear segments and points of hyperosculation, that is points where 
the curvature is zero, is called a strict oval. 
Lemma 2.3.4 . If 'Y is a strict oval, then :Ye does not contain a rectilinear arc 9 
Proof. Suppose there is a e such that :Ye contains an arc P P ' , which is straight . 
T hen this arc is a part of some chord of 'Y , X X '. Set P = aD x (e) n X X' and 
P' = aDx'(e) n xxl 
7T here are many alternative definitions of envelope, but for the current purposes this one mat ches 
best. More detailed definition will be presented later in this Chapter . 
8 A more detailed relationship will be established in Section 2.4. 
9This statement is valid even if we a llow 1 to have points of hyperosculat ion. 
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Now, take any point P0 E [P , P'], P0 t/c {P, P '}. Then there will be X 0 t/c {X, X ' } 
such that 8Dx0 (e) 3 P0 . Note that P0 = 8Dx0 (e) n xx'. Then either P' t/c Dx0 (e) 
or p rt D Xo (e). The one which does not belong to D Xo (e) can not belong to i e. 
Contradiction. 0 
Lemma 2 .3 .5. If el > e2, then D(ei) c D(e2 ) and ie1 lies inside i e2 . 
Proof. If el =f. e2, then i e1 n ie2 = 0 , because a point P E D belongs to only one i e, 
namely, p E iemin{P). 0 
The following Lemma introduces a special point of an strictly convex oval, which will 
be used to characterize i e as a distinguished part of the envelope of the e-secants at 
the end of this Chapter. 
Lemma 2 .3 .6 . (Existence of the special point for a strict oval) For any oriented 
strict oval '"'( , there exists a unique value e• such that i e· is a point. 
Proof. Consider the family of i e of a given "f · By Lemma 2.3.5, i e1 n ie2 = 0, if 
e1 =f. e2 , so the curves are nest ed. Note t hat for e = ~' D(e) = 0, because we can 
always drop perpendicular to '"'( from any point P E D , connecting P to the most and 
the least distant points of '"'(, as D is compact. 
On the other hand, if D(e) =f. 0, then there is a point P E D(e) such t hat e = 
emin(P) >e. Hence P E i e, which lies inside i e- Thus, having a sequence 0 < el < 
e2 < ... :s; ~' the corresponding sequence D(e1 ) :J D(e2 ) :J ... :? 0 . By the Bolzano-
Weierstrass theorem, there must be e• :s; n / 2, where D(e*) = 0 and for any e < e• 
the corresponding D(e*) is not empty. 
Further, by Lemma 2.3.2, i e· can not consist of two coinciding arcs ~ and b;;,, since 
all chords of i e· must lie entirely inside it , nor can ~ and bc;, be line segments, since 
i o· must not contain any straight arc by Lemma 2.3.4. 
Hence, i e· is just a point , P* . T he uniqueness of e• implies t he uniqueness of P*. 0 
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R emark. If we need to find the locus of points in D for which given e is the global 
maximum on 1 instead of the minimum, we may simply change the orientation of 1 
and consider the B-level family in that case. We will again end up with some critical 
point , P **, which will represent the member of the family, corresponding t o the critical 
value of e denoted by B**, i.e. :Ye·· = { P ** }. 
If 1 has an axis of symmetry, the points P * and P ** lie on the axis . Hence if 1 has 
more t han one axes of symmetry, the points coincide, and e• + B** = 1r . But in general, 
P * -=/:. P ** and the sum of two critical angles is not necessarily 1r . 
One may give the following description of the :Ye-family. Suppose a train goes 
3 
Figure 2.4: Train model. 
around a rail-road loop of t he shape of our 1 in counter-clockwise direction. Let us 
fix 4 searchlights on the train: t he first sends its light-beam forward, the second -
backwards, the third and the fourth point inside D and form angles B1 :S: e· and 
e2 ::::: 7r - e·· with the light-beams point ing backwards and forward, respectively, as 
shown in Figure 2.4. Then the boundaries of the regions unlit by the third and the 
fourth searchlights will have the shapes of :Ye1 for 1 oriented counter-clockwise and 
:Ye2 for 1 oriented clockwise respectively. 
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2.4 Evolutoids 
Let 1 be a strict oriented oval whose radius of curvature is a continuous function 
of the parameter. T hen 1 can be locally represented (up t o the 2nd derivative of 
its parametric representation) by its osculating circle10 . T his fact allows us to take 
advantage of the results obtained in the circular case (Proposit ion 2.2.3 and Figure 
2.2(b)) . Given() E [0, 1r], let us define the e-evolutoid of 1 by explicit construction . 
D efinit ion 2.4.1. Let a point X E I · Let E be the corresponding center of curvature 
of f. Draw the e-secant to 1 at X, lx ( ()). Let P be the foot of the perpendicular EP 
dropped from E to lx(e), (see Figure 2.5(a) ). The locus of all such points P for all 
X E 1 is called the e-evolutoid of 1 and denoted by l o· 
Note that P may be inside or outside of the region bounded by 1 or it may lie on 1, 
since it is determined by local properties of 1 in a neighbourhood of X . 
bRn aRiJ P 
e 
E 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2.5: Construction of a point P on lo , corresponding to a point X E f. 
10 A curve 1 is the envelope of its osculating circles [2, Ch. 5] 
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Lemma 2.4.2. Let R be the radius of curvature and fi be the unit norm al vector to 
1 at X pointing inward the region bounded by f. Then 
R sin2 e = fi · xP, (2.4.1) 
Proof. Look at Figure 2.5(b). (Here b is for sin2 B) . The scalar product fi · xP is the 
orthogonal projection of vector xP onto fi, which is IEXI sin2 e = R sin2 e. 0 
We will now establish a relation between the curves io and /o . 
Theorem 2.4.3 . The set :Yo is a subset of ro· 
Proof. Let an oval 1 be parametrized by its arclength, s , and let v(s) be a tangent 
to I at X ( ). Let a point p be such that PX(so) and v(so) form angle e. Let also 
R be defined as in Lemma 2.4.2. The statement of the theorem is equivalent to t he 
assert ion: if P E i o, then equation (2.4.1 ) holds. We have, ll vll = 1, and 
(2.4.2) 
If Bmin(P ,X (so)) = e then B(s) has a global minimum at s =So. Hence, it must have 
a local minimum at this point. That implies d co;:(s ) ls=so = 0. 
Differentiating the components of (2.4.2) 
we have: 
dv 
ds 
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From here, we obtain : 
and the equation (2.4.1 ) follows. 0 
Thus, a necessary condition for a point P E D to lie on :Yo is P E 'Y& · To determine 
a condition for a point P E 'Y& to lie on i o, let us focus our att ention on the family 
Let a curve ry be given by the parametric equations X = (x ,y) = (x(c.p), y(c.p)), where 
<p is some parameter. Denote x = dx I d<p, y = dy I d<p, and let v( <p) and R( <p) be the 
tangent vector to ry and the radius of curvature of ry at the point X respectively. 
Lemma 2.4.4 . Let e E [0, 1r] be fixed. The parametric equations of the e-evolutoid 
are 
{
X& = X - g sin e(x COS e + y sin e) 
'Y& = 
Yo = y + gsine(xsine - ycose) 
Proof. We have v = (x, y) , n = ( - y, x). 
(2.4.3) 
If we consider the radius of curvature R from the geometrical point of view, it is a 
positive number 
(2.4.4) 
However , for a closed convex oriented curve the expression (xy - xy) is always of the 
same sign, so the absolute value symbol may be droppedu . 
According to our construction presented in Definit ion 2.4. 1, the equation of 'Yo has 
11 In our definit ion of normal vectors, the choice of sign is consistent wit h t he formula for the 
evolute: E = X + Rii*, where ii* = ii/llnll is a normal unit vector. Thus we will take t hat R :::; 0 for 
a clockwise oriented oval, i.e. the unit normals are exterioir. Hence, local minima of Ron 1 oriented 
clockwise will coincide with local maxima of R on the same curve oriented counter-clockwise, and 
visa versa. For more details, see Section 3.2. 
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the following vector form (see Figure 2.5(b)) : 
J3 = -"y + R sin B(- (cos B)v + (sin B)n) . (2.4.5) 
From (2.4.5) , we can immediately obtain the parametric equation for /IJ · D 
Before we prove the next statement, we introduce the precise definition of the envelope. 
Let each curve C'P in the family F be given as the solution of an equation f'P(x, y) = 
0, where cp E [a, b] is a parameter. Write F (cp, x, y ) = f'P(x, y) and assume F is 
differentiable. 
D efinit ion 2.4.5. The set of points D, for which F (cp,x,y) 
some value of cp E [a, b], is the envelope of the family F . 
~~(cp,x, y) = 0 for 
There are alternative definitions: 
(1) The envelope D1 is the limit of intersections of nearby curves C'P; (2) The envelope 
D2 is a curve tangent to all of C'P; (3) The envelope D3 is the boundary of the region 
fi lled by the curves C'P . Then D 1 c D, D 2 c D and D 3 c D [2, §§5.3- 5.18]. 
A curve D 1 , which is an envelope in the sense of Defini tion 2.3.3, is called a tangential 
envelope. By Definition 2.4.5, it is a subset of the envelope in general. 
Theorem 2.4.6. (Theorem of Reaumur) . The envelope of the B-secants to 1 is the 
e-evolutoid. 
Proof1 2 Let a point P = (xp, Yp) lie on the B-isocline passing through a point X = 
(x,y) = (x(cp),y(cp)) E f. 
Denote cos e = c, sine = s . Then 
?X .1f 
cos e = -____,----
11 ?X 11 · 1111 11' 
?X . rt 
sin e = - II PX II · II rt II. (2.4. 6) 
12We do not know the original proof and present our own. Reaumur defined t he 8-evolutoid as 
t he envelope of 8-secants and then showed its equiva lence to the locus described in Definition 2.4.1. 
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Expanding equations (2.4.6) , we get 
s(x(x- xp) + y(y- yp)) = c(y(x - xp) - x(y- yp )) . (2.4.7) 
Define the function 
f (xp,yp,cp, O) = xp( - xs+yc) + yp(-ys- xc)+s(xx+ yiJ) +c(-yx+xy) = 0. (2.4.8) 
By Definition 2.4.5, the condition for envelope is 
(2.4.9) 
We have 
df(xp,yp,cp ,O) ( .. .. ) ( .. .. ) ( · 2 · 2 . .) (.. .. ) 0 dcp = Xp -xs + yc + yP - ys - xc + s x + y +xx+ yy +c xy - yx = . 
(2.4.10) 
Equation (2.4.8) and (2.4.10) form a ystem of two linear equation with respect two 
variables, Xp and Yp · The solut ion of the system matches (2.4.3) . 0 
As an example, several evolutoids for the case of an ellipse are hown in Figure 2.6. 
We can see that even for such elementary case, evolutoids may have singularities and 
self-intersections . A necessary condition for singularities of an evolutiod is established 
in Chapter 3. 
According to Theorem of Reaumur, each point on 0-evolutoid corresponds to a point 
on the original curve. So t here is a point-wise map Eo : 1 -7 rO · 
D efinition 2.4 .7. The point-wise map Eo : 1 -7 /o , such that the line passing 
through X E 1 and Eo(X ) E 'Yo is th 0-secant to 1 at X , is called the 0-evolutoidal 
transformation. 
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Figure 2.6: Some evolutoids of an ellipse with semiaxes V'2a and a. 
Lemma 2 .4.8 . For any strict oval, ry, if e ::; e• and the map Eo is invertible, then 'Yo 
coincides with io . 
Proof. By Lemma 2.3.4, io is a st rictly convex closed curve, and by Theorem 2.4 .3, 
it is a subset of 'Yo· 
Invert ibility of E0 implies that ry0 has no self-intersection point 13 . So, ry0 is a closed 
simple curve, whose subset, i o, is a strict ly convex curve. Any proper subset of such 
curve is not a closed curve, hence io and 'Yo coincide. 0 
T he inverse statement is not always true, for inst ance, the evolute of a circle ry, that 
is, the circle's central point, is both "(!!. and i !!. , meanwhile E!!. is not invert ible in that 
2 2 2 
case. A less trivial counterexample is when ry contains an arc of a logarithmic spiral14 . 
As one can easily show, there is a e' such t hat E0, maps the whole arc into a point , 
the pole of the spiral. T hen it is possible t o const ruct t he rest of ry such that the pole 
of the spiral is inside the region bounded by ry and belongs to both i o' and 'YB' . 
However , the key point to distinguish between the two curves is convexity of i o-
13self-intersection of a closed curve ! (<p), <p E [a, b] E IR, 1(a) = !(b), means, t hat there are 
<p1 =/= <p2 E (a , b) such t hat 1 ( <pl) = 1( <p2 ) 
14 that is, a curve , whose equation in polar coordinates is r = a'P, [21, p. 300]. 
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Proposition 2.4.9 . For any strict oval "( 1 and e ::; B* 1 the curves :Yo and "fe coincide 
if and only if the latter is not self-intersecting. 
Proof. If 'Yo is not self-intersecting, it is strictly convex by the reasons presented in 
Lemma 2.4.8. Then the curves coincide since :Ye is enveloped by B-secants to "(, and 
"(e is the envelope of them. The converse is obvious. D 
Lemma 2.4.8 and Proposit ion 2.4.9 give insight on sufficient conditions of a point to 
lie on 'Yo (details are shown in Figure 2. 7) . 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 2. 7: Difference between :Ye and 'YO · In the picture, 'Y is an ellipse oriented 
clockwise: (a) 'Y and ,:Y1!: ; (b) 'Y and "(1!:; (c)"(, "(1!: and /:y1!:. In t hat case, "(1!: and i 1!: 
3 3 6 6 6 6 
coincide. 
Suppose now that 'Ye is self-intersecting. Since it is a closed curve, the region it bounds 
can be broken into regions15 bounded by simple curves, which are unions of arcs of 'YO· 
Let us call such simple curves constituents of 'Ye and denote by w~ , k = 1, 2, ... . If we 
know the position of P * , that is :Yo· , we can easily spot the proper constituent, which 
is i e, since the region it bounds contains P *. It is clear , due to nesting property of 
B-levels established in Lemma 2.3.5. 
From the analysis of properties of :Yo, we move to t hat of evolutoids; the latter contain 
the former and can be conveniently parametrized . Starting from the next Chapter we 
focus our attention on local properties of evolutoids and of the map [ 0. 
15It can be shown t hat t he number of such regions is finite, if we do not allow 1 to have infinitely 
many isolated vertices, that is t he points of local ext rema of t he curvat ure of I· 
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Chapter 3 
Evolutoids of evolutoids 
3.1 Radius of curvature of an evolutoid 
We will denote by X 11 a point on B-evolutoid of a curve "(, corresponding to a point 
X E "(, and write Xo E 'YO · 
D efinition 3.1.1. For a fixed e E [0, n], the pointwise map of a parametrized curve 'Y 
into its e -evolutoid is called the e-evolutoidal transformation of the curve and denoted 
Consider a 'Yo, e E [0, n] of a given "f E C3 with non-zero curvature, parametrized by 
an arclength parameter , rp . 
We will use the following notations: 
v0 = v0 (r.p) = (X 11 , Y11 ) the tangent vector to 'Yo at X o(r.p); 
P = Xo( r.p); 
E = X ZL(r.p) ; 
2 
Ro = Ro(r.p), R = R (r.p) andRe = R~ (r.p) - radii of curvature of "(oat X o(rp), "(at 
X ( <p), and "f!L at X !': ( r.p) respectively; 
2 2 
Eo = Eo(r.p), Ee = Ee(r.p)- centers of curvature of 'Yo at X o(r.p) and the evolute, "(~ ,at 
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E respectively. 
Lemma 3 .1.2. The center of curvature of "fe at X e(<p), Ee, lies on the line PE. 
Proof. The statement follows from perpendicularity of P X and P E , by construction 
of "fe, since P X is tangent to B-evolutoid at P = X 0 . 0 
Let us calculate iJe ( <p) , using t he short notations s and c for sin e and cos e respectively: 
v0 = X e = X + R ( - csiJ + s2ii) + R( - csiJ + s2fr) = iJc(c - Rs) + iis(Rs - c). (3.1.1) 
Denote c2 - Res and Rs2 - cs by Ae and Be respectively. Then v0 = A0 (x, y) + 
Be( -i; , x) . T hen we get 
{
X e = i:Ae- i;Be 
Ye = i;Ae + i:Be. 
Since A~+ Bt = (c- Rs)2 , calculating llve ll 2 yields: 
2 · 2 ·2 2 2 2 2 . 2 II ve II = X e + Ye = ( A0 + B 0 ) ( x + iJ ) = ( c - Rs) . 
'-.,.-" 
=1117112 =1 
(3.1.2) 
(3.1.3) 
T he formula for the radius of curvature of an evolutoid of a curve, parametrized by 
some parameter <p, not necessarily the arclength parameter , is given in the following 
proposition, which was offered as an exercise in [6, p. 47]. 
Proposition 3 .1.3 . The radius of curvature1 of "fe can be expressed via R and k · 
IRe I= l(c- Rs)R I. (3.1.4) 
1For now, we do not focus on sign of radius of curvature and looking for its absolute value. 
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Proof. To calculate R 6 , let us express all the constituents of the formula 
(3.1.5) 
in terms of x, x, y, y and e. We have: 
{ .. . . X e = i Ae - '!)Be + xAe - i;Be Ye = iBe + '!)Ae + xBe + iJAe. (3.1.6) 
Note, that B6A6 = A11 B 11 • Then plugging the expressions 3.1.6 in the denominator of 
(3.1.5), we obtain: 
. .. . .. 2 2 
XeYe - YoXe = (A0 + B0 )(ieiJe - '!)ei.e ). (3.1. 7) 
From equation (3.1.7), we note that the signs of X eYe- YeX e and ieiJe- '!)ei·e coincide. 
Finally, using 3.1.3, we get the desired result : 
. 2 . 2 3 ·2 · 2)3 (X e + Ye )2 V 2 2 (x + y 2 . IRe I = . .. . .. = A0 + B 11 I . .. . .. I = l(c- Rs)R I. IXeYe - YoXe l XeYe - YeXe (3.1.8) 
D 
Note that singularities of / II correspond to Re = 0. Equivalently, R sine - cos e = 0, 
i.e. R = cot e. Thus, we obtain the following st at ement. 
Corollary 3 .1.4 . If R = cot e at some point of {, then the corresponding point of 
e- evolutoid is singular. 
From Proposition 3.1.3 follows a well-known [2, Ch . 2] identity for R~, the radius of 
curvature of the evolute of f. 
(3.1.9) 
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3.2 lnvariance of the orientation. 
Let us provide a brief background needed to give a j ustification for our choice of a 
sign for t he radius of curvature of an evolutoid . 
D efinition 3.2.1. An oriented pair is an ordered pair of orthogonal unit vectors 
{v,n} , i.e. llvll = llnll = 1, (v,n) = o. 
For each direction of v, we have two choices for n( s) : 
(a) Left orientation. The rotation of vector v by 1r /2 counter-clockwise places it in 
the position of fi. 
(b) R ight orientation. T he rotation of vector v by 1r /2 clockwise places it in the 
position of 1"i. 
D efinition 3.2.2. The orientation of the oriented pair { v, fi} is the number 
{ 
1, 
~: ({v, 1"i}) := 
- 1, 
if { v, fi} is a left-oriented pair , 
(3.2. 1) 
if { v, fi} is a right-oriented pair. 
Let I E lR be an interval. 
D efinition 3.2.3. An oriented smooth curve parametrized by an arclength parameter, 
s, is a triple ('y = X ( s)) v( s) ) n( s)) of vector functions I -t IR2' where 
(1) 1 is a smooth curve parametrized by an arclength parameter; 
( 2) v( s) = dX ( s) 1 ds 
(3) { v, n} is an oriented pair for each s E I con tinuously depending on s. 
The vector fields ·iJ( s), 1?:( s) are called the tangent and normal vectors respectively. 
( 4) The orientation E('y) is defined as E( { v, n}), which has the same value for any 
s E I. 
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D efinition 3 .2.4 . An oriented curve with a return point (in other words, a cusp2) s* 
parametrized by an arclength parameter, s, is a triple b = x ( s), v( s), n( s)), where 
(1) 1 : I_ Us* U I+ ---+ IR2 is a (non-oriented) curve with a returning point parametrized 
by an arclength parameter s; 
(2) v and ii aTe vector fields defined on L U I+ such that ('y, v, ii)I I± are oriented 
smooth cuTVes, wheTe L = {s E I Is< s*}, I+ = {s E I Is> s*}. 
(3) ii± = lim ii(s). We require fi_ = n+, i.e. fi(s*) can be defined as the lim 1?:(s) , 
s-+s.±O 
making ii( s) a continuous vector func tion. 
R emark. If we define v_ = lim v(s) and v+ = lim v(s), then the oriented pairs 
s-+s. - 0 s-+s . + 0 
{ v_ ' fi_ } and { v+' 1l+} are related by 
(3.2.2) 
D efinition 3.2.5. The curvature of a smooth curve (x(s) , y(s)) in the arclength 
parametTization s is given by the formula: 
K; ( s) = i:jj - iy. (3.2.3) 
Re mark. Let n( s) be the interior normal, i.e. 3 n( s) n fJ( s). The pair { v, ii} may be 
either left- or right-oriented. Since the sign of the number (i:jj- iy) coincides with 
the sigh of v x iJ, in the left-oriented case K;(s ) > 0, and in the right-oriented case 
K;(s) < 0, [2, Ch. 2]. 
D efinition 3 .2.6. The radius of curvatuTe R(s) is defined as R (s) = K; - 1 (s), provided 
2 Cusps are local singularities in that they are not formed by self intersect ion points of the curve. 
The plane curve cusps are a ll diffeomorphic to one of the following forms: x2 - y2k + l = 0, where 
k 2: 1 is an integer. [2] 
3 We will use the notation a TI b if vectors a and bare codirectional. 
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K:(s) -=1- 0. 
If 1 is a curve with a return point s*, then generally we do not define R(s*) and K:(s*), 
although in many cases it turns out lim R(s*) = 0 exists, and in these cases we can 
s-ts .,. 
define R(s*) = 0. 
Thus R(s* ) and K: (s*) are signed numbers as defined by (3.2.3). If K:(s) -=/- 0 for all s, 
then sgn (K:(s)) = const. 
D efinition 3.2. 7. The tangent and norm al unit vectors iJ and n, called collectively 
the F ren et - S erret fram e [6] of a curve 1 , form an orthonorm al basis in IR2 : 
vector iJ is the unit vector tangent to the curve, defined earlier in 3.2.3, 
vector i'i is the normal unit vector, the derivative of iJ with respect to the aTclength 
parameteT of the CUrVe, divided by its length: fi = fJj K: . 
T he defini t ion 3.2.7 does not leave freedom for t he curve orientat ion , since it allows 
only left-oriented pairs { iJ, n}. The following definition helps avoiding this disadvan-
tage. 
D efinition 3 .2.8. The tangent and normal unit vectors iJ and n, called collectively 
the VN frame of a curve 1 , form an orthonormal basis in IR2 · 
vector iJ is the unit vector tangent to the curve, defined earlier in 3.2.3, 
vector n is the normal unit vector, the derivative of iJ with respect to the arclength 
parameter of the curve, divided by its length and multiplied by c(1): fi = dl)fJj K:. 
. . 
Under such definition , vectors iJ, iJ, n and n are bound by the two equations: 
{
fi = -E(I )iJK: 
iJ = c( 1 )fiK: . 
T he consistency of formulas (3.2.4) with formula (3.2.5) is shown in Table 3.1. 
T he radius-vector of the center of curvature E (s) of 1 at X (s) is defined by 
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(3.2.4) 
t 1 ~ ~ 
case 
c - 1 1 1 -1 
Ko, R < 0 > 0 < 0 > 0 
. . . .. 
< 0 > 0 < 0 > 0 xy- xy 
sgn(v, fi) + + - - * v = Konc ('-y) 
sgn(n, v) - - + + * n = - Kovc('-y) 
Table 3.1: Table of signatures for different cases of oriented pairs { v, 1'1} 
E(s) = X (s) + R (s)c('-y)ii(s). (3.2.5) 
Definition 3 .2.9. A curve "( is traced counterclockwise (clockwise) at a point X E "( 
if the pair { v, 
11
H
11
} is left-oriented (right-oriented), where v and E are the tangent 
vector and the center of curvature of"( at X. 
Theorem 3.2.10. Consider a smooth oriented curve ('-y = X(s),v(s),n(s)) , where 
{v(s) , n(s)} is a VN frame. Let e E [0,1r] . Then vector 
X (s) + R (s) sine(- ( cos e)v + (sin B)c( "Y)ii) (3.2.6) 
is X e ( s), if"( is traced counterclockwise at X ( s) , or X 1r- e ( s ), if "( is traced clockwise 
at X (s) . 
Proof. Suppose "Y is traced counterclockwise at X (s) . Then formula (2.4.5) is the 
left-oriented case, i.e. c ('-y) = 1. In the right-oriented case, a curve differs from its 
left-oriented counterpart , t hat is, from t he curve wit h the same tangent and the same 
signed radius of curvature, only by the direction of the normal vector. Then the 
multiplication of t he normal vector by c('-y) makes the formula (2 .4.5) work. The 
proof of the case of "Y traced clockwise at X ( s) is analogous. D 
T he definit ion of R( s) makes (3.2.5) orientation-independent in the case of a smooth 
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curve. On the other hand, the notions of curvature, radius and center of curvature in 
formula (3.2.5) remain valid for a curve with a return point s*: excluding the value 
s* , we apply the previous definit ion to the smooth components I II± of f. The formula 
(3.2.5) is still consistent if lim R (s) = 0. In that case we assign R(s*) = 0. 
s---+s* 
Consider the family of evolutoids of a curve 1 parametrized by an arclength parameter 
sand smooth at a point X( s*) . By Corollary 3.1.4, a singularity appears at a point 
X 0 1 (s*) E /e1 if R(s* ) =cot e. Since the range of cote is (- oo, +oo) , and it is one-
to-one on (0, 1r) , there must be exactly one evolutoid out of the family, which has a 
singularity at X 0(s*). 
Definition 3.2.11. Let X (s*) be a point on a smooth oriented curve 1 and denote 
the circle with X (s*)E(s*) as its diameter by r 1(s*) . Define on r 1 (s*) the vector fie ld 
of tangents to 1e, ve(s*) = X e(s) / ds 1 s=s· , o::; e::; 1r , as in 3.1.1. 
We require the corresponding normal vectoT field n0(s*) be continuous in e on the 
interval [0, 1r]. 
Theorem 3.2.12. Fix a value s* of the parameteT of an oriented smooth curve 1 
and let e1 = arccotdR / ds. The orientations c({i70(s*),n0 (s*)} ) and c({v(s*), n (s*)}) 
coincide ife E [O, e1), and aTe opposite ife E (e1,1r]. 
Pmof. We will consider only the case of a left-oriented 1 with fi (s* ) pointing toward 
the center of curvature of 1 at X ( s* ), since the proof for the other cases is identical. 
Let e E [0, e1). T hen 'Yo at Xe(s*) is regular. By Lemma 3. 1.2, normals to e-
evolutoids, ne(s*), are placed along corresponding lines E (s*) X o(s*) for e E [0, 1r]. 
By continuity of the vector field of normals, ne(s*) TI Xo (s*)E (s*) , e E [0, ~) and 
ne(s*) TI E(s*)Xe(s* ), e E ( ~, 1r] . For e =~' ne(s* ) TI v (s*). 
T here are two possible cases: 
(1) e E [0, e1 ) . In the formula (3.1.2), Ae > 0 and Be < 0. That implies i7o(s*) TI 
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X 11 (s*)X(s*) and the pair (ve (s*) , ne(s*)) is left -oriented. 
(2) e E (81, 1r]. We have Ae < 0 and Be > 0, hence ile(s*) TI X (s*)Xe (s* ), and the 
pair (ve(s*) , ne(s*)) is right-oriented. 0 
D efinition 3.2.13. The signed radius of curvature of the 8-evolutiod at a point X e(s) 
2S 
R11 = (cos e- R sinB)R. (3.2.7) 
Theorem 3.2.14. The orientation ch) is invariant under evolutoidal transformation 
in the sense of formula (3.2.5) : 
E11 (s) = X11 (s) + Re(s)c('-y)ne(s ). (3. 2.8) 
Proof. Fix an s* E I . By Theorem 3.2.12, the signature of R11 (s*) changes simultane-
ously with the change of the orientation of the 8-evolutoid at X 11 (s*). Therefore, the 
normal n 11 (s*) becomes exterior if it was interior on "(, and visa versa. 0 
Corollary 3.2.15. Curves 'Ye at X 0 (s) and 'Y at X (s) are traced in the same way.4 
Lemma 3.2.16. Curves 'Y and 'Yrr coincide pointwise and have opposite orientation. 
Proof. Consider the behavior of the family of evolutoids of a curve 'Y ' h e} e=O at the 
points corresponding to a fixed value of the parameter s* E I. By Lemma 3.1.4, there 
is only one 81 E [0, 1r] such that 'Yih (s* ) is singular , namely 81 = arccot R(s* ). Then 
we have: 
(1) cose - R sin B > 0, e E [0, el) , 
(2) cose- R sinB < 0, e E (el , 1f]. 
That implies that R and R11 have the same sign in the case (1) and different signs 
in the case (2). On the other hand, curves 'Y and 'Yrr coincide point-wise by formula 
4 0f course, if 'YO is not singular at Xo(s), i.e. e =f. arccot R(s). 
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(2.4 .3). By equation (3.2.7), Rrr(s*) = -R(s*) and hence "' and "'rr are oriented in an 
opposite way. 0 
Lemma 3.2.16 implies that 1r-evolutoidal transformation, Err , maps a curve "' into t he 
same curve but of opposite orientation. More precisely, the direction of the t angents 
is the same, but t he direction of the normals is opposite. Denote such curve by '?, 
so that '? = "'rr · Since the evolutes of "i and "' coincide, the formula (3.2.5) holds 
provided R (s ) = - Rrr (s) for all s E I. Note also that 1 = "f. 
In order to avoid computat ional complications and extend the domain of parameter of 
the evolutoidal transformat ion Ee from 0 to 21r in a way consistent with its geometrical 
interpretation, we introduce the following object. 
D efinition 3.2 .17. Let (J E [0, 1r] . A curve "f(IJ+rr) is defined as "io· 
We always think of e as of a value defined mod 21r. Thus if e is a. multiple of 1r, then 
Ee is an involution, that is, its square is the identity transformation. 
Remark. The parametric equat ions of "f(IJ+rr ) and "'e are the same. It follows from 
equations (2.4.3) . 
The results of this Section allow us to bypass the discrepancy between the analytic 
expressions and the geometrical picture of the evolutoidal transformations. The pres-
ence of the orientation of "' in formula. (3.2.6) could be removed . Indeed, the choice 
of the normals is optional because the evolutoidal transformation of "' is well defined 
by its tangents. Hence we can always stick t o the left-oriented case. 
If we have two curves passing through the same point X , whose tangents coincide 
and centers of curvature at X are symmetrical (wit h respect to X ), then the point 
on the fJ-evolutoid of one of the curves corresponding t o X will be symmetrical (with 
respect to X ) to the point of (1r - fJ )-evolutoid of the other . Analytically, it becomes 
clear if we replace in formula. (3.2.6) R by - R , e by 1r - e, and remove c:("'). Thus, 
in the case of a counter-clockwise "f, we choose the interior normals, and the exterior 
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normals otherwise and apply the equations (2.4.5) or (2.4.3). 
Since the the local propert ies of the evolutoidal transfomations, that is, the geomet-
rical relationship between a point X E "( and its image X 8 E 'Ye do not depend on 
E("i ), we will restrict ourselves to the left-oriented case of "(, and use the equations 
(2.4.5) and (2.4.3) as a left -oriented particular case of a more general equation (3.2.6) 
whenever our concern is not about global propert ies of evolutoids. 
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3.3 Composition of two evolutoidal transformations 
The problem of constructing successive evolutoids , that is, construction of evolutoids 
of evolutoids, evolutoids of evolutoids of evolutoids, and so on, was considered in 19th 
century. There are many interesting results on the topic in works of Reaumur, Aoust , 
Raton, Lancret, Habich, Chasles, Dewulf and others [8]. However , global properties 
of evolutoids were of major concern of these and many other mathematicians. 
We will focus on the local properties of the evolutoidal transformation, and the rest 
of this work will be about the images of a single point on a curve, given by parametric 
equations, under two, three and more evolutoidal transformations. 
Denote t he curve, representing the result of 1/J -evolutoidal transformation of /e by 
/ e..p and the image of X (IP) by Xo..p (IP): 1 ---+ /e..p, X---+ Xe..p . 
Theorem 3.3 .1. (Commutation of a composition of evolutoidal transforms). The 
result of two consecutive evolutoidal transformations applied to a curve does not depend 
on the order of application of the transforms: /e..p = / ..pe point-wise for any e, 1/J E 
[0, 7r]. 
Proof. Denote ae = cos e sine, Ae = cos2 e- R cos e sine, be = sin2 e, Be = R sin2 e-
cos e sine, and the equat ion (2.4.5), we have: 
(3.3. 1) 
and 
(3.3.2) 
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Let us treat the equation above coordinate-wise: 
X e1/J = x + R( -aex - bey - b1/JxBe - b1/J'f1Ae- a1/JxAe + a1/J 'f1Be) = 
= x + R(x( - ae - b1/J (Rbe - ae)- a1/J (1 - ae R - be) )+ 
+y( - be- b1/J (1 - aeR - be) + a!/J(Rbe- ae) )) = 
= x + R(x( - a1/J - be(Rb1/J - a1/J )- ae(1- a1/J R - b1/J ))+ 
+y( -b1/J - be(1 - a1/J R - b1/J) + ae(Rb1/J - a!/J ))) = X#. 
By the same technique of regrouping the like-terms, we get 
Ye1/J = Y1/Je· 
(3.3.3) 
(3.3.4) 
D 
T he fact that one can permute the angles t aken for construction of successive evolu-
toids was proven by Ha.ton de la. Goupilliere [18]. However he proved the commut a.-
t ivity in terms of the curvature function defining a curve up tp a. parallel shift . Our 
proof is different . Let us give a. geometrical interpretation of the Theorem 3.3.1 and 
its proof. 
Denote (j = ~ - e, 'ljJ = ~ - 'ljJ . Then by the construction, we have: j{jjj){1/J 
'l/J, XEXe = e, Ex;x = Ex;x = ~· 
Denote by E e t he center of curvature of the evolute of "( at point E = X li . (If the 
evolute has a. cusp at E , then E e coincides with E). 
Lemma 3.3 .2 . The foo t of the perpendicular dropped from E e to EXo is the center 
of curvature of "(e at X o. (see Figure 3.1). 
Proof. By the proposit ion 3.1.4, we have IEEe I = IRRI, and since X E is tangent to 
-the evolute, E eEX = ~ . 
From 6EEeEe : EEo = EEesinB = RR sin B. 
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+<---__.Ee E = x 1r 
P =Xe 
evolute ( "f'!i) 
2 
Figure 3.1: Center of curvature of an evolu toid. 
From D.EX0X: EX0 = R cose. 
Hence, IEeXel = IR(R sinB - cosB) I. 0 
Theorem 3 .3 .3 . (Geometrical interpretation of the commutation of evolutoidal t rans-
formations) Points X 01/.> and X 1/.>0 coincide and lie on the intersection of two perpen-
dicular lines E0E1/.> and X eX 1/.> . 
Proof. Look at Figure 3.2. EX;X 0 = ExX 0 = 7J - inscribed angles. 
E;EF;e = E-;E;;ke = 7J - inscribed angles. 
Therefore, E---;Ji;Y1/.> = ~ - 7J = e ::::} E0E1/.> j_ X 0 X 1/.> . 
Denote XeX1/.> n EeE1/.> = P. 
Further, 
-- --X X 0X 1/.> = X EX 1/.> = 'ljJ - inscribed angles. 
-- --XoEoP = X 1/.> XoX = 'ljJ - the corresponding sides are perpendicular . 
T hus, P = X 01/.> by construct ion. 
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Finally, E-;J(;E'I/J = e =? P = X 'I/Je by construction . D 
Figure 3.2: Geometrical interpretation of commutation of evolutoidal t ransformations 
T he geometrical interpretation and construction of X 'I/JI:i = Xe'lj; presented in Theorem 
3.3.3 are believed to be new. T hey open a. broad way to use the variety of tools of 
Euclidean geometry to observe the local properties of mult iple evolutoida.l transfoma.-
tions, i.e. to observe how a fixed point on a. plane curve moves on t he plane under 
composit ions of different evolutoida.l transformations a.pllied to the curve. 
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3.4 The range of X ew· The Cardioid Theorem 
Denote X ew by P(e, 1/J). 
D efinition 3.4.1. The range of a point X E 1 under two evolutoidal transformations 
is the locus of { P( e' 1/J) H,l/!=0. 
Lemma 3 .4.2. Fix an a E [0,1r]. Then {P(e, w)l (eH) mod rr=aH,7/J=O is the segment 
between the points P (£ 9: ) and P (a+rr n+rr) 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 . 
Proof. Choose any fixed a and arbitrary e and 1/J such that (e+w) mod 1r =a, a , e, 1/J E 
R mod 7T . Without loss of generality we may assume that 
(3.4.1) 
Then the line X eX I/! will be parallel to the tangent to the circle X EO at X I (Figure 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.3: To Lemma 3.4.2. 
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3.3(a)) . 
By simple geometry, t he distance between the two lines is ~ (l- cos 2t) . For the same 
reason , the line tangent to the circle EOEe at E% and the line EeE..p will be distance 
~R (l- cos 2t) apart. 
By our construction, the two tangents are perpendicular and so are the lines X eX ..p 
and EeE..p . 
Thus, the rectangle (Figure 3.3(b)) built on those two pairs of parallel lines has t he 
same ratio between its sides, namely R, regardless of the choice of a, e, 'lj; . 
Hence, the posit ion of P(~ + t , ~ - t) = X 0X ..p n EeE..p , t E [0, ~] remains on the line 
segment connecting the point P(~, ~) and P ( 0 !,- , 0 !,-) corresponding to t = 0 and 
t = 1r / 2 respectively. D 
Corollary 3.4.3. The segments P(~, ~)P( 0!,-, a!,-) pass through 0 , the second in-
tersection point of the circles X EO and EEeO , fo r any a E [0, n]. 
Proof. Since the tangents to the two circles at E are perpendicular, so are the tan-
gents at 0 . 
Since EDEe = EOX =~ ~ we have: 0 E XEe. 
From 6X E Ee : XEO = XE;}; = arccot k 
For a given a , choose e = arccot Rand 'ljJ =:= a- arccot Rand then P(B, 'lj; ) = O.D 
Lemma 3.4.2 and its corollary give us a nice way to construct locus of {P (B, '1/J)}eH =a, 
for a given constant a . 
Draw the tangents to circles X E O and E EeO at X Q_, X a +rr and E £
2 
, E a + rr respec-
2 2 2 
t ively. T hen the segment connecting the intersection points of the correspondent 
tangents will be the desired locus. 
To describe t he range of {P(B, 'lj;)}IJ,..p=O> we have to describe t he locus spanned by 
segments P(B, B)P(B + ~ ~ e + ~) , letting e run from 0 to ~ ~ or simply the locus t raced 
by t he endpoints of the segments. 
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Denote circles XOE and EEeO by S11 and S12 and their centers by 0 1 and 0 2 re-
spectively. Denote the circle built on [0 10 2] as its diameter by S1 and I0102I = 2r . 
Denote the center of S1 by C. 
Lemma 3.4 .4 . The locus of centres of the segments {P(B, 7/l)}eH =const is S1. 
Proof. Choose any a E [0, H Construct the segment PQ, where P = P (a, a) and 
Q = P (a + ~ ' a+~) and denote by B the midpoint of PQ (Figure 3.4) . 
Note that IPQ I = RVl + R2 as the length of the diagonal of a rectangle wit h sides 
R and RR. Draw the lines l1 and l2 going through 0 1 and 0 2 parallel to the tangent 
Figure 3.4: To Lemma 3.4.4. 
to S11 at Xa and to S12 at Ea respectively. Obviously, l1 and l2 will pass through 
B: B = l1 n l2. 
Since l1 j__ l2 , B lies on the circle built on [0 10 2] as its diameter (on S1). 
On the other hand, each point on S1 is the center of the segment (P(B , 7/I) )IJ+1/J=2a for 
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some o: E R mod~. It becomes clear if we reverse our chain of reasoning backward, 
constructing the corresponding [PQ] for a given B. D 
Corollary 3.4.5. Points E and 0 belong to 0. 
Proof. T he statement follows immediately from the fact that 0 1 and 0 2 intersect 
under the right angle. D 
D efinition 3.4.6 . A cardioid is a curve, traced by a point on a circle, rolling upon a 
fixed circle of the same size . 
Theorem 3 .4. 7 . (The Cardioid Theorem. ) The range of X ee, () E [0, n], is a cardioid. 
The cardioid passes through X , Ee and 0 , 0 being its cusp, and is tangent to 1 at X. 
Proof. Since I0 10 2I is a middle line of 6 XEEe, we have I0 10 2I = ~ IX Eel = R~· 
Consider 0 , defined above, and t ake any segment [PQ], crossing D at points 0 and 
B such that IPBI = IBQI = I0 10 2I = 2r. 
Draw a segment [AD] of the length 4r passing through t he center of 0 (Figure 3.5), 
denoted by C, parallel to PQ such that IACI = ICD I. Then, AQBC and C BPD are 
equal parallelograms, since sides [AC], [QB], [CD] and [PB] are equal and parallel. 
Then, we have IAQI = ICBI = IDPI = r. 
Also, since IACI = ICD I = r and ICFI = ICGI = r, we have IAFI = rand IGDI = r . 
From the t rapezoids OC DP and OC AQ, we get OcJ5 = PJ5C and QAC =AGO. 
ow, draw two circles of radii r centered at A and D (dott ed circles on the picture). 
r-.... r-.... r----.. r-.... 
The arcs QF = OF and OG = PG, because the corresponding central angles are 
equal. 
Therefore, points Q and P t ake positions of a fixed point on a circle radius r , rolling 
upon 0 , and at the moments when the circles' common point is 0 the fixed point 
coincides with 0. 
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A 
Q 
Figure 3.5: To The Cardioid Theorem. 
By definition this point traces a cardioid with the cusp at 0. 
Replace P and Q by P(a, a) and P(e + ~ ' e + ~ ) respectively, and the statement of 
the Theorem follows. D 
T hus, the whole image-set of X o..p, e, 'lj; E [0, 1r], is the closed region bounded by this 
cardioid, (see Figure 3.6)! 
D efinit ion 3 .4.8 . For a plane curve ry and a given fixed point P, the pedal curve of 
ry is the locus of points X such that P X is perpendicular to a tangent to the curve 
passing through X The point P is called the pedal point. 
The Cardioid Theorem has several nice generalizations and corollaries about proper-
ties of cardioids in particular and lima<;ons of Pascal in general which do not require 
lenthy proofs. One of them is the following Corollary. 
Corollary 3.4.9 . A pedal cur·ve of a circle with respect to one of its points is a 
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Figure 3.6: The locus {X11o}(J=0 and two circles based on [XE] and [EEe] as their 
diameters. 
cardioid!'. 
Proof. According to the definition 3.4.8, the statement of the corollary follows imme-
diately from our construction of the set {X eo }0=0 if we take for X one of the vertices 
of {, t hat is, one of the points on / , where R attains its local maximum or minimum. 
Indeed , if X is a vertex, then R = 0. Hence, E coincides with Ee and with 0, so t he 
locus of all possible X 1111 is the locus of points P such that P E is perpendicular to a 
tangent to the circle radius ~ t he center at C E X E : ICX I = 4ICEI . By definition, 
this is the pedal curve to the circle with respect to E, and by the Cardioid T heorem, 
it is a cardioid. D 
Using the technique of the proof of the Cardioid Theorem , we may prove a nice state-
ment generalizing the way of constructing a cardioid by means of finding the locus 
of points, which lie on intersection of perpendicular tangents to two perpendicular 
circles. 
5T his fact is known [14], but t he approach of our proof is believed to be new. In Chapter?, we 
prove its generalization. 
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Theorem 3.4.10. If two lines intersecting at a fixed angle are moved continuously 
tangent to two given circles, their intersection traces a limar;on of Pascal whose double 
point lies on the circle of similitude of the two given circles. 
This theorem was proved by J .H. Butchart in 1945, using a slightly different technique 
[3]. 
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3.5 Analytic proof of the Cardioid Theorem 
Since Lemma 3.4.2 implies that t he image-set of the second iteration could be de-
scribed by the locus of {Xee};J=0 , let us obtain the equation of this locus analytically. 
By the vector form of the equation of 8-evolutoid of 8-evolutoid, we have 
X ee = X + R( -ae(v + ve) + be(fi + fie)) , (3.5.1) 
or omitting subscripts 8 and plugging in the expansions for ve and fie , we get 
X~e = X + R(v( -a- aA- bB) + fi(b- aB + bA)). (3.5.2) 
Using the notations c and s for cos 8 and sin 8 respect ively and expanding the expres-
sions for a, A , b, B in the latter equation, we finally obtain 
(3.5.3) 
For simplicity sake, let us denote cos and sin of multiple 8 by Cn and s n, where n is 
the mult iplicity of 8' i.e. cos 48 is denoted by simply c4 . 
To get rid of a constant vector X and to simplify the coefficients, we introduce a new 
vector of consideration, F: 
(3.5.4) 
where 
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Then 
{ 
Fv = 2s2 + 2c2(s2- R (1- c2 )) = Rc4 + s4 + 2(s2 - Rc2) + R 
Fn = 2(1- c2) + 2s2(s2 - R(1- c2)) = - c4 + Rs4- 2(s2R + c2) + 3. 
Let 
- Fv - R 
Fv = . ' 
R2 + 1 
- Fn - 3 Fn= --:-. -
R 2 + 1 
Denoting Rf and R 21 by cos (3 and sin (3 respectively (since cos2 (3 +sin 2 (3 = 1), we +1 +1 
can see 
{ 
~v = cos( 4B- (3 ) - 2 cos(2B + (3) 
Fn = sin ( 4B - (3) - 2 sin(2B + (3) . 
Let us look for such J.L and v that 
4B - (3 = 2J.L + 1/ , 2e + (3 = J.L + v. 
We get 
J.L = 2e - 2(3 , 1/ = 3(3 . 
I ow we apply linear change to the parameter J.L = 2B- 2 arccot R and obtain 
{ 
Fv = cos(2J.L + 3(3 ) - 2 cos(J.L + 3(3 ) 
Fn = sin(2J.L + 3(3)- 2sin(J.L + 3(3 ). 
(3.5.5) 
Vector (Fv(J.L) , Fn (J.L)) is an equation of the trace of a fixed point on a unit circle rolling 
over a fixed unit circle centered in t he origin, which is a cardioid. The cusp of this 
cardioid is located in the point (cos 3(3, sin 3(3 ). 
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Chapter 4 
Image-sets of higher order 
evolutoidal transformations 
4.1 Gaussian map parameter 
Consider the set of external (pointing away from the centers of curvature) normals ii 
to an oval 1 given by the C 3- map s -+ X ( s) , s being an arclength parameter. F ix a 
vector w in the plane and call its direction t he referen ce direction. We will introduce 
a new parameter 7jJ by which 1 may be defined via the curvature function R( 7jJ) up to 
a parallel shift in the plane. 
D efinition 4 .1.1. The angle 7jJ = ii , w between the external normal ii to the curve 1 
and the reference direction w is called the Gaussian parameter. The map 7jJ f------1 R( 7jJ ) 
is called a Gaussian parametrization. (See Figure 4.1 (b)) . 
Look at Figure 4.1 (a). Here, as usual, E represents t he center of curvature of 1 at 
X , s is t he arclength parameter of 1; f'i and ii + dii are the outer unit normals to 1 
--at X and X + dX respectively; d?jJ = ii, ii + dii; ds represents the arc of 1 between 
X and X + dX . Since the unit vector t angent to 1 at X is v = Rdiij ds , we have 
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E 
(a) 
I 
I 
_, 
n 
(b) 
Figure 4.1: Gaussian parametrization 
ds = Rd'l/; =? R = ds/ d'l/J . Hence 
and similarly 
R dv = -n. 
ds 
Reference direction 
(4.1.1) 
(4.1.2) 
Let us express the radius-vector Xe of the e-evolutoid and its '~/; -derivative dXe / d'l/J as 
functions of '1/J . First of all , 
d_,Y = dX ds = vR. 
d'l/; ds d'l/J 
( 4.1.3) 
Then, setting a = sine cos e, b = sin2 8, we get 
- -dXe dX dR _ _ _ _ _ dR _ dR 
d'l/; = d'l/; + d'lj; ( -av-bn) + R (an-bv) = v(R- d'l/; a - Rb)+n(- d'lj; b+ aR ). (4.1.4) 
Since dXe / d'l/J is the tangent vector to "'(e at X e, let us denote this vector by iJe . Note 
that if e = ~ ' then Ve is parallel to the normal ii to 'Y at X ( '1/J) . In general live II =I= 1' 
moreover, in some particular cases llvell can be zero. 
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By (3.2.7), RE = R dRj ds. Then 
RE = R dR = ds dR = dR. 
ds d'ljJ ds d'ljJ (4.1.5) 
The simplicity of the expression for RE via R, when R is a funct ion of a Gaussian 
map parameter plays a significant role in furt her calculations. Also, using this type of 
parametrization, we can easily t reat the case when ll d.X/d'l/J II = 0 (and hence R = 0) , 
avoiding division by zero in the parametric equations of 'Ye (2.4.3). 
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4.2 Introduction to the general approach 
The goal of this Section is to describe the shapes of image-sets of the n-th evolutoidal 
iteration (n 2: 3) of a curve at a given point1 , or simply the nth iteration. 
For brevity, we will denote Xe1e1 .. . e1 . emem···em by Xe~'l e~:-" · The superscript for 
~ '-..,-' 
n 1 n rn 
multiplicity one will be omitted. Analogously, we will denote by 'Ye~1 e;;.m, R0~1 e::nm 
and Ee~'l e:,';" the curve obtained by the same composition of evolutoidal transforma-
tions from the original curve, its radius of curvature at a point Xe~ ~ e;;.m , and the 
point on the evolute of 'Ye~'l e~" corresponding to Xe~I e;;.m . 
Denote cos ei and sin ei by Ci and Si respectively. 
Lemma 4.2 .1. (The radius of curvature of 'Ye~' I e;;::n) The radius of curvature of 
'Ye~ 1 .e~:-n at X8~·~ .e;;::n can be calculated via the differen tial operator: 
(4.2.1) 
where ?jJ is the Gaussian m ap parameter of 'Y. 
Proof. Let us convert formula (3.2.7) for a natural parametrization into the Gaussian 
map parameterization, using (4.1.5) : 
(4.2.2) 
Applying the different ial operator ni times with appropriate values of ei, (i = 1, ... , m) 
to R( ?jJ ) we will obtain t he desired formula. 0 
R e mark. Thus, the radius of curvature of a curve resulting from n evolutoidal 
transformations depends only on the radii of curvature of t he evolute, t he evolute of 
1 We will always assume t hat a curve of consideration 1 is continuously differentiable at a point 
f "d . X . . . d d h R 8 R 82 R 8" R d t b o cons1 eratiOn as many ti mes as It Is nee e , so t at , 81/J , a:iP ' ... , 81/J" are assume o e 
cont inuous. 
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evolute and so on (n - 1) times, and on ei, i = 1, ... , n . 
Denote by f n the set {Xen, BE [O,n]} . It is clear that this is a curve, depending on 
parameter e and the fi rst n + 1 derivatives of 'Y at X. r 1 is a circle. From the Cardioid 
Theorem 3.4.7, we know that f 2 of any curve 'Y is a cardioid, and the image-set of 
t he second iteration is the region bounded by that cardioid . For further observation 
of image-sets of the nth iteration, we will focus our attention on the study of r n , 
and we show later in Chapter 6 that the image-set of the nth iteration is a region 
bounded by arcs of f n, in general. According to Remark to Lemma 4.2.1, the shape 
and t he size of the image-set of the nth iteration of X E 'Y depend only on the set 
{R('Ij;), R' ('lj;), ... , R (n-1l(w)}, or simpler {R, R' , ... , R (n- 1l} . We will also use notation 
fn(R, R' , R" , .. . , R (n- 1l) for f n if we want to be specific about a particular image-set. 
Since the image-set of a point X on a curve does not depend on the curve's orientation 
and the way it is traced (by Theorem 3.2.14) , we will consider only left-oriented curves 
t raced counterclockwise at X. To further simplify the study of the shapes of r n, let 
us apply an appropriate rotation and t ranslation to the coordinate axes to move the 
point of consideration, X E /', to the origin, so that the center of curvature lies on 
the positive half of the x-axis, and the positive direction of the y-axis is opposite to 
that of the tangent to ')'. Let us choose the negative direction of the x-axis for the 
reference direction of the Gaussian map parameter '1/J, by which 'Y is parametrized. 2 
Let us fixe E [0, n] and construct the polygonal line with nodes at X, X 0;, i = 1, .. . , n . 
Lemma 4.2.2. Vector X 11iXIJi+l = Rei sin B(sin iB , cos iB). 
Proof. Look at Figure 4.2. By our construction of B-evolutoid of /'ei , we have 
(4.2.3) 
2The sign R < 0 is allowed , and t he picture is symmetric to the case R > 0 wit h respect to the 
origin. In that case, the x-coordinate of the center of curvature will be negative, and the direction 
of the tangent to 1 at X will coincide with that of t he positive direction of the y-axis. 
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and line X eiXei+l will form angle Bi with positive direction of y-axis. 0 
Note that some of the numbers Rei could be zero. These are the roots of the trigona-
e 
R . 2 sme 
Re sine sin28 
R8z sine sin38 
X 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
---r---
Figure 4.2: An illustration of the polygonal line construction of X 8, method for the 
first three iterations. Here R, Re, R82 > 0. 
metrical polynomial P; (cos e, sin B) = 0, hence there are only finite number of e E [0, 1r] 
such t hat Rei = 0. If Rei = 0, then points X ei and Xei+l coincide. 
An example of the development of r n , n = 2, 3, 4, is shown in Figure 4.3( a). Lemma 
4.2.2 gives clear tool to B-parametrization of the equations of r n · 
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Denote sin(B1 + ... + Bk ), cos(B1 + ... + Bk) by Sk, Ck respectively, 1 < k ::; n . 
Corollary 4.2.3 . The coordinates of the image of a point X E "( under the nth 
itemtion with angles e1 ) . . . ) en are: 
{x: Rsl + R,,s,S, + R,, ,,s,S, + ... + R., .••-' SnSn y - Rs1c1 + Re1 s2C2 + Re1e2s3C3 + ... + Re1 .. en- lSnCn, (4.2.4) 
Proof. It follows from Lemmas 4.2.2 and 4.2.1, since the radius-vector of X o1 en is a 
direct sum of X e1 .e)fe1 e i+ll i = 0, ... , n - 1, if we set X = X e0 . 0 
Corollary 4.2 .4 . The parametric equations of f n are 
{
x = R s2 + Ress2 + Re2SS3 + ... + Ren-1SSn 
y = Rsc + Resc2 + Re2SC3 + ... + Ren-1SCn , 
(4.2 .5) 
where s = sin e, c = cos e, Sk = sin kB, Ck = cos kB, k > 1. 
Proof. It follows immediately from Lemma 4.2.2. 0 
The following lemma will be also helpful in the future to prove Lemma 6.2.2. 
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Lemma 4 .2.5 . For fixed 8, a E [0, n] the locus of points {Xen(a- t)(a+t)}J=o is the 
segment [Xen02 XO" (a+~)2] . 
Proof. T he stat ement follows from application of Lemma 3.4.2 to the curve "fen at 
point X en . 0 
R e mark. Define a linear space Ln of n-tuples (R , R', ... , Rn- 1), which determine the 
shape and size of r n · Vectors (0, 0, ... , 0, 1, 0, ... , 0) with R (J) = 0, j =f. i and R (i) = 1 
obviously form a basis in Ln. Since the parametric equat ions of f n are linear with 
respect to R (il, i = O, .. . ,n, the curves f n(R , ... , R (n- 1) ) and f nC>-.R, ... , >-.R(n- 1)) are 
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1.5 
1.5 
- I 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.3: (a) An example of development of f n, n = 2, 3, 4: the curves: (1) 
f 2 (1, - 1); (2) f 3 (1, - 1, 0); (3) f 4 (1, - 1, 0, 0.5) . (b) T he homothetical curves (with 
respect to X): (1) f 4 (0.5, -0.5, 0, 0.25); (2) f 4 (1 , -1 , 0, 0.5); (3) f 4 (1.5, -1.5, 0, 0.75), 
t he point of consideration, X, is in the origin in all three cases of (a) and (b) . 
homothetical (see Figure 4.3(b)) with respect to X , any line in Ln passing through 
the origin represents the shape of r n · ote t hat different lines may represent t he same 
shape of r n, for instance, all curves r2 are cardioids. 
Thus, for further observation of shapes of r n we may first try the basic cases and then 
consider their linear combinations, where the sum of two or more curves is understood 
as a coordinate-wise summat ion of their paramet ric equations (4.2.5) . Also, we may 
realize a real projective space with homogeneous coordinates (R : R' : .. . : R(n- l )) 
as the set of lines in Ln passing through the origin, if the size of r n is not of our concern. 
Denote by Rn = Rn (B) the radius of curvature of r n. T he following theorem estab-
lishes the relationship between Rn(B) and Ren-1. 
Theorem 4 .2 .6 . (Radius of curvature of r n·) The raduis of curvature of the curve 
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r n can be expressed via Ren-1 by the following equation 
Rn(e) = 1-n- Ren-11 . 
n + 1 
(4.2.6) 
Proof. Denote the coordinates of a point X en E f n by (x0n, y0n) . First , let's prove by 
induction the two following equations 
{~ . R ae = n Slnn+l en-l ~ ae = n COSn+ l Ren-l (4.2.7) 
n = 1. From (4.2.5) , we get 8x0nj8e = Rs2 , 8y0nj8e = Rc2 . T his matches (4.2.7) . 
Suppose, the statement is true for all k:::; n - 1, n 2: 2. By (4.2.5) 
(4.2.8) 
Differentiating formula (4.2.1) for e1 = ... = en- l with respect toe 
8Ron-1 
ae = - (n - 1)(sR0n-z + cR~n-2) , (4.2.9) 
where R~n-2 = 8 Ren-1j8'1jJ . 
Now, different ing Xon in (4.2.8) with respect toe , we have 
Combining the like-terms and using formula (4.2.9), we obtain the 8x0nj8e = nsn+I Ren- 1. 
Analogously, we obtain 8yonf8e = ncn+lRen- l. 
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{ 
a;k = n((n + l)cn+l R en- 1 + Sn+IR~n- 1) 
8%h = n( -(n + 1)sn+IRen-1 + Cn+IR~n- 1) . 
(4.2.10) 
P lugging formulas ( 4.2.8) and ( 4.2.10) in formula (2.4.4), we get 
D 
Corollary 4 .2. 7. The curve r n is singular at a point X en if and only if "fen-! is 
singular at the point X en- ! . 
Corollary 4.2. 7 allows us to veiw r n (B) as a smooth curve wherever R en-1 i- 0. 
Lemma 4 .2.8. Let "fok- 1 be regular at Xek-1, and let "fek be regular at X ok . T hen the 
tangent to rk an d the B-secant to "fok at Xek coincide. 
Proof We will prove it by induction. 
n = 1. In this case r 1 is the circle based on [X E], so the basis of the induction follows 
from the construction of the image-set of the second iteration (see Theorem 3.3.3). 
Suppose, the statement is t rue for all k :::; n . T hen consider two close points, 
X en E "(en and X (e+de)" E "!(&+dO)" (dB « B), on r n, see Figure 4.4. To avoid bulky 
notations in the Lemma, we denote X en, X (&+de)n, Een, E (&+de)", "fen, 'Y(&+de)n by 
X n, X~ , En, E~ , "fn, "(~ , n > 0, and use similar notations with subscript n + 1 for 
X en+! , etc . Denote also by M the point of intersection of the tangents to "'n at X n 
and to "(~ at X~ . T he arc XnX~ E f n can be considered as a line segment, and, by 
the induction st ep, is (B + dB)-secant to 'Y~ at X~ , i.e. x--;x;:M = B + dB. 
---- --It is clear that X nM X~ = ndB. That implies that the angle adjacent to M XnX~ is 
equal to B + (n + 1)dB. 
Denote the circles based on [XnEn] and [X~E~] as their diameters by Dn and D~ 
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Figure 4.4: To Lemma 4.2.8. 
respectively. 
Construct X n+l and X~+l by the routine procedure of continuation of B-secant to "'n 
at X n and ( e + dB)-secant to "!~ at X~ down to their intersections with the circles Dn 
and D~ respectively. Note that x~+Pn+l = (n + l )de. 
Getting dB ---t 0, we make D~ ---t Dn, X~ ---t X n and X~+1 Xn+l tangent to r n+l and 
B-secant to 'Yn+l at X n+l · 0 
Consider t he image-sets of the n-th iteration of X E 'Y and E = X 2!: E "(2!:. Their 
2 2 
shapes and sizes will depend on R, R', ... R(n- l) and R', R" , ... R(n) respectively. Denote 
the former by f n(X) and t he latter by f n(E). 
Proposition 4.2.9. Lines, tangent to f n(X) and f n(E) at points corresponding to 
the same values of e, are perpendicular and intersect at points X 11n+1, e E [0, 11]. 
Proof. Points on r n(E) are X 2!: 1)" = X 11n2!:, since the order of application of evolutoidal 2 2 
transformations does not matter (see Figure 4.5). In other words , they are centers 
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Figure 4.5: Tangential construction of f n+I· 
of curvature of "fen , () E [0, 1r]. By Lemma (4.2.8) , tangents to r n(X) at X en and to 
f n(E) at Xon!!. are e-isoclines to curves l en and "fen!!. respectively. Then the statement 
2 2 
follows from Definition 2.4.1. 0 
Theorem 4 .2.10. The curve r n+ I is enveloped by the circles based on [X 0" Eenl as 
their diameters, () E [0, 1r] . 
Proof. From Lemma (4 .2.8) , it follows that circles based on [X enE en] are t angent to 
f n+ l at X en+l for any () E [0, 1r]. Hence, f n+l is enveloped by the circles. 0 
Before continuing development of the topic on image-sets of the n-t h iteration for 
general n, let us take a close look on the 3rd iteration and study r 3 (R , R' , R") for 
variety of (R, R' , R") E L3 . 
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Chapter 5 
The 3rd iteration: Construction 
In this Chapter, we provide the necessary background for construction of an image of 
a point X E 'Y under three successive evolutoidal t ransformation. 
5.1 Similar-perspective triangles 
Let us consider two coplanar intersecting circles D1 and D2 , and R1 , R2 be their 
corresponding radii. Denote by A and B the points of intersection of the circles: 
D1 n D2 = {A , B}. We do not allow the points A and B coincide unless R 2 = 0. Let 
a be adjacent to the outer angle between the tangents to the circles at A (or at B ). 
In the degenerate case R2 = 0, a can be assigned any value we wish. 
Define rotational homothety with respect to A as a transformation T = TA [a, R ], R = 
~~ equal to the composition of two affine maps of the plane onto itself: 
(a) the rotation of the plane around A by angle a so that the tangent to D1 at A is 
mapped onto the tangent to D2 at A ; 
(b) the homothety centered at A with ratio R. 
If a plane II is mapped onto itself by T = TA [a , R], A E II , we will denote the image 
of any planar set of points G E II under T by TA [a , R](G) or simpler by T (G). 
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Note that indeed , as the notation suggests, TA [a, R] depends only on the ratio R = 
Rd R2 but not on R1 and R2 themselves. In other words, replacing the circles D1 
and D2 in t he construction by their images under the same homothety with center 
A has no effect on T. In other words, replacing the circles D1 and D2 in the above 
construction by their images under a homothety with center A has no effect on T. 
Remark. We will count a > 0 if the rotational part of T is counter-clockwise and 
a < 0 otherwise. 
To distinguish the line passing through two points, X and Y , on the plane and the 
segment between the points, let us denote the line by XY and the segment by [XY]. 
We will count the angle between two not parallel coplanar lines a1 and a2 as the angle a 
and denote it by~ =a, a > 0 if the rotation around the point of their intersection 
Lemma 5 .1.1. Let points P E D1 and P' = T (P ) E D2 . Then B E [PP'] . 
Proof. We will prove the statement if we show that Pi3A + Jfijpi = 1r. 
Draw the chord in D1 tangent to D2 at B and denote the second endpoint of the chord 
----by C (see Figure 5. 1). T he angle T(C)AC = a , and T (C) E D2. 
----Let B' E D2 and B B' be tangent to D1. Since the inscribed in D1 angle CAB sub tends 
[CB], and [BB'] is t angent to D1 from t he side of A , it is equal to the adjacent to 
IFBc = 1r- a. So CAlJ = a. Therefore , B = T(C) . 
Further, T (6CPA) = 6 BP' A ::::} AcP = Jfijpi , (because T is conformal). Also 
AcP = 1r- PiiA, since AcP and Pi3A are inscribed in D1 angles subtending the 
---- ----same arc from different sides . Hence, PBA + ABP' = 1r . 0 
In this Section, we consider special relation between similar triangles called homology. 
We will call the sides of similar triangles opposing the same angles corresponding or 
proportional sides. 
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Figure 5.1: To Lemma 5.1.1. 
D efinition 5 .1.2. W e will call two similar triangles homological if the lin es joining 
vertices with same angles are concurrent. The concurrency point is called the center 
of homology. 
D efinition 5 .1.3. Two homological similar triangles are called perspective if the cor-
responding sides are not parallel. 
Theorem 5.1.4. (Desargues Theorem) Let D. ABC and D. abc be two distinct triangles. 
Then the lines A a, Bb and Cc are concurrent if and only if the points AB nab, AC n 
ac and B C n be are collin ear. 
T he Desargues T heorem gives rise to an equivalent definition for similar perspect ive 
triangles. 
D efinition 5 .1.5. Two similar triangles with sides {Ai}f= 1 and {ai}f=1 respectively 
are called perspective if there are permutations { i1 , i2 , i3} and {j1, j2, j 3} such that 
1
1:;:1
1 
= canst and the points A ik n aJk are collinear, k = 1, 2 , 3 , where A ik and aJk 
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are lines containing the corresponding sides. T he line, passing through the points 
A ik n a1k , k = 1, 2, 3, is called the axis of homology of the two triangles. 
Lemma 5.1.6. Let triangle 6 P be inscribed in D1 . Then T(6 P) and 6 P are similar 
perspective, and T( 6 P) is inscribed in D2 . 
Proof. 6 P and T (6 P ) are homological and B is the center of homology by Lemma 
5.1.1 , and t he vertices of T(6 P ) lie on D2 . 
Further, since T is conformal, 6 P and T (6P ) are similar. Finally, since A =f. B , we 
have: a E (0, 1r), and hence the corresponding sides of the triangles are not parallel.D 
Lemma 5.1.7. Let a triangle 6 P be inscribed in fh . Let A , A* E fh . Consider 
two maps T=TA[a , R ] and T * = TA·[a, R ], R 2: 0. Then T(6 P) and T *(6 P ) are 
congruent, and their corresponding sides are parallel. 
Proof. Congruence of the images of the t riangle and parity of their corresponding 
sides follow from the equality of the rotat ions and ratios of homothety ofT and T* .D 
Theorem 5.1.8. (Generalization of Simson's Theorem1 ) Let 6 P be a triangle in-
scribed in a circle D1 and let 6 P * = L,A6P ), where L 0" lal :=:;: 1T is a rotation around 
the center of D1 . If we draw lines passing through A and parallel to the sides of 6 P *, 
then the points of intersection of those lines with the sides of 6 P are collinear. 
Proof. Let T = TA [a, R ], R = ~ =f. 0 be a rotational homothety wit h respect to A. 
By Lemma 5. 1.6, T(6 P ) and 6 P are similar perspective. 
Fixing a and approaching R2 ---+ 0, we merge the center of the rotational homothety 
and t he center of homology, simultaneously shrinking T (6P) into a point . D 
Re mark. Thus, Theorem 5.1.8 is the limiting case of Lemma 5.1.6 when R2 ---+ 0. 
1The Simson 's T heorem states: Let points N , K , L be the feet of perpendiculars dropped from a 
point on a circle to sides of a t r iangle , inscribed into the circle. T hen N , K , L are collinear. T he line 
passing t hrough them is called Wallace-Simson line (in some sources j ust Simson line) [20]. 
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D efinition 5.1.9. A line passing through the inter-section points described in 5.1.8 
we will call Genemlized Simson's Line and denote by GSL(A, a, D. P ), wher-e A E D1 
is the concurrency point, D.P is the tTiangle of consider-ation and a is the angle of 
mtation of D.P . 
~ - isoclines 
,; ~\ 
' 
(a) (b) 
Figure 5. 2: (a) ,8-isoclines to lines c1 and c2 along a line l; (b) construction of l = 
GSL(O, a, D.ABC) . 
D efinition 5.1.10. Let II be plan e, ai E II be a set of lines, i = 1, 2, .. .. Lines bin E II 
--are called a-isoclines to ai if ai, bin = a , n , i E N. The points ain bin are called vertices 
of a -isoclines. 
An example of ,8-isoclines to two lines c1 and c2 with vertices along line l is show in 
Figure 5.2( a) . 
Let D be a circle circumscribed around a triangle D.A B C and a point 0 E D. Let 
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l* = GSL (O , a, 6 ABC) and let l l(" A B , l l(" B C, l l(" AC . Finally, introduce the 
family of lines parallel to l: L' = {l' l l' Il l , l' =/:. l}. 
Lemma 5.1.11. Let a -isoclines to the sides of 6AB C at the points of their inter-
sections with a line l' E L' intersect pairwise in points A", B" , C" . Triangles 6AB C 
and 6 A" B "C" are similar perspective. The center of homology is 0 . 
Figure 5.3: To Lemma 5.1.11. 
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Proof. Denote the points l nAB = Ct, l n BC = A t, l n AC = Bt. We have 
OAt , OBt , OCt are a -isoclines to BC, AC and AB respectively as it is in Figure 5.2(b) . 
Choose a point A' E BC such that A' f At and draw the line passing through A' and 
parallel to OAt. Denote by B" the point of intersection of this line and OB. Draw 
the line parallel to OCt and passing through B" , denoting the intersection point of 
these lines by C'. Draw also the line l' E L', passing through A' , as it is shown in 
Figure 5.3. Now, we have: 
6BCtO rv 6BC' B" , since all sides are parallel. 
6BAtO rv 6BA' B" for the same reason. 
Th · f IBOI - IBAt l - IBCt l Tl 1 tt n · r th t A'C'- l' ere ore, IBB"I - IBA'I - IBC'I. 1e a er equa 1 y rmp res a - . 
Since ME" = ffC03" = 1r- a, B" is the intersection point of corresponding isoclines 
to AB and BC at points of their intersections with ll By construction B" E OB. 
Set l' n AC = B'. Repeating the same chains of reasoning and construction rout ines 
with a -isocline to AC at B' , that is , the line parallel to OBt and passing t hrough B', 
we will get that it intersects C' B" and A' B " at some points lying on OA and OC. 
Denote the points by A" and C" respectively. Hence, by construction, the triangles 
6ABC and 6A" B" C" are homological, center of homology being at 0. 
F inally, 6ABC rv 6A" B"C", since we can make their corresponding sides parallel 
by rotation 6A" B"C" by a around, for example, any of its vertices. 0 
Corollary 5.1.12. Any two triangles, similar perspective to a given one, and con-
structed as in Lemma 5 .1.11 with respect to two lines l', l" E L', are homothetic with 
respect to 0. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.1.11 , the lines, passing through corresponding vertices of the 
two triangles are concurrent , the point of concurrency being 0. The parity of the 
corresponding sides follows from the construction. 0 
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Proposition 5.1.13. Given a circle D, let K , K' E D, K K' = a . Let a triangle 
6ABC be inscribed into D. Then for any (3 E JR. mod 1r, one of the angles between the 
lines GSL(K, (3, 6ABC) and GSL(K' , (3, 6ABC) is% · 
Figure 5.4: To Proposition 5.1.13. 
Proof. Choose a point D E D such that D rf. {A, B , C} and choose (3 E R mod 1r . Let 
points D' E BC and A' E BC be such that the angles ::4Ji0 = JSi50 = (3 . 
Denote t he point D D' n D by H and find the points E E D D' and D" E AC such 
t hat J575iiC =CAE = (3 , see Figure 5.4. 
Let us show that D' D" IIAH. 
Indeed , since J5iYiC = JSi50 = (3 , we may circumscribe a circle around quadrangle 
D" D'CD. Therefore, fY0D = D~ (inscribed angles subtending the same chord 
(D'D") from the same side). But AJii5 = JY0D, since t hey both are inscribed in D 
~ ----- -----and sub tend the same arc AC . Hence AH D = D" D' D . 
On the other hand, D' D" = GSL(D , /3, 6ABC) and AA' = GSL(A , /3, 6ABC). The 
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angle between these two lines is equal to Jfiii5 , which is one half of t he angular 
~ 
measure of AD. 
The cases D = A is trivial, and we may treat the cases when D coincides with either 
B or C as limiting cases for D approaching one of the two vertices, get t ing the same 
result. 
Let us generalize the above mentioned. Consider two arbitrary taken points K , K ' E 
~ ~ ~ 
n, and set AK =a and AK' = 6. Obviously, !{'!{ = Ia- 51. 
--Denote l = GSL(K, [3, 6ABC) and l' = GSL(K ', [3 , 6ABC). Then l, l' = l , AA' -
--- ~ l' AA' = IQ - Ql = lf{J{' ) 2 2 2 . 0 
Let a triangle 6 ABC be inscribed in a circle D and a E Rmod 1r. Let also L' be a 
family of parallel lines. 
Lemma 5.1.14. There exists a unique line l* E L' such that a -isoclines to the lines 
AB, BC and AC at the points of their intersection with l* are concurrent . T he con-
currency point lies on n. 
Proof. Consider first the case when L' is such that a line l E L' (generator of L') 
intersects each of the sides of 6 ABC. 
Given an a , take a point D' ED and construct GSL(D' , a, 6ABC). It will intersect 
~ 
a generator of L' under angles f3 and 1r - f3 . Let D E D be such that D D' = 2{3. By 
proposition 5.1.13, the angle between GSL(D', a , 6 ABC) and GSL(D , a, 6 ABC) 
will be [3 . 
Hence, GSL(D , a, 6AB C) will either belong to L' or form angle 2{3 with its gen-
erator, depending on the direction of {3-rotation of D mapping D' onto D. We will 
choose the first option, that is, D is such that GSL(D , a , 6ABC) E L' . Denote 
GSL(D, a , 6 ABC) by l* Take a line l E L', l # l*. But by Lemma 5.1.11 , a-
isoclines to the lines AB, BC and AC at the points of their intersection with l will 
not be concurrent. Thus l* is t he desired line by construction. 
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In case, when a generator of L' is parallel to one of the sides of 6ABC, the line l* ob-
viously coincides with that side since it is the only member of L', for which a -isoclines 
defined in this Lemma make sense. D 
Theorem 5.1.15. (Conditions of perspectivity for similar triangles) . Two similar 
triangles are perspective if and only if: 
(a) Their circumscribing circles intersect at two distin ct points (A and B). 
(b) A rotational homothety, centered at either A or B and mapping one of the circles 
onto another, maps also one of the triangles onto another. 
If the center of homology is B then the center of rotational homothety is A and visa 
versa. 
Proof. 1. The direct statement follows from Lemma 5.1.6. 
2. To prove the converse, let us consider two similar perspective triangles 6P1 and 
6P2 and let l be their axis of homology. Define the family of parallel lines L, generated 
by l . 
Applying Lemma 5.1.14 to each of this triangles and L , we find that the t riangles' 
homology center is one of the two points of intersection of the circles D1 radius R1 and 
D2 radius R2 circumscribed around 6P1 and 6 P2 respect ively. Denote this point by 
B , and another point of intersection of the circles by A. T hus , lines passing through 
corresponding vertices of 6P1 and 6P2 are concurrent at B E D1 n D2 . 
By Lemma 5.1.1 , T1 = T [A , a , ~~ ] and T2 = T [A , -a, ~~] are such that T1 (6P1) = 
6 P2 and T2 ( 6 P2 ) = 6 P1 , where a is the properly signed outer angle of intersection 
of D1 and D2 . D 
One may ask, '"What is the relationship between the topic of the thesis and the similar 
t riangle questions?' T he answer surprisingly comes from observation of the behaviour 
of t he third iterat ion of an evolutoidal transform of the same smooth curve r at the 
same point X(tp), namely, the problem of finding the position of a point X lhlhfh on 
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83-evolutoid of 82-evolutoid of 81-evolutoid of, , t hat is, on /(h(h(}J . 
Since we have discovered before, that evolutoidal t ransformations commute, the order 
of application of the transforms is not important - the result will be the same. In 
other words, X e1o2o3 = X e2o1o3 = Xe2o3e1 = ... = X o3 o2o1· 
Following the construction described in Theorem 3.3.3, we get the Lemma. 
Lemma 5 .1.16. The tangent line to {o1o2 r]J at X e1e2 e3 is the axis of homology of two 
similar perspective triangles f:c. X o1 X e2 X e3 and D. Eo1 Eo2 Ee3 . 
Proof. Let us show, that the points X e1o2 = X e2 e1 , X o1o3 = X o3 rh and X e3 r)z = X o2o3 
are collinear, and Xo1o2 o3 lies on the line passing through these points. 
Consider any of t he three points, say, X e1e2 , and the point X e1o2o3 on the curve {o1o2 r)J . 
According to our construction, the line X o1o2 Xo 1o2 o3 is tangent to {o1o2 o3 at X o1o2 o3 . 
By the same reason, X e1e3 , X o2 o3 E X o1o2 X o1o2 rh . 
By construction, the two t riangles D.Xe1 X o2 X o3 and D.Eo1 Ee2 Eo3 are similar perspec-
tive with the center of homology at E , and the line passing through X o1e2 , X e2e3 and 
X e1e3 is their axes of homology. D 
Note t hat t he positions of tangents to {o1o2o3 depend only on radii of curvature of 1 
and its evolute. 
Finally, we broadly used t he notion of Simson 's line, and the envelope of Simson's 
lines of a triangle is a deltoid. This amazing (though long known) property of Sim-
son 's lines will give us a good insight concerning deltoid 's projections in Chapt er 6. 
Among the publications of many mathematicians, who studied similar perspective t ri-
angles by the early 20th century, the paper by Frank Wood [23] looks most resembling 
(but not identical) to our results in this Section (except Lemma 5.1.16), although the 
context and proofs are different . His attent ion was focused on special points of trian-
gles (Miguel points) and the Desargues configurat ion arising from similar perspective 
triangles, while our focus is on Generalized Simson Lines. 
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5.2 The Homology Axis Theorem 
In Chapter 3 we gave a synthetic construction of the second iteration of the evolutoidal 
t ransformation. In this Section we will describe a more involved construction of the 
third iteration based on the key Proposition 5.1.13 and Lemma 5.1.16. 
Let the radius of curvature and its first two derivatives of a curve ry at a point X be 
R , R' and R". 
Consider the polygonal line with nodes at X (%)i , i = 0, ... , 3, where X(%lo = X. The 
first segment goes downward from X(%lo to X(%)1. Draw the circles Di , i = 1, 2, 3 based 
on the segments [X (%)i-l ,X(%);] as their diameters. It is clear that IX(%)i-I,X(%)i l = 
IR(i- 1)1· 
Different scenarios of the development of this polygonal line: cup-shaped, ladder-
shaped (or degenerated versions of them) depend on the signs of R , R' and R" (or 
they may be equal to zero) . But we will often have to consider only one scenario, 
namely, R , R" > 0, R' < 0, since the generalization on the case of arbitrary taken 
R , R' , R" comes naturally. Sometimes, we will use the old notations of cent ers of 
curvature, remembering X (%)i = Eei- 1, i = 1, 2, .... 
D efinition 5 .2 .1. Given a chain of intersecting circles, D1 , D2 , .. . , the iterational 
transformation Pi,i+l of Di onto Di+l is a point-wise one-to-one mapping such that 
VN E Di the point Eei-1 lies on line passing through Nand Pi,i+l (N). Naturally, we 
will denote the result of k consecutive iterational transformations of the same point 
Remark. To avoid bulky notations, we will denote P12 (XeJ and P13(XeJ by X~; and 
X~ . Clearly, X~ = XeJI. and X~ = Xe(JI.)2. 
J 2 2 
Lemma 5.2.2. The center of curvature of curve "fe1e2 at Xe1e2 lies on the intersection 
of lines X' X ' and X " X " . e1 e2 e1 e2 
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Proof. Take any 81, 82 E [0,1r]. Assume 81 ::; 82 . Construct t he circles 01 , 0 2 and 0 3, 
as they were described above in the beginning of this Section (see Figure 5. 5) , and 
X 
X~ 
Figure 5.5: To Lemma 5.2.2 
As it was proved in T heorem 3.3.3, the point X rh!J2 = X e1 X e2 n X01 X 0 2 • It is clear 
that "fe1e2 is tangent to line X e1 X e2 at Xe 1e2 , so the center of curvature of "(e1e2 at 
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Continue line X 01 X 02 up to the intersection with X~1 X~2 , denoting the intersection 
point by A , and drop perpendiculars from E to line X rh Xe2 , denoting the foot of the 
perpendiculars by B , and from Ee to lines E B and X01 X02, denoting t he feet of the 
perpendiculars by C and D respectively. 
From 6Xe1 EB, we have JEBI = R ce1 Ce2 • 
From 6ECEe, we have CE;E = 81 + 82 , hence IECI = R' sin(81 + 82) · 
Finally, from 6Pl3(Xe2 )DEe, we obtain IEeDI = R" Se1 Se2 . 
Clearly, IX e1e2 AI = IIBCI-IEeDI I, which brings us to the desired result after expand-
ing the absolute value signs. D 
Corollary 5 .2.3 . Let a E [0, n] be a fixed constant. Then the locus of the centers of 
curvature of the curves he(IJ+o) }0=0 at points { X e(IJ+o) }0=0 respectively, is a limar;.on 
of Pascal. In particular, when a = 0 the locus is a cardioid. 
Proof. The lines X~X~+o and X:J X:f+o are perpendicular to each other and tangent 
to t he circles C2 and C3 concentric to f22 and f23 respectively. The radii of the circles 
C2 and C3 depend on a. The sought locus and the locus {X~X~+o n X:fXe+a-}e=o 
coincide by Lemma 5.2.2. If a = 0, the sought locus is t he locus of intersections of 
corresponding tangents to f22 and f23 at points X~ and X 0 respectively. Then the 
st atement follows from Theorems 3.4.7 and 3.4.10. D 
T he results obtained in Section 5.1 suggest an interesting construction of t he third 
iteration. 
Theorem 5.2 .4 . (Homology Axis theorem). Consider 81, 82, 83 E [0, n] and two pairs 
of similar perspective triangles (degenerated cases when 8i = 8j for some i =I= j should 
be treated as lim iting): 
1. 6X01 Xe2 Xe3 and 6X~1X~2X~3 with the axis of homology l1, 
2 6 X" X" X" an d 6 X' X ' X ' with the axis of homology l2 . 
. lh ()2 ()3 () 1 ()2 03 
The point Xe 1e2e3 E f'e 1rhe3 is the intersection point of l1 and l2 . 
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Figure 5.6: To Theorem 5.2.4 
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Proof. Denote 6 X rh Xr12 X 03 , 6X~~X~2X~3 , 6 X 01 X 02X 03 by 6 1 , 62, 6 3 respectively 
(Figure 5.6). Let their circumcircles be Di of radii Ri respectively. 
If we apply homothety H e centered atE with ratio ~ to D1 , then the homology axis 
of He(61) and 6 2 will be parallel to h by Lemma 5.1.12 and perpendicular to l2 by 
~ 
Lemma 5.1.13, since EEe = 1r . Therefore, l2 _l l1 . 
Since l1 is tangent to re1o2o3 at X o1e2 o3 by Lemma 5.1.16, then by the construction of 
B3-evolutoid of re1e2 , the point X1M 2e3 is the foot of the perpendicular dropped from 
the center of curvature of r rhe2 , that is Erh!J2 , to l1 . But by Lemma 5.2.2, Ee1e2 E l2. 
D 
Thus, the axis of homology of 6 2 and 6 3 is normal, whereas that of 6 2 and 6 1 is 
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Chapter 6 
The 3rd iteration: Image-sets 
In t he previous chapter we were concerned with the construction of individual posi-
tions of points under the third iteration, and in this chapter we study their collective 
properties as the parameters el,2,3 vary. 
6.1 The Cayley Sextic Normal Front Theorem 
Let us consider a few simple triples of (R, R' , R" ) and find the shapes of f 3 determined 
by the triples, denoting such f 3 by f 3(R, R' , R") . If we are only concerned about the 
shape of f 3(R , R' , R"), we use the homogeneous coordinate notation f 3(R : R' : R"). 
Many of the shapes can be described as or relat ed to sinusoidal spirals , hence we begin 
with a definition of these curves. 
We will use the notations sine = s , case = c, sin ktl = Sk, cos kti = ck in this Section. 
D efinition 6.1.1. The sinusoidal spirals are a family of curves defined by the equation 
in polar coordinates 
(6.1.1) 
where a is a non-zero constant and n is a rational number other than 0. W e will call 
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n the order of the spiral. 
Note, that according to the defini t ion, a circle and a cardioid are sinusoidal spirals of 
orders 1 and 4 respectively. 
Definition 6.1.2. A Cayley sextic is a sinusoidal spiral of the order~· (Figure 6.1 (a)) 
(a) (b) 
Figure 6.1: (a) a Cayley sextic; (b) to Lemma 6.1.3: Cayley sextics and the circles 
whose second pedals with respect to the origin they are (1) The curve f 3 (1, 0, 0), (2) 
T he curve f 3 (0, 0, 1). 
T hen it is straight forward to establish the following results. 
Lemma 6 .1.3 . The curves f 3 (0, 0, 1) and f 3 (1, 0, 0) are congruent Cayley sextics, 
each symmetric with respect to line XE, point X and E being their poles respectively. 
Proof. Let us calculate Re and Rr:J2 for (R , R ', R")=(0,0,1) and then plug them in 
equations (4.2.5). 
We have: Reo = R = 0, R e = R c- R's = 0, R 1p = R c2 - 2scR' + R"s2 = s2 . Then 
(6.1.2) 
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On the other hand, the parametric equations of Cayley sextic are: 
{ 
x = cos t cos3 ~ 
y = sin t cos3 ~ . 
Substitut ing e = ~ + ~ , we get the desired result . 
Let us take a different look at the construction of r 3 ( 0, 0, 1). It is clear, r 2 ( 0, 0) is point 
X . Then by Lemma 4.2.9 f 3 (0, 0, 1) is the pedal curve of the cardioid representing 
the image-set of the second iteration of E E /JI. with respect to its cusp, which was 
2 
just proven to be Cayley sextic with the same pole and axes of symmetry. By the 
same reason, f 3 (1, 0, 0) is the pedal curve of the cardioid f 2 (1 , 0) with respect to its 
cusp, point E. T he congruence of f 3 (0, 0, 1) and f 3(1, 0, 0) is obvious, since they both 
are double pedal for the same size circles (Figure 6.1(b)) . 0 
T hus, by the way, we have proven a well-known relat ionship between Cardioids and 
Cayley sext ic: the pedal curve of a cardioid with respect to its cusp is Cayley sextic. 
Lemma 6 .1.4 . The curve r 3 (1, 0, 1) is a circle (double circle) of mdius ~ centered at 
(~ , 0). 
Proof. We have Reo = R = 1, Re = Rc - R' s = c, R 92 = Rc2 - 2scR' + R" s2 = 1. 
T hen 
and 
y = s(c + cc2 + c3 ) = s(c + c(2c2 - 1) + c(2c2 - 1) + 2c(1- c2)) = sc(6c2 - 3) = ~s2c2 . 
Clearly, the set of points with coordinates (~s~, ~s2c2 ) is the desired circle (Figure 
6.2(a)) passed twice as e runs from 0 to 7f . 0 
Note that coordinates of points of f 3 (1, 0, 1) are sums of coordinates of points of 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 6.2: (a) To Lemma 6.1.4: the double circle curve f 3 (1, 0, 1); (b) t o Lemma 
6.1.6. Two congruent nephroids: (1) The curve f 3(1, 0, -1) , (2) The curve f 3(0, 1, 0). 
f 3(1 , 0, 0) and f 3(0, 0, 1) corresponding the same values of e. So, we may formally 
write r3 (1, 0, 1) = r3 (1, 0, 0) + r3 (0, 0, 1). 
D efinition 6.1.5. The trajectory traced by a fixed point on a circle of radius R , which 
rolls with no friction over a fixed circle of radius 2R, is a nephToid. [14] Parametric 
equations joT the nephroid, with cusps on the x-axis, aTe given by 
x = R(3 cost - cos 3t) , y = R(3 sin t - sin 3t). (6.1.3) 
When the cusps lie on the y-axis, parametric equations are given by 
x = R (3cost + cos3t) , y = R(3sint + sin3t). (6.1.4) 
The moving ciTcle is called a generating circle. 
Lemma 6.1.6. Curves f 3(1, 0, -1) and f 3(0, 1, 0) are two congruent nephToids . 
Proof. Consider first f 3(0, 1, 0). We have Reo = R = 0, Re = Rc - R' s = - s , R e2 = 
Rc2 - 2scR' + R" s2 = - 2sc. Then: 
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{
x ~ -s2s2 - 2s2cs3 ~ -s2 (s2 + 2cs3 : 
y = -s2c2 - 2s2cc3 = -s2 (c2 + 2cc3) . 
Applying rotation of axes by ~ and their reflection with respect to y-axis, we get 
2 ~ + ~ _ ~ _ c2 c 4 = _l + c2 + ~ _ l _ ~ _ ~ _ f2. = _ l + lc2 _ lc6 2 2 2 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 2 4 4 ' 
An analogous routine leads to 
Now, the curve f 3 (1, 0, -1) is treated by the same means. We have Reo = 1, Re = 
c, R1p = c2 . Then, applying reflection with respect to y-axis: 
I 2 1 C2 S~ C~ C2C4 3 1 x = -s - css2 - c2ss3 = - 2 + 2 - 2 - 2 + -2- = - 1 + 4c2 + 4c6 . 
By the same means 
Thus both curves are nephroids (Figure 6.2(b) ) with generating circles of radius ~ .D 
Definition 6.1. 7. A parallel of a curve (or a parallel curve) is the envelope of a 
family of congruent circles centered on the curve. It can also be defined as a curve 
whose points are at a fixed normal distance from a given curve (a normal front of a 
curve) . [14] 
Clearly, parallel curves have the same evolute, which is the envelope of their normals. 
The alternative definit ion of evolute of a curve r is the following: The locus of cusps 
of curves parallel to r is its evolute. So when a parallel curve touches the evolute, 
it has a singularity (generically, it forms a cusp) . An example of a family of parallel 
curves is shown in Figure 6.3. 
Lemma 6 .1.8. A curve f 3 (r1 , 0, r 2 ), r 1 , r 2 E IR has a shape of a normal front of a 
Cayley sextic. 
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Figure 6.3: A family of curves parallel to a Cayley sextic. T he Cayley sextic is the 
rightmost curve (bold) . ote that the cusps of these curves lie on the evolute of t he 
Cayley sex t ic (a nephroid) in the middle. 
and then calculate the coordinates of X 1p using the results obtained in Lemmas 6.1.4 
and 6.1.3: 
{
- 2 ( )3 3 2 ( )3 x - r 1 5 + r 1 C552 + r 1 553 + r2 - r1 5 5 3 = 2r 1 52 + r2 - r 1 5 53 
y = TJ + TJC5C2 + TJ5C3 + (r2- r1)53C3 = ~TJ 52C2 + (r2 - r1)53c3. 
(6.1.5) 
Thus, X()3 = ~r1 (5~ , 52c2) + (r1 - r 2)(5353, 53c3) in our coordinate system. The second 
term represents a radius-vector of f 3 (0, 0, r 1 - r 2), which is a Cayley sext ic. Let us 
modify the first term: 
~rJ(5~ , 52c2) = ~r1 ( l - c4, 54) = ~r1 ( l , O ) - ~r1 (c4 , - 54). 
By Lemma 4.2.2, the tangent vector to f 3 (0, 0, r 1 - r 2) at X ()3 is ( 54 , c4 ) , and then 
the vector ~r1 (c4 ,-54 ) is normal to f 3(0, 0,r1 - r 2) at X ()3 . Besides, it has constant 
length. 
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Thus, to obtain r 3(r 1 , 0, r 2) , we have to first translate by constant vector ( ~r1 , 0) 
each point of Cayley sextic, represent ing r 3 (0, 0, r 2 - r 1 ) , and then translate it by ~r1 
toward the corresponding center of curvature by ~T1 . D 
Proof. Consider r 3 ( r 1 , r 2 , -r1), T1 , r 2 E J.R?. . Wit hout loss of generality, we may assume 
r 2, r 1 ~ 0 (the case r 1 = 0 or r2 = 0 were considered in Lemma 6.1.6) . We have: 
By the same Lemma, r 3 (0, r 2 , 0) has equations: 
Therefore, t he equations of r 3(rl , r2, -TJ) are: 
{
x ~ :(4r2 - 3(r2c2 + r,s2)- (r2eo- r, s6 ) ) 
y = 4(2r1 + 3(T2s2 - r 1c2) + (r 2s6 + r1c5)). 
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(6.1.6) 
(6.1.7) 
Denote arcsin ~ = (3 and ~Jri + r~ = C. Then rewrite equations (6 .1.7): 
y r1 + 72 
{
x = C(4r2 - 3 sin(211 + (3 ) + sin(611- (3) ) 
y = C (2r1 - 3 cos(211 + (3) + cos(611- (3 )) . 
Now, setting 11 = 11' + ~ ' we obtain: 
{
x = C(4r2 - 3 sin (211' + 2(3) + sin(611' + 2(3)) 
y = C (2r1 - 3 cos(211' + 2(3) + cos(611' + 2(3) ) . 
(6.1.8) 
(6.1.9) 
Therefore, the curve f 3 (r 1 , r 2 , -rl) is a nephroid with the segment , connecting the 
cusps, rotated by 2(3 clockwise. D 
Theorem 6.1.10. A curve f 3 has a shape of a curve parallel to a Cayley sextic. 
Proof. Consider the parallels to t he Cayley sextic representing f 3 (0, 0, 2) translated 
by 1r1 along x-axis. One of its normal fronts is the nephroid f 3 (1, 0, - 1) by Lemma 
6.1.8. Let us take any 11 E [0, 1r] and consider a pair of points X 03 and X(IJ+~)3 
of the nephroid. The two points have been displaced from their counterpart s on 
the Cayley sextic along parallel lines in t he same direction, since (cos 411, - sin 411) = 
(cos 4( 11 + ~ ) , - sin 4( 11 + ~)) . The vector of further development of t he front for one 
of the points is directed inside the nephroid, for the other - outside. Hence, we can 
define1 a normal front of Cayley sextic as the norm al fm n ts of two opposite arcs of 
a nephroid, with endpoints in its cusps2 , the points of one of the arcs being disp laced 
toward, and the points of the other - away from, corresponding centres of curvature 
by the same distance. The cusps ' displacem ent direction is treated as lim iting. 
1 What we are defining is actua lly a descr ipt ion of an involute of a nephroid . [5, Ch.9] 
2We will call t hese a rcs main arcs of a nephroid . 
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Now, consider f 3 (R , R' , R"). Denote (R , R' , R") = (r1 , r 2 , r 3 ) . We have: 
Obviously, the first curve on the RHS of (6.1.10) is a nephroid whose normal vectors 
a t points corresponding toe are ( c4 , -s4 ) and the second curve is a double circle whose 
points have coordinates ~( ~r3 + ~r1 )(1- c4 , s4 ). In other words, the expression on the 
RHS may interpreted as the sum of three radius-vectors: a constant vector ~ ( ~r3 + 
~r1 )( 1 , 0), a radius vector of a point Xe3 on the nephroid f3 ( ~r1 - ~r3 , r2 , ~r3 - ~r1 ) , 
and finally, a constant length vector ~ ( ~r3 + ~r1 ) ( - c4 , s4 ) , which is normal to the 
nephroid and is directed inside one of its main arc and outside another. 
Hence, f 3(r1 , r2 , r3 ) is a parallel of the Cayley sextic. D 
Clearly, a parallel to a Cayley sextic is a connected curve. It follows from Lemma 
6.1.8, since f 3 (r1 , 0, r 2) must be a continuous and closed curve. 
Definition 6 .1.11. Given a Cayley sextic, r , we will call the f am ily of its parallels 
P(r) , and r itself will be referred to as a generator of the f am ily. For two curves 
C1 , C2 , E P(f), the difference between their normal displacements from r is called 
nor-mal distance between C1 and C2 . To avoid ambiguity, when the norm al displace-
m ent from r to a parallel curve C E P (f ) is directed away from the evolute, the 
distance will be negative, and positive otherwise. 
A brief and routine examination of the equat ions (6.1.2) shows that the curve has 
two vertices (local extrema of radius of curvature). One of the vertices is at the pole, 
where the curve is singular (the radius of curvature is zero); the singularity is not a 
cusp. 
Lemma 6 .1.12. Let r be a Cayley sextic and the distance between its vertices be R . 
Then P(r) has two generators, the normal distance between the generators being R , 
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and one nephroid distance ~ away from the generators. 
Proof. Consider the curve r 3(0, 0, 1) and let C E P (r 3(0, 0, 1)) be normal distance 
k away from the generator of the family. It follows from Theorem 6.1.10, that the 
equation of C E P (r 3 (0, 0, 1)) is 
(6.1.11) 
T hat implies that the curve r 3 ( - 1, 0, 0) translated -~ units along x-axis is a member 
of P(r3 (0, 0, 1)). Denote t hat curve by r' . Clearly, r' is a Cayley sextic, too, and 
hence each of members of P (r3(0, 0, 1)) is also a member of P (r'). 
On the other hand, since t he pole is the only point when the Cayley sextic touches 
the evolute, any its parallel C distance k i=- R away from the generator is not a Cayley 
sextic. Indeed, fork E ( - oo, 0) U (R, oo) , C is a smooth curve, and fork E (0, R), C 
has two cusps. 
By the symmetry reason and from Lemma 6.1.6, the parallel of nephroidal shape in 
the family P(r) is unique and equally distant from the generators. 0 
Theorem 6.1.13 . (The Cayley Sextic Iormal Front T heorem) The curve r3 (rl , r 2, r3) 
is a Cayley sextic if and only ifr~ = r 1r3. If and only if r l = - r3, f 3(r1 ,r2, r3) is a 
nephroid. Otherwise, it is an unnamed normal front of a Cayley sextic. 
Proof. We can represent r 3 (r1 , r 2 , r3 ) as a linear combination of two curves: 
(6.1.12) 
The first curve on the RHS of (6.1.12) is a nephroid (by Lemma 6.1.9), the second 
is a double circle (by Lemma 6.1.4). From the equations (6.1.8) of the nephroid we 
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conclude t hat t he nephroid is C = J h 73 ) 2 + r~ t imes bigger than the nephroid 
f 3 (1, 0, -1). Hence its normal distance from the generators of the family of parallels 
it belongs to is 1Vh~r3 )2 + r~ (see Lemma 6.1.8). 
Looking at the double circle equations 
{
X= l h+r3) _ l h+r3) C
4 4 2 4 2 
_ 3 (1·1 +r3) y- 4- 2- s4, 
(6.1.13) 
we conclude t hat if f 3(r1 , r 2 , r 3 ) is a Cayley sextic, t hen 
(6.1.14) 
The condition r~ = r 1r 3 , making f 3 (r1 , r 2 , r 3 ) a Cayley sextic, follows immediately. 
The condit ion r 1 + r 3 = 0, making f 3 (r1,r2 , r 3 ) a nephroid , follows from Lemma 
6.1.12. 
T he reverse chain of reasoning proves the converse statement. 0 
Lemma 6.1.14. If RR" - R'2 > 0, f 3 (R, R', R" ) is smooth, if R R"- R'2 = 0 it has 
one singular point (the curve is a Cayley sextic), if RR" - R'2 < 0 it has two singular 
points. 
Proof. By T heorem 4.2.6 and Corollary 4.2 .7, t he solut ions of 
(6.1.15) 
gives the us t he answer on singularity of f 3 question. We have: 
Rez = Rc2 - 2R'sc + R"s2 = 0 ~ R - R's2 + ~(R" - R)(1 - c2) = 0. 
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Thus, we obtain: 
--- = + R'2 sin 28 + arccos ----;===== R + R" v ( R" - R)2 ( R' ) 
2 4 J (R"~R)2 + R'2 (6.1.16) 
This equation has no solut ion if RR" - R'2 > 0, since absolute value of sine can not 
exceed 1. It has one solution on [0, 1r] if RR" - R'2 = 0: 
1r 1 2R' e = - - - arccos ---
4 2 R+R" 
(6.1.17) 
Finally, the equation (6.1.15) has two roots on [0, 1r], if RR" - R'2 < 0. D 
Since the number RR" - R'2 plays important role in determination whether f 3 is 
smooth or not , we will call it the discriminant of the 3rd iteration. 
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6.2 The Deltoid Theorem 
Next we consider the 3rd iteration Xe1thlh where B1 + B2 + B3 = k mod rr , for some 
constant k. It will help us to understand t he distribution of X e1thfh inside the image-
set of the 3rd iteration. 
Definition 6.2 .1. We will call the image-set of Xth02e3 when B1 + B2 + B3 = k mod rr, 
where k is some constant, a constant sum image-set in general and k-image-set in 
particulaT. 
As it follows from Lemma 4.2.2, tangents to "(e1e2e3 and 'Ye~e;e3 are parallel if 
(6.2.1) 
Thus, we may call constant sum image-sets by parallel tangent image-set. 
Given a curve "( let a point X E "( and a constant k E [0, 7r). Then the locus of points 
{Xe2(k-2B) }e=O will be denoted by f'1. Clearly, it is a curve parametrized by e. 
Lemma 6. 2. 2. The locus of points X e1e2 e3 , B1 + B2 + B3 = k mod rr, is bounded by f'1. 
Proof. Since X e1e2 e3 E [Xe1a2Xel(a+~-J2], where a = 82t 83 , t he statement follows 
immediately from Lemma 4.2.5. 0 
D efinition 6.2.3. We will call the curve f'1 the boundaTy of constant sum image-sets, 
OT joT brevity sake, the constant sum boundary. If we would like to be specific about 
k , we will refer to f'1 ask-sum boundary. 
D efinition 6.2.4 . Deltoid (Figure 6.4( a)) is the roulette created by a point on the 
circumference of a circle as it rolls without slipping along the inside of a circle with 
three times its radius. I t can also be defined as a similar roulette where the radius of 
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the outeT ciTcle is ~ times that of the Tolling ciTcle. A deltoid can be TepTesented (up 
to mtation and tr-anslation) by the following pammetTic equations 
{
x = 2Rcos(t ) + Rcos(2t) 
y = 2Rsin(t)- Rsin(2t), 
wheTe R is the mdius of the Tolling ciTcle. [14] 
(6.2.2) 
Proposition 6.2 .5 . If R = R" = 1 and R' = 0, the k-sum boundaries are deltoids, in-
scTibed in the double circle r 3 (1, 0, 1). The cusps of the deltoids lie in X ( ~+m% )3, m = 
0, 1, 2. 
Proof. Let k E [0, n] be a fixed number and consider the the equations of t he curve 
f'1 (1, 0, 1): 
{
x = 8 2 + c8s2 + sin(k- 2B) sin k 
y = 8C + 8CC2 + sin(k - 2B) cos k. 
Simple manipula tions with formulas (6.2.3) yield: 
{ 
x = ~ _ cz + ~ _ c4 + c2 _ cos(2k - 2B) = ~ _ cos(2B - 2k) _ c4 
2 2 4 4 2 2 4 2 4 
82 84 sin (2k - 2B) 82 sin (2B - 2k) 84 y = - + - + -- = - + - . 2 4 2 2 2 4 
Substitut ing e = ~ - k , we get : 
{
x = ~ _ cos(B' - 4k) _ cos(2B' - 4k) 
4 2 4 
sin( B' - 4k) sin(2B' - 4k) 
y =- 2 + 4 . 
(6.2.3) 
(6.2.4) 
F inally, reflecting t he curve (6.2.4) with respect to t he x- and y-axes, we obtain the 
equations (6.2.2) . 
The positions of the cusps are obvious. 0 
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T hus, we obtain an interesting construction of a deltoid. Take a unit circle 0 1 and 
(a) (b) 
Figure 6.4: (a) A deltoid; (b) to Lemma 6.2 .5: The double circle f 3 (1, 0, 1) and a few 
constant sum image-sets' boundaries. 
let points 0 and X be its center and a fixed point on the circumference respectively. 
Let point E E 0 1 be opposite to X . 
Let XOA be counted clockwise and Ax = (~XOA) mod n be the coordinate of a 
point A on the circumference. Pick any number k E [0, n) and let A , B , C E 0 1 be 
such that (Ax + Bx + Cx) mod n = k. Let D.A' B 'C' be symmetrical to D.AB C with 
respect to 0. Denote by ABC the point of intersection of Simson lines of the two 
triangles with respect to E . Let 0 2 be a circle such t hat its radius is ~ and 0 1 is its 
incircle at X. 
T h eorem 6 .2 .6 . The locus of {ABC}(Ax+Bx+Cx)mod 1f=k is a closed region bounded 
by a deltoid inscribed in the circle 0 2 . The bounding deltoid is attained by considering 
only triangles D.ABC with at least two vertices coinciding. 
Proof. T he statement follows from T heorem 5.2.4 and Proposition 6.2.5. 0 
Lemma 6.2 .7. Ijf3 has a singularity atX0g, then f'~ passes through thatpoint for 
any k E [0, n]. 
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Proof. Suppose r 3 has a singularity at X 03. That implies that R 02 = 0, and then 0 0 
X 03 = X 020 for any a E [0, n]. Then the stat ement of Lemma follows immediately. 0 0 0 
Lemma 6 .2.8. (Lemma about three congruent deltoids) Given any k E JR. mod n , the 
curves f~(O , 1, 0) and f~ ( 1 , 0, - 1) are deltoids congruent to f~( 1 , 0, 1). 
Figure 6.5: To Lemma 6.2.8. The upper nephroid , f 3 (0, 1, 0), with f~ (O , 1, 0) , the 
lower nephroid, r 3(1, 0, - 1) , with r~ ( 1 , 0, - 1) and the double circle, r 3(1, 0, 1), with 
f~( 1 , 0, 1), where k = 1 in all three cases. 
Proof. Consider first f~ (O , 1, 0). 
Working out t he coordinate expressions, we get : 
{ 
. - 1 (1 ) 1 ( ) 1 1 X - - 2 - C2 82 - 282 Cz - Czk- 20 = 482k - 282 + 8 40- 2k 
y = - ~ ( 1 - c2)cz - ~(82k-2e- 8z )8 z = ~ + ic2k- ~c2 - ic4e-zk . 
(6.2.5) 
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Substitut ing e = ~e' + k and reflecting the curve with respect to the x- and y-axes, 
we finally obtain a model equation of a deltoid: 
{
x =-~sin 2k + ~ sin(B' + 2k)- ~ sin(2e' + 2k) 
y = -~-~cos 2k + ~ cos(e' + 2k) + ~ cos(2e' + 2k). 
(6.2.6) 
Now, consider the equations of f'~( 1 , 0, - 1). 
Performing the same routine: 
{ 
1 1 1 1 12 1 1 1 1 1 
X = 2" - 2 c2 + 4 - 4 C4 + 2 c 2 - 2C2C21J-2k = - 4C2k - 2C2 - 4 C41J - 2k 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Y = 252 + 484 - 2C252B-2k - 2C252 = 452k + 252- 454B- 2k· 
(6.2.7) 
Substitut ing e = ~e' + k and reflecting the curve with respect to the x- and y-axes, 
we obtain again a model equation of a deltoid: 
{
x = - 1 + ~c2k + ~ cos(e' + 2k) + ~ cos(2e' + 2k) 
y = -~s2k - ~ sin(e' + 2k) + ~ sin(2e' + 2k). 
T he sizes of the deltoids (6.2.6) , (6.2.8) and (6.2.4) are the same. 
(6.2.8) 
0 
Definition 6 02 090 Since f 3 (R, R' , R") is a Cayley sextic if RR"- R'2 = 0, we will 
call the cone RR" - R'2 = 0 in L3 the Cayley sextic cone. 
D efinition 6 0 2 ol 0 0 Since r 3 ( R , R' , R") is a nephroid if R + R" = 0, we will call the 
plane R + R" = 0 in L3 the nephroidal plane. 
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Lemma 6.2.11. (Nephroidal plane deltoids) The curves f~(r1 ,r2 , -r1) are deltoids 
inscribed in the nephroid f 3(r 1, r 2, -r1) and passing through the nephriod's cusps. 
Proof. Let us represent f~(r1 , r2 , -rl) as the sum: 
(6.2.9) 
and work on the coordinate sum of the corresponding parametric equations (6.2.6) 
and (6.2.8) ignoring for a while the constant terms and t he argument shift 2k for 
simplicity sake. We have: 
X= 2 C()1 4 C2()1 2 S()' - 4S2() 1 = 2 rl C()' r2S()' 4 r l C2()' - r2S20' 
{ 
' 7"1 + 7"! + 7"2 7"2 1 ( + ) + 1 ( ) 
y = - !fst!' + I:fs2o' + ~cw + !fc2o' = ~ ( - r1s0' + r2cw) + Hr1s2w + r2c20' )· 
(6.2.10) 
Denote p = ) rf + r~, and !.1. = cos a, ~ = sin a. T hen: p p 
{
x = ~ cos(B' - a)+~ cos(28' + a ) 
y = - ~ sin (B'- a) + ~ sin(28' +a). 
(6.2.11) 
Remembering the ignored constant shift of the argument by + 2k and constant terms 
in the equations for the x- and y-coordinates, we get : 
{ 
x = - r 1 + 7 cos 2k - If sin 2k + ~ cos( 8' - a + 2k) + ~ cos(28' +a+ 2k) 
Y = -~sin 2k - !:2. - :!:2. cos 2k - e. sin(B' - a + 2k) + e. sin(28' + a + 2k) 4 2 4 2 4 . 
(6.2.12) 
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By a routine change of variables e' = e" - 2a, we get the model equation of a deltoid. 
{
x = -r1 + ?:fc2k - 1- sin2k + ~ cos(e''- 3a + 2k) + ~ cos(2e"- 3a + 2k) 
y = -Sf sin 2k- 'f: - 1- cos 2k- ~ sin(e'' - 3a + 2k) + ~ sin(2e" - 3a + 2k) . 
( 6.2.13) 
T he deltoids (6.2.13) pass through t he nephroid's cusps by Lemma 6.2.7 and their 
cusps lie on the nephroid, since x(~+r;")3, m = 0, 1, 2, belong to both r 3(r l, r2, - rl) 
andf~(r1 , r2,-r1) . 0 
Lemma 6.2.12. Fix a k E JR. mod 1r. The chords [Xe2(k-2e)X(e+~)2 (k-2e) ] of a deltoid 
representing f~ ( r 1, r 2, - r1) are tangent to it. 
{
x1 = r 1s2 + (r1c - r2s)ss2 + (r1c2 - r2s2)sk-2esk 
Y1 = r1 sc + (r 1c - r2s)sc2 + (r1c2 - r2s2)sk-20ck . 
{
x2 = r 1c2 + ( -r1s- r2c)c( -s2) + ( - r 1c2 + r2s2)( -sk-2e)sk 
Y2 = -r1sc + ( -r1 s - r 2c)c( - c2 ) + ( - r1c2 + r 2s2)( - sk-2e)ck. 
(6.2.14) 
(6.2.15) 
(6.2.16) 
From the geometry of deltoid, we know that the t angents to a deltoid with generating 
circle of radius a, measured between two points, where t hey cut the curve again, 
are of constant length 4a.[13] By Lemma 6.2.11 we know that the radius of a circle 
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-k ~ generating the deltoid f 3(r1 , r2 , -rl ) is _V_' 41- ' ' 2 which is 4 times smaller than the 
D 
Lemma 6.2.13. (Lemma of three concurrent circles) If point (R , R' , R") E L 3 lies 
on the Cayley sextic cone, the three circles based on the segments3 [X( ~ J (i- 1) X( ~ )i ], 
i=1,2,3, as their diameters, are concurrent. The concurrency point is the pole of the 
Cayley sextic f 3 (R, R' , R"). 
Proof. Let us use the old notation for the circles: D1 , D2 , D3 whose diameters are 
the corresponding segments [X(~)U- t l X( ~)i ], i=1,2,3 , see Figure 6.6. 
By definition 6.2.9, RR" = R'2 . 
Figure 6.6: To Lemma 6.2.13. 
If R' = 0, t hen either R = 0 or R" = 0, so two of the three circles are degenerated 
into points, and the statement is obvious. 
If R' i=- 0, then neit her R = 0 nor R" = 0. Denote by 0 and 0' the feet of the 
perpendiculars dropped from X~ and X( ~)2 to [XX(~)2] and [X~X(~J3 ] respectively. 
3 We will count X(~ )o = X. 
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Obviously point 0 is one of the points of intersection of D1 and D2 , whereas point 0 ' 
is that of n2 and n3· 
·RR' ---- R Smce R' = R" , the angles xx~x(~Y = x~x(~)3x(~)2 =arctan R', hence x~x(~)3 ..l 
X X(~ )2. Therefore 0 and 0 ' coincide. 
Further , let us denote arctan Ji, by a and calculate R02 : 
Ra2 = R cos2 a - R' sin2a + R" sin2 a= cos\a(R - 2R + R) = 0. 
Therefore, /a2 is singular at X a2 , and so is f 3 at X a3 by Cor 4.2.7. Since f 3 is a 
Cayley sext ic, its only singularity is in the pole, so X a3 is the pole. Clearly, X a3 
coincides with X a2, which is the point 0. D 
Lemma 6.2.14. If (R , R', R" ) E L 3 belongs to the Cayley sextic cone, then curves 
f'~(R, R' , R") are chords of the Cayley sextic f 3(R, R' , R") spanned twice (double 
segments), passing through the pole. 
Proof. Consider a curve I a and construct the image-set of the second iteration of 
X a E Ia · Suppose RR" = R'2 . Let R' ::J:. 0 (see Figure 6.7). Take any k, a E [0, n) 
Figure 6.7: To Lemma 6.2.14. The curve f 3 (1, 0.9, 0.81) with a few chords, passing 
t hrough the pole. 
and fix k. Then a segment [Xa(k;a)2Xo(k-~+·y] will be a chord of f~(R, R' , R"), which 
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is the collection of end points of all such segments as a runs from 0 to 7f . 
By the rout ine construction, the center of curvature of "fa at X a is X a~ = [X aX~ ] n D1. 
Thecenter ofcurvatureoftheevoluteof"/a , "'a~, atXa~ is Xa(~)2 = [Xa~X(~)2]nD3, 
since Xa(~)2 = X(~)2a, so the line Xa~X(~)2 meets line Xa~Xa at a right angle. 
Then the image-set of the second iteration of X a E "'a will be a cardioid with the 
cusp at 0. By Lemma 3.4.2, the segment [Xa(k;"J2Xa( k-~ +,. )2 ] passes through 0. It 
will form angle 2( k;a) = arccot 1_ with "'a (see Lemma 3.4.4) or angle k + arccot 1_ 
wit h "f, i.e. the angle does not depend on a. Thus, all segments [Xa(k;" J2Xa(k-~+,. ) 2 ] 
constituting k-image-set, are collinear, and therefore f'~(R, R', R") is a line segment 
passing through the pole. 
Note, that the image-sets of the second iteration of points x arccat R' - a E '"Yarccot E'.. _ a 
n n 
and X t n' + E "' t n' + , a E [0, .!!:2• ] are the same, so the corresponding constant areca R a areca R a 
sum segments will totally overlap, therefore f'~ (R, R', R") is spanned twice as a runs 
from 0 to 7f . 
If R' = R = 0 and R" =!= 0, then the argument is not valid but we can easily prove 
the statement in this case by examining the parametric equations of f'~(R, R', R"). 
We have R02 = s2 , R = Re = 0 and then: 
{
x = sin2 (;lsin (k - 2(;1) sink 
y = sin2 (;1sin(k- 2(;1)cosk. 
(6.2.17) 
Clearly, the equations (6.2. 17) for a fixed k are parametric equat ions of a segment, 
and since the function sin2 (;I sin (k - 2(;1) is ~-periodic, the segment is spanned twice 
as (;I runs from 0 to 7f. 0 
Lemma 6 .2 .15. Let a point (r1 , r 2 , r 3 ) belong to the Cayley sextic cone. Then for any 
r* E JR. and k E JR. mod 1r, the segment f'~(r1,r2 ,r3 ) is tangent to a curve f'~ (r 1 ,r2 ,r*) 
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at X k E ''fk. (Figure 6.8 (a)) . 
If r1 = 0, i.e. (r1, r 2,r3) = (O, O, r3), the segment f~ (O , O ,r3 ) is tangent to a curve 
f'~(O,r. , r*) at the origin for any r.,r* E R (Figure 6.8(b)). 
Proof. Obviously, the segment f~ (r1 ,r2 ,r3 ) and the curve f~(r1 , r2 , r*) have a com-
mon point, corresponding to e = 0, namely X k E "fk , since X k = X k02 . It is 
also clear t hat X k02 E [X0(~)2X0( ~ +~ )2J, because it is equivalent to the st atement 
X kO E [X(~J2X(~+~)2], which follows from Lemma 3.4.2. 
Consider the equations of r~(r1 , r2, r 3): 
{
x = r1s2 + (r1 c - r2s )ss2 + (r1c2 - r2s2 )sksk-2e + r3s2sksk-2e 
y = r1sc + (r1c- r2s )sc2 + (r1c2 - r2s2 )cksk- 2e + r3s2cksk-2e, 
{
x = r1s2 + (r1 c - r2s)ss2 + (r1c2 - r2s2)sksk- 2e + r*s2sksk- 2o 
y = r1sc + (r1 c - r2s)sc2 + (r1c2 - r2s2)cksk- 2e + r* s2cksk- 2() · 
(6.2.18) 
(6.2.19) 
Different iating these equations with respect to e at e = 0, we notice t hat the cor-
responding equations differ only by the last term and derivatives of the last term in 
each equation vanish. Hence the segment f~ (r1 ,r2 ,r3 ) is tangent to f~ (r1 ,r2 ,r* ) . 
Further, consider the equations curve f'~(O , r. , r*) 
{ 
x = -r .css2 - r .s2sksk- 2() + r* s2 sksk- 2() 
y = -r.s2c2- r. s2cksk-2e + r* s2cksk- 2e· 
(6.2.20) 
Clearly, both curves, f~(O , r., r*) and f~(O , 0, r3), pass through the origin when the 
parameter is equal to zero. T hen different iating these equations with respect t o e at 
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(a) 
(b) 
Figure 6.8: To Lemma 6.2.15. In both Figures, segment (4) is tangent to curve (2). 
(a) Curves: (1) r 3(1, 0, 1) , (2) f'H1, 0, 1), (3) r 3(1, 0, 0), (4) r §(1, 0, 0), (5) f r(1), point 
P = X r E 'Yl · Note, curves (5) ,(4),(2) pass through P ; (b) Curves: (1) f 3(0, 1, - 1), 
(2) f'52 (0, 1, - 1), (3) f 3(0, 0, - 1), (4) f'52 (0, 0, -1). Note, curves (2),(4) pass through 
the origin. 
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e = 0, yields 
{ 
- 2 2 x - - r.sk 
y = -2r. skck . 
(6.2.21) 
T hus, the tangent vector to f'~(O , r., r*) at the origin is proportional to the vector 
(sk , ck) , and as it follows from the equation (6.2.17) , the segment f'~ (O , 0, r 3 ) lies 
along this vector. 0 
To economize on notations, we will call anything pertaining to the image-set of the 
nth iteration of a point on a curve, whose value and the first n - 1 derivat ives at this 
point are R , R' , ... , R (n- 1) by that of (R , R' , ... , R (n- 1) ) E Ln. We will also denote by 
Xrh on (R, R' , .. . , R (n- 1) ) a point Xo 1 on E 'Yo1 on of (R , R' , ... , R (n-1) ) E Ln. 
Lemma 6.2 .16. Let a 1,a2 , k E JR. mod 7r, a 1 =/= a 2 and k is fixed. Suppose a line 
passing through X (a1 J2(k-2a !) and X (a 2J2 (k- 2a 2J on f'~ (O , r. , 0) is parallel to f'~ (O , 0, r *) , 
r ., r* E JR. Then the corresponding points on f'~ (O , 0, r*) coincide. 
(6.2.22) 
(6.2.23) 
respectively. Since these two points lie on the line parallel to f'~ (O , 0, r*), we have 
X (a1 )2(k- 2a 1 ) - X (a2)2 (k- 2a 2) = f3( sk, ck ), for some f3 E JR., and then we conclude that 
(6.2 .24) 
(6.2.25) 
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On the other hand , the radius-vectors of t he corresponding points on f'1(0, 0, r*) are 
(6.2.26) 
(6.2.27) 
0 
Corollary 6 .2 .17. The distance IX(a1)2 (k- 2a1 )(0, r*, r*)X (a2)2(k-2a2)(0, r*, r*) l does not 
depend onr*, if the line passing through them is parallel to f'1(0, 0,r*) (Figure 6.9). 
Figure 6.9: Curves (1)- (5), passing through points P,X , Q, are: line y = x cot 1, 
f1(0,2,-2) , f'§(0 ,2,-1), deltoid r~(0 , 2,0) , f'H0, 2, 1). Line (6) is y = xcot 1 + 1.5. 
Note, IABI = ICD I = IEFI = IGHI as lines (1) and (6) are parallel. 
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Proof. Since f'~(O , r., r* ) = f~(O, 0, r*) + f~(O, r. , 0) , we have 
IX(O'l)2(k~20'1)( 0 , r. , T*)- X(0'2 ) 2(k~20'2)(0 , r., r *)l = I(X(0'1 )2(k~2al)(O , r., 0) 
- X(a2)2(k~2a2 )(0 , T. , 0)) + (X(al)2(k~2at)(O , 0, r*) - X(a2 )2 (k~2a2)(0 , 0, r*))l . 
By the Lemma above IX(0'1 )2 (k~2a1 )(0 , 0, r*)- X(a2 )2(k~20'2 )(0, 0, r *))l = 0, so distance 
between such points is const ant for a fixed r * and any T* E R D 
Corollary 6.2 .18. The distance from apointX(a)2(k~2a)(O,r., O) to the linexcosk = 
y sin k is equal to the distance between the origin and the coTTesponding point on 
f~ (O, 0, r.) , that is X(0')2(k~2a)(O , 0, r.). 
Proof. Considering equation (6.2.22), we notice that the distances from the points 
X(a)2(k~20') (0, r *, 0) and ( - r .s~s20', -r .s~c20') to the line x cos k = y sin k are the same. 
T he latter can be calculated by simple geometry, as vector wit h the same coordinates 
( -r.s~s2a , -r.s~c20') forms angle k-2a with vector (sk , ck) and llr . ( -s~s2a, -s~c2a) II = 
lr * s~ 1. Then to find the distance between t hat point and the line, we have to multi ply 
IT.s~ l by lsk~2al, which, by equation (6.2.26) , is the distance between X(a)2(k~2a)(O , 0, r.) 
and the origin. D 
For the future, we will count the distance from a point on r~(O , 0, T*) , T* E JR, to t he 
origin negative if the number r* s~sk~2(l' is negative. 
Lemma 6 .2.19. Given a fixed r. E JR, the aTea covered by a k-image-set of (0, r. , T*) 
is equal to the aTea of the deltoid r~(O , r. , 0) joT any k E [0, 7T] and any T* E R 
Proof. Denote by c t he region, bounded by r~(O , T., T*). By Corollary 6.2.17, if we 
cut C by slices along the lines parallel to f~(O , 0, 1) and take the limit of the sum of 
the areas of those slices getting their width approach 0, we will obtain the same result 
as that of following the same procedure with the deltoid f~(O , r. , 0) , since the lengt hs 
of corresponding slices of the figure and the deltoid are the same (Figure 6.9). D 
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Lemma 6.2 .20. Let a point A be the foot of perpendicular dropped from the point 
X (a-)2(k-2o)(O,r., O) to the line xcos k = y sin k. Denote by B and C the points 
X (o)2(k-2o) (0, r *, 0) and X (o)2(k-2o) (0, r., r *) respectively. Then angle lfAC = arctan ~: . 
Proof. By Corollary 6.2.18, ~ ~~ ~ 
--AC _ JBCJ _ r * 
r* 
r. 
From the right triangle 6ABC , we have 
tanB - JABJ- r • . 0 
Denote the homothety with t he pole at point A and ratio o by H (A, o). If a point P 
is mapped to a point P' by this homothety, we will write P ' = H (A , o)[P]. 
For brevity sake denote f~(r1 , r 2, r 3 ) by C(r1, r 2, r 3 ), for curves denoted like that , k 
is the same unless otherwise specified. 
Lemma 6.2.21. Suppose (r1 , r2, r3) E L3 belongs to the Cayley sextic cone. Let r* f 
r3 and consider three curves C1 = C(r1 , r2, r3 ), C2 = C (r 1, r2, - r1 ) , C3 = C (r1, r2, r *) 
with points, corresponding to the same parameter e, denoted by Fill respectively, i = 
1, 2 , 3. Then for all e E [0, 1r], the points F11;, F2e, F3e are lying along a line parallel to 
C(O, 0, 1) and F3e = H (Fw, ~;~~:) [F2o] . (Figure 6.10). 
Proof. Consider the linear combinations C2 - C1 and C3 - C1: 
(6.2.28) 
C 1 - C3 = (r3 - r*)C(O, 0, 1) . (6.2.29) 
From the equations (6.2.28) , (6.2.29) , we conclude that points F2e and F3e lie the 
proportional distances away from F10 along a line parallel to C (0, 0, 1). 
T herefore F3e = H (F1e , ~~~~! )[F2e] for all e E [0, 1r]. 0 
Corollary 6.2 .22. Let C 1 = C(r1, r2 , r3) E L3 be a Cayley sextic. If the line passing 
through two points on C ( r 1, r 2 , r*) , r * E JR, is parallel to C 1 then the distan ce between 
the two points does not depend on r * . 0 
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Thus, we see that curves f'~ (R, R' , R") have the relationship with deltoids similar to 
that between rectangles and parallelograms having equal bases and heights (Cavalieri's 
principle) . 
F igure 6.10: To Lemmas 6.2.21 and 6.2.23. Curves (1)-(8) are: line y = xcot 1, circle 
rl (2) , f'H2, 1, o), f'H2, 1, - 1), deltoid f'H2 , 1, - 2) , f'H2 , 1, - 3), segment f'H2, 1, o.5), 
line y = x cot 1 - 1. Point P is passed t hrough by curves (1)-(7) , points S and Q 
belong to curves (3)-(7) . ote, IADI = 5IABI = ~ IAC I = ~ IAE I as lines (1) and (8) 
are parallel. 
Lemma 6. 2. 23. Given ( r 1 , r 2 , r*) E L3, r 1 i= 0, the area covered by a k-image-set 
of (r1, r 2, r3) is equal to the area of the deltoid f'3k(r1, r 2, -r1) times I r·3 +- r· I for any T3 TJ 
k E IR mod n and any r* E JR. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 6.2.19, but now, the length of t he slices 
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of k-image-set of (r1,r2, r *) cut along the line xcos k = ysin k will be ~ ~~~~J t imes 
that of the deltoid r~(rl, rz, -ri) by Lemma 6.2.21. 0 
Theorem 6.2.24 . (The Deltoid Theorem) Let perpendicular planes IT*, IT** E !R3 
intersect along a line l* tangent to a deltoid D c IT* , and a line l* be such that 
l* .jf IT**. Then a family of lines parallel to l* passing through D will cut on IT** a 
curve which is of shape off'~(R , R' , R") for some (R, R' , R ") E L 3 and some k E [0, 1r]. 
The converse statement is true as well: given two perpendicular planes IT*, IT** E !R3 
and a deltoid D E IT*, for any (R, R' , R ") E L 3 and any k E [0, 1r) there is a line 
l* .jf IT** such that a curve similar to f'~ ( R , R', R") is cut on IT** by lines parallel to l* 
passing through D. 
Proof. Let IT1 be a plane with Cartesian coordinate system x Oy. Suppose, we are to 
- k find the shape of f 3(r1,rz , r* ) E IT1. 
Draw the deltoid , D = r~ ( rl ) rz ) -rl) and a line ll E IT] containing 
- 2 
a) t he segment f~ (r1 , rz,r3) , T3 = ~ if TJ =/= 0, Or 
b) the segment f'~(O , O , r2 ) ifr1 = 0. 
Denote the segment we chose out of a) or b) by C*. 
It follows from Lemma 6.2.15 that l1 is tangent to D at some point. 
Let a plane IT2 .l IT1 be such that IT1 n IT2 = l1 and a deltoid D' be the result of 
rotation of D by 90 degrees around l1. 
Construct r~ (rJ , rz , r *) E IT] and connect its points with the corresponding points 
of D'- As it follows from Lemmas 6.2.20 and 6.2.21 , the triangles with vert ices in 
corresponding points of D , D' and the segment C* are similar , hence the lines are 
parallel. Denote the family of t hese lines by £ . 
If we move IT] along the line perpendicular to ITz, t he figure on ITl , cut by the lines 
from £ passing though D' , will change neither the size nor the shape. 
By Lemma 6.2.14, we know that r~(rJ , r2, r3) , rl =I= 0 passes through the pole of the 
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corresponding Cayley sextic and through X k E rk · Since the latter depends only on 
r 1 , the former may take any posit ion in semi-plane x :S r 1 , should we vary r 2 (and 
consequently, r 3 ). Hence f'~(r1 ,r2 ,r3 ) may form any angle with f~ (O,O,r3) . That 
implies that any family of parallel lines, such that they are neither parallel to II2 
nor perpendicular to II1 , passing through D' will cut on II1 a curve similar to some 
f'~(R, R' , R"), (R, R' , R") E L3. 
On the other hand, there is nothing special about the tangency point of D and C* 
(and therefore the orientation of D with respect to C*), it varies for different k with 
fixed (r 1 , r 2 , -r1) E L 3 , taking all possible positions from a cusp to a cusp of the 
deltoid. It follows from the fact that the deltoid makes a ~-rotation when k run from 
0 to 1r (see Lemma 6.2.11). Indeed, the cusps of the deltoids envelope the nephroid, 
and no k-image-set coincide (X(4-)3 i- X(qr-)3' k1 i- k2 ) . Meanwhile, C* makes a 
n-rotation as k runs from 0 to 1r . 
That implies that the orientation of D' with respect to C* could be any, which com-
pletes the proof of the converse statement . 0 
Remark. In the Deltoid T heorem, we actually deal with the projections (shadows) 
of a deltoid. T he projection directions are not orthogonal to the projection plane in 
general. We will look at envelopes of those projections closely in Section 6.4. 
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6.3 The Triple Envelope Theorem 
Before resuming work on the 3rd iteration, we will prove an important statement over 
a general n iteration image-set, since the proof of the same statement over the 3rd 
iteration is no shorter. To do so we have to introduce a special curve, consisting of 
points resulted in the nth iteration of X E "(. The Deltoid Theorem gives a good 
insight to that introduction. 
Given a curve 'Y let a point X E 'Y and a constant ex E lR mod 1r . Then , by analogy to 
the 3rd iteration case, the locus of points { X 11n - 1(n-(n- 1)11l }0=0 will be denoted by f~ . 
Clearly, it is a curve, depending on parameter e. 
Definition 6.3.1. Let ex E lR mod 1r be some constant. We will call the image-set of 
Xrh .lin, where (e1 + ... +en) mod 1r = ex, a constant sum image-set or a parallel tangent 
image-set in general and a-image-set in particular. 
The fact , that r~ bounds the ex-image-set in some important cases will be proven 
later, and for now, we will manipulate with the notion of r~ wit hout using this prop-
erty. Further , we have not used the boundary property of r n so far. For now, we just 
point out that tangents to curves "flln - 1(n-(n- 1)11) at X lln-1 (n-(n- l )O) are parallel. 
Let us introduce two more objects for furt her research: 
(1) Let us take and fix ex E [0, 1r] and consider (n- 1) evolutoidal transformations of 
the point Xn E 'Yn · Denote the set { X n11n-1} e=o by r~. Clearly, it is a closed curve 
parametrized by e. 
(2) Let us take and fix e E [0, n] and denote t he set {X11n- 1n }~=o by f'~ . Clearly, 
r~ is a circle, representing the image-set of one evolutoidal transformat ion of a point 
X11n - 1 E 'Y11n- 1. 
Consider the equations of a family of curves in the form 
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{
x = x(e, a ) 
y = y(e, a), 
(6.3. 1) 
where the parameters e, a E [0, n]. Holding the parameter a fixed , we obtain para-
metric equations of a curve, and different values of a define different members of the 
family (6.3.1). 
In this setting, a point is in the envelope of the family if 
ax ax 
ae a a 
= 0. (6.3.2) 
ay ay 
ae a a 
Theorem 6 .3.2 . (Triple Envelope Theorem) The envelopes of f amilies of curves 
(a) {r~ }~=o ' 
(b) {r~ }~=O , 
(c) {r~ }~=0 , 
coincide. If r n has singular points, each of the curves r~ and r~ passes through them . 
Proof. We will prove the statement for n + 1 iterat ions instead of n to make formulas 
simpler. 
Denote: 
{ 
Xo = R s2 + Ress2 + ... + Ren- l ssn 
Ye = R sc + Resc2 + ... + Ren-l SCn, 
(6.3.3) 
Consider t he equations of each of the three families of curves, where a is a fixed 
parameter, defining a member of a family: 
{ 
X l = Xe + Ren sin a sin ( a + ne) 
Y1 = Ye + Ren sin a cos( a + nB). 
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(6.3.4) 
(b) The circles (the image-sets of one iteration of X e"), f~+l : 
{ 
X2 = Xo: + Ro:n sin e sin(e + na) 
Y2 = Yo: + Ro:" sine cos( e + no} 
{
X3 =XI}+ Ren sin a sin(a - ne) 
Y3 = Ye + Ren cos a sin( a - ne). 
(6.3.5) 
(6.3.6) 
Let us show that the first two families of curves have the same envelope(s). otice, 
that the parameters a and e just swap the places in the equations (6.3.5) and (6.3.4) . 
If a pair (a* , e*) is a solution of equation (6.3.2) for the family (a), a pair (e*, a*) is 
a solut ion of t his equation for the faimily (b), and visa versa. 
Plugging the equat ions (6.3.4) in (6.3.2) and denoting 8;: and 1: by x~ and y~ re-
spectively, we get 
W~-if~ = Ren ((x~ + ( 8~f sin (ne+a)+nRencos(ne + a ))sin a )cos(ne + 2a) -
(y~ + ( 8~r cos(ne +a) - n R en sin (ne + a )) sin a) sin(ne + 2a)) = 0, 
or after combining the like-terms, 
Ren (X~ cos ( ne + 2a) - y~ sin ( ne + 2a) - a :;n sin 2 a + nRen sin a cos a) = 0. ( 6. 3. 7) 
If we use the identit ies Ren = cos eRen- 1 - sine 8~;- 1 (by (4 .2.1 )) and 8~f = 
- n sin eRen- 1 - n cos e 8~;- 1 (by ( 4.2.9)), we can combine the last two terms in (6.3.7): 
Ren (x~ cos(ne + 2a) - y~ sin(ne + 2a ) + nsin a Ren- 1(1!- o:)) = 0. (6.3.8) 
T he equation (6.3 .8) presents an implicit relationship between a and e, which can be 
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resolved locally by either 
e = w(ex) (6.3.9) 
or 
ex= <I> (e) . (6.3.10) 
W ithout loss of generality, assume (6 .3.9) is possible. T hen plugging it in (6.3.7), we 
get parametric equations on the envelope of the family (a) 
(6.3.11) 
Then we obtain the same relationship for the family (b) 
(6 .3.12) 
Hence, the two families have the same envelope(s). Moreover, it follows from (6.3.11) 
and (6 .3.12) that a pair (ex. , e.) which satisfies (6.3.8) represents t he same point as 
t he pair (B. , ex.) , solving the equation for the envelope(s) of the family (b). In other 
words , X0:-- ~ o: . and Xo::-- le. coincide. Hence, the envelope(s) are the locus of such 
points. 
Following the same procedure by plugging the equations (6.3.6) in (6.3.2) , and com-
bining the like terms in the way we just did above, we obtain: 
Ren (x~ cos(2ex - ne) - y~ sin(2ex - ne) + n sin( ex - ne)Ren- l((n+l)e-o:)) = 0. (6.3.13) 
Suppose a pair (ex., e. ) is a solut ion of (6.3.13). Then setting ex. - ne. = (J. , and 
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plugging (3* for a* in the equation, we get: 
which means t hat t he envelope of r~+1 is a part of the envelope of r~+1 . On the other 
hand, for any (a* , ()*) solving (6.3.8), the point X o:•o:. belongs to f~+ino. . Setting 
(3* =a*+ n()* and plugging it in the equation (6.3 .8), we obtain, that the envelope of 
r~+l is a part of the envelope r~+l. Hence, the envelopes coincide. 
Suppose r n+l has a singularity at X 0:;+1. T hat means , that R0, = 0, or, in other 
words , X o:o;; coincides with X o:;+l for any a E [0, w]. T herefore, any curve f'~+l and 
any curve r~+l pass through all those points. 0 
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6.4 The envelopes of the deltoid's project ions 
In this Section, we will consider families of the boundaries of k-image-sets, k E [0, 1r), 
for the third iteration of a point X E 1 · Namely, we will focus on t heir envelopes and 
the envelopes of cusps of special families of cardioids, the image-sets of t he second 
iteration of X a E "fa, a E [0, 1r) . We will call them cardioids of the last two iterations. 
Clearly, the last two iterat ion cardioids are curves f 3, a E [0, 1r]. 
Lemm a 6 .4 .1. If a point of the 3rd iteration X B2a, a i= e, lies on the part of the 
envelope of the cardioids of the last two iterations, other then f 3 , then it is the cusp 
of f 3, where a E [0, 1r] is some fixed number. 
Proof. From The Triple Envelope Theorem, we know that if X 1p 0 , a i= e, belongs to 
the cardioidal envelope, it coincides with X a2B· 
We have X a2(J = x (}QQ and x (J2a = X BaB · In other words, X eaa = X (}a() · T hat implies 
that R Ba = 0. Therefore, "foa has a singularity at X Ba · It follows from Theorem 4.2.6, 
that XBa is the cusp of the cardioid bounding the image-set of the second iteration of 
~ E~. D 
T heorem 6 .4 .2 . (Cayley sextic construction). Let D be a circle and X E D be a fixed 
point. Let [X X *] be a chord of D, D* be a circle based on [X X *] as its diameter and 
C* be a cardioid obtained by tracing a fixed point on a circle of the size of D*, rolling 
upon D* starting from X Then the envelope of such cardioids is a Cayley sextic. 
Proof. The procedure described in the statement of t his Lemma resembles that of the 
construction of f 3 (1, 0, 0). The latter was the following: 
Let X E 1 be a point on a curve, passing t hrough the origin with y-axis t angent to it . 
Let 1 be parametrized by the Gaussian map parameter 1/J . Let the radius of curvature 
and its first two derivatives with respect to 1/J of 1 at X be 1 ,0,0 respectively. Draw 
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Figure 6.11 : To Theorem 6.4.2. 
a unit circle given by parametric equations 
{:: :::::ose , e E [0, nj (6.4.1) 
Then the range of the last two iterations of a point X e will be a cardioid with the cusp 
at (1, 0) and the main chord (from the cusp to the opposite point) [XXe] . T he locus 
of midpoints of chords [X Xe ] when e runs from 0 to 1r is a circle given by parametric 
equations 
{
x = i case + ~ 
,e E [0,1r] 
y = i sin e 
(6.4.2) 
0 
Lemma 6.4.3 . Let (R, R', R") (1 , 0, r ) E L 3 , r E JR. . Then the envelope of f 3, 
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other then r 3 ; is 
(a) a complete ciTcle, if r > 0, 
(b) a point, if r = 0, 
(c) a circular arc connecting the cusp of f 3 , if r < 0. 
In particulaT, if r = -1, the envelope is a line segment, which can be viewed as an 
arc of a circle of zero curvature. 
Proof. By The Triple Envelope Theorem, we know that the the nvelopes of f 3 and 
f'3 coincid . Definitely, a part of this envelope is f 3 . To observe the remaining part 
of the envelope, we consider the locus of cu p of cardioids of the last two iterations. 
Let r > 0. Let Dr be a unit circle based on [XE] as its diamet r , X = (0, 0), E = 
X~ = (1 , 0), E = X(~ ) 2 = (1- r, 0) , and D3 be circle of diam ter r tangent to Dr 
at E from inside (Figure 6.12(a)) . Let e E [0, 1r], and construct by usual procedure 
X 0 and Xo( ~ ) 2, denot ing them by A and C respectively. Let EB be a height of the 
triangle 6 AEC, and 0 = C A n X E. 
By construction, AiX; = ~. Since EXA = EoC = ~ -e) th triangles 6EX A and 
"EOC · · ·1 . Th . f . IEOI _ ICEI _ rsinO _ 
u are srmr ar . ere ore, IXEI - IX AI - r-sinO - r . 
That implies, that the position of 0 E [X E] does not depend on e. Hence, B lies on 
the circle based on [EO] as its diameter. Clearly, as e runs from 0 to 1r , B describes 
the whole circle. The argument is still valid when r = 0, but then 0 coincides with 
E. 
Since r 2 = 0, we have E = X !!. = X 0 :!!. . Now, since E and C are respectively the 2 2 
points on t he evolute and the evolute of the evolute of / o, corresponding to A = Xo , 
the point B corresponds to the cusp of the cardioid representing the image-set of t he 
second iteration of X 0. Apparently, the circle described by those cusps lies entirely 
inside the image-set of the 3rd iteration, since any cardioid of the last two iterations 
contains E by The Cardioid Theorem (see Figure 3.5) , and the re t of the circle falls 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 6.12: To Lemma 6.4.3. (a) The case r > 0; (b) The case r < 0. 
inside f 2 (r 1 , 0). If r 3 = 0, then E is also an inner point of the image-set of the 3rd 
iteration (see Figure 6.11). 
Now, let r < 0. Keeping the same notations, we notice the sketch will differ from the 
case r > 0 by the position of D3 , since now it is tangent to D1 at E from outside. 
(Figure 6.12(b)) 
The position of the point 0 = AC n X E is constant, since the t riangles 6 0X A and 
6 0EC are similar. We have: ~ g ~ = ~ ~~. Using IXOI = lEO I+ 1 and ~ ~ ~ = - ~, 
we obtain lEO I = r:l . That implies that the foot of perpendicular dropped on AC 
from E (the cusp of the cardioid by Theorem (3.4. 7)) lies on an arc of a circle of 
radius ,.:1 centered at 0 . 
As we let e run from 0 to 1r , the cardioidal cusps describe a circular arc, which 
endpoints lie on common tangents to D1 and D3 . Denote one of the arc's endpoints 
(on the left) by B *. Simple geometry suggests that IE B* I = - r sin2 e = cos2 e. In 
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other words, solving equation 
rsin2 () + cos2 e = 0, (6.4.3) 
we find t he "ext remal" angles and the coordinates of the arc's endpoints, cot() = 
±p.. But the equation (6.4.3) is t he condition for R e2 = 0, t herefore the endpoints 
of t he arc are the points of singularity of r 3 . 0 
Lemma 6.4.4 . Let (R , R' , R" ) = (r 1, r 2, r 3) E £ 3, r2 ¥ 0. The locus of cusps of the 
cardioids representing the image-set of the second iteration of X e E "(e, e E [0, 1r] is a 
circle or a circular arc. 
Proof. Apply the setting of Theorem 5.2.4, let circles Di, i = 1, 2, 3 be of radii r 1, r 2, r3 
respectively. Let ()1 = ~ ' ()2 = arccot g., ()3 E [0, 1r]. Define ()4 = ~ + arccot g., so that 
X(~)2e4 E D2 n D3 , and denote X(~)2e4 = 0 , see Figure 6.13. 
It is clear that Xe2X e1 ..l Xe2X~1 and 0Xe1 ..l OX~1 . 
Assume first r 1 + r3 ¥ 0. Denote Xe2X~2 nXe1X~1 = Ql and X e2 X rh nOP12 (X e1 ) = Q2 . 
Note, that .6.Q1X e2 X e1 and .6.Q2Xe2 Xe1 are similar right triangles. 
Now, denote X e2 X el n x~lx~l = Nand note, t hat I X~lN I = ~ (see Lemma 6.2.13) . 
Vve have 
r 1 Jr5 + r~ 
r 2 Jri + r~ 
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(6.4.4) 
(6.4.5) 
(6.4.6) 
On the other hand, 
1Xe~X~1 1 r1 Jr5 + r~ 
INXe1 1 r2 Jri + r~ (6.4.7) 
Therefore NX~1 II QlQ2 . 
Since 6 1 and 6 3 are similar and the sides are parallel the line X~3X113 passes 
Figure 6.13: To Lemma 6.4 .4. 
through Q 1 . Denote M = Q2X~3 n X~3Xe3 . Also note that L",Q 1X~1 X~2 is similar 
to 6Q2X~1 Xe2 (the same angles). Applying rotational homothety with respect to 0, 
mapping 62 onto 63, we map the line Q2X~3 onto X~3Xe3 . Since angle of rotation 
is ~, Q2X~3 ..l X~3X113 . Therefore, M lies on a circle based on Q 1 Q2 as its diameter. 
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But M is the foot of the height in 6X113 X~3X~3 , and therefore the cusp of t he cardioid 
representing the image-set of the second iteration of X e3 E "(e3 . 
The case r 1 + r 3 = 0 is treated by the similar argument , but in this case Q1 and 
Q2 are remote to "infinity", since the corresponding lines are parallel. So, applying 
the rotat ional homothety mapping 6 2 onto .63 we map the line parallel to X o2 X e1 
passing t hrough X~3 onto the line parallel to OXrh passing through X~3 . Clearly, the 
locus of intersections of of such lines is a segment, which can be viewed as an arc of 
a circle of zero curvature. D 
Theorem 6 .4.5. (Deltoid Projection Envelope Theorem) Let (R , R' , R") = (r1 , r 2 , r 3 ) E 
L3 . The envelope of f 3, other then f 3, is a subset of a circle. Namely: 
(a) a complete circle, if the discriminant4 D > 0, (Figure 6.14(a)), 
(b) a point, if D = 0, (Figure 6.7) , 
(c) a circular arc connecting the cusps off3 , if D < 0 (Figure 6.14(b)) . 
In particular, if (r1 , r 2 , r 3) belong to the nephroidal plane, the envelope is a line seg-
m ent, which can be viewed as an arc of a circle of zero curvature (Figure 6.14(c)). 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 6.14: An illustration to Theorem 6.4.5: (a) (R , R' , R") = (1 , 0, 2), the envelope 
is a complete circle ; (b) (R, R ', R") = (1, 1, 0.5) , the envelope is a circular arc; (c) 
(R, R' , R") = (1, 1, -1) , the envelope is a line segment. 
4 Recall that t he discriminant D = RR" - R'2 of the 3rd iteration was defined in Section 6. 1 
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Proof. The statement of the Theorem holds when r 2 = 0 by Lemma 6.4.3. Assume 
r 2 I- 0. Denote by D* the circle based on Q1 Q2 as its diameter5 . 
Applying the setting and notations of Lemma 6.4.4, consider the position of the point 
X 1h with respect to the lines XXe1 and Q1Q2 . There are three possible cases: (a) 
D > 0, (b) D = 0, (c) D < 0. Let us treat them separately. 
(a) D > 0. Then it is clear that X e2 lies outside of the strip between XXe1 and Q1Q2. 
It was shown in Lemma 6.4.4, that X 1h E D* and 0 E D*. (Figure 6.15) . 
Note, that D* is an incircle for D1 and D3 , while X e2 and 0 being the corresponding 
Figure 6.15: To Theorem 6.4.5. Case (a) D > 0. 
tangency points: X e2 = D* n D1, 0 = D* n D3 . It follows from the fact, proven in 
Lemma 6.4.3, that QlQ2 II XXe! II x~x~, so D* is is homothetical to Dl and D3, 
5 All t he points are defined as in Lemma 6.4.3 
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centers oh homotheties being X rh and 0 respectively. 
By Lemma 6.4.3, for any B3 E [0, n], the foot of the height X g3 M of t riangle 6Xe3Xg3X~3 , 
(point M ), falls on D*. Indeed , M , which is the cusp of the corresponding cardioid, 
is the second intersection point of line Xe3X~3 and circle D*, so t he cusps of cardioids 
of t he last two iterations describe the whole circle as e3 runs from 0 to 7f . 
(b) The case D = 0 follows from Theorem 6.4.2. 
(c) Let now D > 0. Then obviously X 112 lies inside the strip between XXe1 and Q1Q2 . 
If r 1 = r 2 = 0, then the radii of D1 and D3 are zero, and all the cusps of the cardioids 
represent ing the last two iterations of Xe E 'Ye fall on the segment with the endpoints 
(0, 0) and (0, 1), which coincide with the cusps of the nephroid f 3 (0, 1, 0) by Lemma 
6.1.6. 
Assume now that (r1 , r 2 , r 3 ) of (0, r 2 , 0). Since the case is a little bit more compli-
cated , let us break it down into two separate cases: 
Case 1. r 1 r 3 > 0. 
By the same argument presented in (a), D* is the outcircle for D1 and D3 , while X e2 
and 0 being the corresponding tangency points: X rh = D* n D1, 0 = D* n D3, see 
Figure 6.16. Since r 1 + r 3 < r 2 , we have D3 n D1 = 0. We can also see that D* is 
no longer covered fully by the feet of perpendiculars dropped from X e to X11X~ as e 
runs from 0 to n . To determine the endpoints of the arc, draw two internal common 
tangents to D1 and D3. Denote their tangency points on D1 by Xe· and X e .. , where 
B* , B** are corresponding angles at the vertex X e1 of 6 X Xe1 X e· and 6 X Xe1 X e·· 
respectively. Without loss of generality, let B* < B**, B*, B** E [0, n]. Following the 
construction of X g., Xt9 •• , X~. , X~ •• , according to defini t ion 5.2.1, we conclude, that 
X~. and X~ •. coincide wit h the tangency points of common internal tangents , lying 
on n 3· It follows from t he homothety with pole at Ql , mapping nl onto n3 · 
Denote by M * and M** the feet of heights in 6X11.Xg.X~. and 6 X 11 •• Xe•·X~ •• , cor-
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responding to X 0• and X 0 •• respectively. So as the parameter 8 runs from 8* to 8**, 
the corresponding foot of t he height of 6X0X0X~ describes the circular from M* and 
M**, and as t he parameter runs from 8** to 8* + 1r, the arc is spanned backwards. 
By t he construction of the 2nd iteration, the point X ur)2 lies on the tangent to r 1 = f2 1 
at X 0• and on the tangent to Q2 at X e· · But t his isM*!. Thus, X (o• )2 = M* . Since 
M* is the cusp of the cardioid of the second iteration of X 0 E "fo·, we conclude, t hat 
"f(o•)2 is singular. Therefore, by Lemma 6.1.15, M* is a singularity point on f 3 (a 
cusp). By the same argument, M** is another cusp of f 3 . 
Case 2. r 1r3 > 0. 
II 
Xe** 
Figure 6.16: To Theorem 6.4.5. Case (a) D < 0, r1r3 > 0. 
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'vVe may use the picture to Lemma 6.4.4. In t hat case, S1* is an outcircle for S11 and 
an incircle for S13 . It is clear that the arc of S1* between to external tangents to S11 
and S13 is covered by the feet of perpendiculars dropped from X~ to XeX:f as e runs 
from 0 to 1r. The proof, that the endpoints of that arc are, in fact , the singularity 
points of f 3, is the same as presented above for the case r 1r3 > 0. 
By Triple Envelope Theorem, the envelopes of the family of cardioids of the last 
two iterations and the boundaries of a -constant sum image-sets coincide. Then the 
statement of t he theorem follows from Lemma 6.4.1. 0 
Corollary 6 .4.6 . If el , e2, e3 are pairwise different (b y mod 7f) I then Xe! e2e3 is an 
inner point of the image-set of the Jrd iteration . 
Proof. Let (B1 + B2 + B3 ) mod 1r = a E [0, 1r) . Then, the st atement follows from the 
fact that the point Xe1e2e3 is an inner point of f~, see Lemma 6.2.2. 0 
T heorem 6.4.7 . (The boundary of the 3rd iteration image-set) The the 3rd iteration 
image-set is bounded by arcs of r 3 . 
Proof. By Theorems 6.4.5 and 6.3.2, the image-set of the 3rd iteration is bounded by 
the envelope of cardioids of the last two iterations, which consists of r 3 and S1*. But 
all t he points of the latter , except the arc's endpoints and X e2 , are inner points of 
t he image-set of the 2nd iteration, not to mention the 3rd . In the case of S1* being 
a complete circle, it follows since all its points, except X e2 are inner points of the 
f 2 and Xe2 is an inner point of f~1 , see Figure 6.15. In case of S1* being a circular 
arc, it follows , since S1* lies within two circles triangle Xe2 and based on [Xe·X~. ] and 
[Xe··X~ •• ] as their diameters, see Figures 6.16 and 6.13. The point X e2 is , obviously 
an inner point of f~1 . In the case, when f 3 is a Cayley sextic, S1*, which is the pole of 
the Cayley sextic, is an inner point of the image-set of t he third iteration by Theorem 
6.4.2. 0 
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Corollary 6.4.8 . If X 81rhlh lies on the boundary of the image-set of the 3rd iteration 
and is not a singular point of r3, then e1 = e2 = e3· 
Proof. Suppose, Xe1e2 e3 lies on the boundary of the image-set of the 3rd iteration and 
is not a singular point of f 3 , and 81 = 82 = 83 is not true. Then by Corollary 6.4.6, 
81, 82 ,83 can not be pairwise different (by mod 1r), so without loss of generality Xe1e2e3 
Since Xa.2a.2 is not a cusp of f 3 , then /a.2 is not singular by Lemma 6.1.14. But then 1 1 
X a.ia.2 is an inner point of the region bounded by the cardioid f~2 and hence an inner 
point of the image-set of the 3rd iteration . Contradiction . 0 
ow, let us denote by nn(R , R' , .. . , Rn- 1) the image-set of the nth iterat ion and by 
D~(R, R', .. . , Rn-1) the a-constant image-set. When it is irrelevant or clear, we will 
omit the specific notation (R , R' , ... , Rn-l ) and write simply n n and D~. 
Theorem 6.4. 7 gives a tool to prove the general statements about relationship be-
tween a curve f n(R , R' , .. . , Rn- 1) and n n(R , R', ... , Rn- 1) on one hand, and between 
f'~(R, R' , .. . , Rn- 1 ) and D~(R, R' , ... , Rn-1 ) on the other, n EN, a E IP?. mod 7f. Anal-
ogously to n~, we int roduce also the image-set of t he (n- 1)th iteration of a point 
X a. E Ia., a E [0, 1r) and denote it by n~. 
Denote also the boundaries of nn, D~ and n~ by ann , an~ and an~ respectively. 
We are going to present these relationships in the two following below theorems. 
Theorem 6.4.9 . (The boundary of the nth iteration image-set) The boundary of n n 
consists of arcs of the curve r n . 
Proof. Let r n = r n(R, R' , ... , Rn-1 ) . Apply mathemat ical induction. The cases 
n = 1, 2, 3 are true by T heorems 2.4.6, 3.4.7 and 6.4.7. 
Suppose the statement is t rue for all k :S: n , n ;:::: 3. 
Clearly, nn+1 = un~+1 , a E [0, 1r), hence6 its boundary, ann+I, is enveloped by the 
6 By t he induction step, each of fl~+l, a E [0, 1r) is bounded by arcs of r~+l · 
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family {r~+l}~=O · Therefore, ann+l consists of arcs of envelope of {r~+l}~=O · By 
Triple Envelope Theorem, the latter consists of either points 7 X 00n or points8 X on+l . 
Let X 0n E Dn E f n be a regular point on /on. Then by theorem 6.4.7, Xon0 , a#- e, 
is an inner point of the 3rd iteration of X 0n - 2 E /en-2 and therefore cannot belong to 
ann+l. 
On the other hand, if X on E Dn E f n is a singular point on /on, the whole circle 
{Xona}~=O degenerates into a point, and t his point9 belongs to f n+l · 
Therefore 8Dn+l E f n+l · 
7 not a ll the points X aen lie on the envelope, see Theorem 6.3.2. 
8 these are f n+l 
D 
9r n has only finite number of singular points, those are the roots of the t r igonometrical polyno-
mial equat ion Ren- l = 0. So each singular point on r n is isolated. 
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Chapter 7 
Hypo- and Epicycloid Envelope 
Theorem 
The frequent appearance of classical curves during our study of image-sets of the sec-
ond and the third iterations prompts us to generalize t he discovered facts, extending 
some of the statements in t he previous Chapters onto the case of iterations of higher 
orders. We will begin with cycloidal curves. General decsription of t hem , t he reader 
can find in [14]. Theorems 7.1.3 and 7.1.16 could be viewed as particular cases of 
Morley Theorem [15], but in this Section t hey appear in a different context and are 
proved in a different way. 
7.1 The Epicycloid Envelope Theore m 
D efinition 7 .1.1. A n epicycloid is a plane curve produced by tracing the path of a 
chosen point of a circle called a generating circle which rolls without slipping around 
a fixed circle. 
If the rolling circle has radius r, and the fixed circle has radius R = kr, then the 
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parametric equations fo r the curve can be given by: 
{
x (B) = r (k + 1) cose + rcos ((k + 1)B) 
y(B ) = r (k + 1) sine + r sin ((k + l )B) . 
(7.1. 1) 
D efinit ion 7 .1.2. A hypocycloid is a plane curve produced by tracing the path of a 
chosen point of a circle called a generating circle which rolls without slipping within 
a fixed larger circle. 
If the rolling circle has radius r, and the fixed circle has radius R = kr, then the 
parametric equations fo r the curve can be given by: 
{
x(B) = r (k- 1) cos e + r cos ((k- 1)e) 
y(B ) = r (k- 1) sine - r sin ((k - 1)B) . 
(7.1.2) 
The theorems 6.4.5 and 6.3.2 give rise to nice generalizations in the realm of epicy-
cloids, hypocycloids and sinusoidal spirals, a few of which we are going to prove in 
this section. 
T heorem 7. 1.3. (The Nephroid Envelope T heorem) A nephroid, generated by a circle 
of radius R , is 
(a) an envelope of cusps of the family of deltoids, generated by circles of the same 
radius R , which envelope the segment, connecting the nephroid 's cusps. 
(b) an envelope of family of cardioids, generated by circles of the same radius R , whose 
cusps envelope the segment, connecting the nephroid's cusps. 
Proof. T he statement follows from Theorems 6.4.5 and 6.3.2, and Lemmas 6.1.6 and 
6.2.8 and 6.2.12. D 
Note tha t the segment connecting the cusps of a nephroid could be viewed as a two-
cusped hypocycloid, generated by a circle of radius half the length of the segment, 
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that is, generated by a circle t he same size of the nephroid 's generating circle. It is 
an amazing fact that the statement of Theorem 7.1.3 can be generalized to the case 
of an epicycloid of arbitrary many cusps. 
Lemma 7.1.4. If Ln+l 3 (R , R' , ... , R(n)) = (r1 , r 2, - r1, - r2 , ... ), then 
Rek = r 1 cos k () - r 2 sin k () , () E [0, 7T], k = 0, 1, .. . , n . 
Proof. We can show it by mathematical induct ion. 
1. k = 0 {::} Reo = R = r1 . Obviously, it is t rue. 
2. Suppose Rek = r 1 cos k() - r 2 sink() for all k :::; m :::; n . 
Then, we have: 
(7.1.3) 
Taking into consideration another sequence Ln+l 3 (R, k , ... , ft(n)) = (r2, -r1, - r2 , r1 , ... ) 
and setting (cos () - sin() ; 1/J )k R = Rek, we notice that 8:t = Rek, which by the in-
duction step is equal to r2 cos k() + r 1 sin k() , we have: 
R () k+l = cos e(r l cos k () - T2 sin k()) - sin e(r2 cos k() + Tl sin k()) 
sin () sin k()) - r2 (sin ()cos k () + cos () sin k() ). 
Finally, we get 
Rek+l = r 1 cos(k + 1)()- r2 sin(k + 1)() . 
r 1 (cos ()cos k() -
(7.1.4) 
0 
Lemma 7.1.5. If Ln+l 3 (R , R', .. . , R(n) ) = (1, 0, -1, 0, .. . ), then r n+l is an n-cusped 
epicycloid. 
PToof. Let us consider a curve "'( parametrized by the Gaussian map parameter 7/J , 
whose radius of curvature and its first n + 1 derivatives with respect to 7j; at some 
point X E "'(are respectively 1, 0, - 1, 0, 1, 0, - 1, 0, ... 1 
1Such sequence could be acquired , for instance, if R = cos 1j; and the point of consideration 
corresponds to 1j; = 0. 
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Calculating Rek, k = 0, 1, ... , n, we get Rek =cos kB. So, the equations of r n+l are: 
{
x = 5(5 + C52 + c253 + ... + Cn5n+I ) 
y = 5(C + CC2 + C2C3 + ... + CnCn+l)· 
(7.1.5) 
Using formulas Cm5m+l = H5 + 52m+I) and CmCm+l = 1(c + C2m+I), we get 
{
x = H(n + 2)5 + 53 + 55+ .. . + 52n+I) 
y = ~ ( ( n + 2) C + C3 + C5 + ... + C2n+ 1) · 
(7.1.6) 
T hen, expanding the products 552k+1 and 5C2k+l , we obtain two telescoping sums 
{
x = :((n + 2)- (n + 2)c, + c, - c,. + c, - c,; + .. . + c,.- C2n+2: 
y = 4((n + 2)52 + 54- 52 + 56- 54 + ... + 52n+2- 52n ) · 
(7.1.7) 
Finally, after performing all the cancellations and introducing a new variable B' = 2B, 
we obtain a model equation of an n-cusped epicycloid 
{
x = ~( (n + 2) - (n + 1) cos B' - cos(n + 1)B') 
y = i((n + 1) sin B' + sin(n + 1)B'). 
Lemma 7.1.6. If L n+l 3 ( R , R ', ... , R (n) ) 
n-cu5ped epicycloid. 
(7.1.8) 
0 
Proof. By Lemma 7.1.5, Rek = r1ck - r25k = Jrr + r~ cos(f3 + kB) , where (3 = 
arccos( ~). Denote p = Jrt + r~ and write down the parametric equations of 
V rf+r2 
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Figure 7.1: To Lemma 7.1.6. Two epicycloids: a 4-cusped , f 5 (1, 3, - 1, -3, 1), and a 
5-cusped, r 6(2, -1 , -2, 1, 2, -1). 
{
.1: = ps(C(f3+0fJ)S + C(f3+fJ)S2 + C(f3+2fJ) S3 + ... + C(f3+nfJ)Sn+l ) 
y = ps(C(f3+0fJ)C + C(f3+ fJ) C2 + C(f3+ 2fJ)C3 + .. . + C(f3+ n fJ) Cn+l) · 
(7.1.9) 
As we can see, the equat ions (7.1.9) represents a curve similar to that represented by 
the equa tions (7.1.6) , which is an n-cusped epicycloid. 0 
Corollary 7.1.7. The ep icycloids r n(r1 , r2 , - r 1 , - r 2 , ... ) and r n(r~ , r2, - r r , - r2, ... ) 
are congruent if r? + r~ = r~2 + r22 . 
Proof. T he congruence follows from the equation (7.1.9), since each of them is p t imes 
t he same curve r n(1, 0, -1 , 0, ... ). 0 
Lemma 7.1.8. If L n+ l 3 (R, R' , ... , R(n)) = (1, 0, - 1, 0, ... ), then cur ves {r~+1 }~=0 , 
are a family of ( n - 1) -cusped congruent epi cycloi ds. 
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Proof Let us take a fixed a E [0, 1r] and write down the equation of r~+l : 
{
X= s(s + CS2 + C2S3 + ... + Cn S n ) + CnSaS (o:+nli ) 
y = s (c + CC2 + C2 C3 + ... + CnCn) + CnSaC(a+n li ) · 
(7.1.10) 
Expanding the last terms in the equat ions for x and y coordinates of r~+l , we get : 
CnSa S (o:+n li ) = 1(1 + C2n - C2o: - C(2n+2a)); 
CnCa S(a+nO) = H - S2n - S2o: + S (2n+2a))· 
Using the results proved in Lemma 7.1.5 and the expansion of the last terms, the 
equations of r~+l takes the form 
{
X: :((n + 2)- Cz0 - nc,- C(2n+2a)) 
Y - 4(s2a + ns2 + S (2n+2a) ) · 
(7.1.11) 
Changing he coordinat es by ( x', y' ) = ( - x, y) and the parameter in (7.1.11) by () = 
~- n~l , we obtain a model equation of an (n- 1)-cusped epicycloid. D 
Corollary 7. 1.9. If L n+l 3 ( R , R ' , . . . , R (n)) = (r1, r2 , - r 1, - r2, ... ) , then the curves 
{f~+J~=O ' are a family of (n- 1)-cusped congruen t epicycloids. 
Proof T he proof is identical to that of Lemma 7. 1.6. D 
Lemma 7. 1.10. Given (1, 0, - 1, 0, ... ) E L n + l · T hen for a fixed a E [0,1r], the curve 
r~+l is an ( n + 1) -cusped hypocycloid with generating circle of the same radius as that 
of the epicycloid r n+l· 
Proof Let us take a fixed a E [0, 1r] and write down the equation of f'~+l : 
{
X = s(s + CS2 + C2S3 + ... + CnSn) + CnSo: - ni!So: 
y = s(c + CC2 + C2C3 + ... + Cn Cn ) + CnSa- n!iCa · 
(7.1.12) 
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Expanding the last terms in the equations for x and y coordinates of f'~+l , we get: 
CnS(a-ne )Sa = H1 + C2n- C2a- C(2n-2a)) ; 
CnS(a-ne)Ca = H -S2n + S2a- S (2n-2a) )· 
The expansions above and the results obtaining in Lemma 7.1.5, we get 
(7.1.13) 
Changing the coordinates by (x' , y') = ( - x, y) and the parameter in (7.1.13) by 
e = ~ + n~l) we obtain a model equation of an (n + 1)-cusped hypocycloid. 0 
Corollary 7 .1.11. If L n+l 3 (R , R' , .. . , R (n)) = (r1 , r2 , - r 1, - r2 , ... ), then the curves 
{f~+l }~=0 , are a family of (n + 1)-cusped congruent hypocycloids. The radius of gen-
erating circles of these hypocycloids is the same as that of the epicycloids, {f~+J~=O 
Proof. The proof of the first part of the statement is identical to that of Lemma 7.1.6. 
By the same Lemma, it follows that the of radii of generating circles of the epi- and 
vA+ri hypocycloids are the same and equal to ~. 0 
Lemma 7.1.12. Given (1 , 0, - 1, 0, ... ) E L n+l· Then the cusps of the (n + 1)-cusped 
hypocycloids, representing the curves {f~+ 1 } ~=0 , lie on the n-cusped epicycloid r n+l . 
Proof. All the points of a hypocycloid r~+l , such that 
a - ne = e mod 7f ) (7.1.14) 
lie on the epicycloid. Solving this equation with respect to e, given a fixed a E [0, 1r], 
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we obtain (n + 1) distinct (by mod 1r) roots: 
e = { 0: + k1f } n . 
n + 1 k=O 
(7.1.15) 
On the other hand, by Theorem 6.3.2, each of the hypocycloids passes t hrough the 
cusps of the epicycloid r n + l , which can be determined by solving 
Ron = 0. 
Since R0, = cos ne, we immediately have 
e = .!!..._ . 
2n 
(7.1.16) 
(7. 1.17) 
Since we have ( n + 1) points of contacts of an ( n + 1 )-cusped hypocycloid and the 
n-cusped epicycloid, and the hypocycloid passes through the cusps of the epicycloid, 
one point of contact at least will be not a cusp of the epicycloid. This point of contact 
is a cusp of the hypocycloid, since there could not be any tangency point between the 
two curves, when a hypocycliod lie entirely inside an epicycloid. Due to the symmetry 
of distribution of the points (7.1.15) over the interval [0, 1r], all of them are the cusps 
of the hypocycloid. So, the two curves get t heir cusps rest ing on each other. D 
Lemma 7 .1.13 . Given (1, 0, -1 , 0, ... ) E L n+l · Then the envelope of the hypocycloids, 
representing {f~+l }~=0 , consists of the outer and inner parts, which are the n-cusped 
epicycloid r n + l , and the n-cusped hypocycliod respectively. The cusps of the epicycloid 
and the hypocycloid coincide. 
Proof. Let us write the equation of envelope of the family of curves, each member of 
which is described by equations (7.1.11) with a fixed value of the parameter o: E [0, 1r] 
and e running from 0 to 1r. To do so, we have to calculate partial derivatives of 
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coordinates with respect to e and a: 
~~ = ~ (2 sin (2a + 2nB) + 2 sin 2B) = n cos( a + ( n - 1 )B) sin( a + ( n + 1 )B), 
~~ = H2 sin 2a + 2 sin(2a + 2nB)) = cos ne sin(2a + ne) ' 
~ = ~(2cos(2a + 2nB) + 2cos2B) = n cos(a + (n -1)B) cos(a + (n + 1)B), 
~ = ~(2cos2a + 2cos(2a + 2nB)) = cosnBcos(2a + nB). 
ox oy oy ox . 
--- - - = ncos(a + (n- 1)B) cosnsm(B- a )= 0. oe oa oe oa 
T hus, a point (.T(B, a), y(B, a )) satisfies the equation(7.1.18) if 
1. a = e mod 1r. In that case, we obtain r n+l, an n-cusped epicycloid. 
2. a = [(1 - n)B ± i l mod 27r . Let us plug this expression into (7.1.11): 
(7.1.18) 
{
x = H(n + 2) - cos(2(1 - n)B ± 1r) - ncos 2B- cos(2(1 - n )B ± 1r + 2nB)) 
y = ~(sin(2(1- n)e ± 1r) + nsin2B + sin(2(1 - n)B ± 1r + 2nB)) . 
(7.1.19) 
After combining the like terms, we obtain a model equation of an n-cusped hypocy-
cloid: 
{
x = ~((n + 2) + cos(2(n - 1)B) - (n - 1) cos 2B) 
y = ~ (sin (2(n - 1)B) + (n - 1) sin2B). 
(7.1.20) 
Examining the equations of the epicycloid (7.1.8) and the hypocycloid (7.1.20), we 
see that their cusps coincide. D 
Corollary 7 .1.14 . The statement of Lemma 7.1.13 is valid f or any 
Proof. Consider a general setting (r 1, r 2 , - r 1 , - r2 , . . . ) E L n+l· By Corollaries to 
Lemmas 7 .1. 6 and 7 .1.1 0, it differs from the particular setting ( 1, 0, -1, 0, .. . ) E L n+ 1 
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Figure 7.2: A family of curves f~( 1 , 0.5, -1 , -0.5, 1). 
only by transition, rotation and homot hety with respect t o the origin and does not 
affect the property of parity, tangency, normality and inclusion . See an example in 
Figure 7.2. 0 
Denote the inner and outer envelopes of the hypocycloids {f~+ 1 } ~=o by r . and r• 
respectively. 
Lemma 7.1.15 . Given (1 , 0, -1, 0, .. . ) E L n+l · The cusps of the family of epicycloids 
{r~+1 }~=o lie on the hypocycloid r . and envelope it. 
Proof. T he proof is similar to that of Lemma 7. 1.12. 
Take a fixed a E [0, 1r] and consider r~+l· Defini tely, the point X a:n+l E r~+l lies on 
f *. By the equation (7.1.18) it is the only point of r~+l , lying on f * . 
Now, let us find out t he points, which are the cusps of r~+ l · It is clear, they are such 
points X eno: that Ren- lo: = 0. We have 
R ( · a )R R . aR0n - l g n - lo: = COSCX- Sln CX 0 .p = COSCX gn - 1 - Sln CX~. 
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By Lemma 7.1.4, we have 
Ren-1 = cos(n- 1)B, 8Ren- l o'lj; = sin (n - 1)B. (7.1.21) 
T herefore, 
Ren- 10 = 0 {::} cos a cos( n- 1 )e -sin a sin( n- 1 )B =:= cos( a+ ( n- 1 )B) = 0, (7.1.22) 
But t his is exactly the condit ion for a point to lie on r *! Thus, all cusps of the 
epicycloid r~+l lie on r *. 0 
Theorem 7 .1.16. (The Epicycloid Envelope Theorem) Given an ( n + 1) -cusped epicy-
cloid, f *, generated by a circle of radius R , and the hypocycloid, r *, whose cusps 
coincide with those of f *. Denote by st the circle of radius R , centered at the centroid 
off* 2 . Then 
(a) f * is the envelope of cusps of the family of (n + 2)-cusped of hypocycloids, gen-
erated by circles of the same radius R , which envelope r * and pass through its cusps. 
The centroids of those hypocycloids describe a circle st. 
(b) r * is the envelope of cusps of the family of n-cusped of epicycloids, generated by 
circles of the same radius R , which envelope f * and pass through its cusps. If n > 1, 
then the centroids of those epicycloids describe the circle st . 
Proof. In other words, the space between f * and r * is fi lled by two families of curves, 
passing through the common cusps of f * and r *: 
(a) (n + 2)-cusped congruent hypocycloids, 
(b) n-cusped congruent epicycloids, 
whose generating circles are of radius R. 
2 t he centroids of r · and r * coincide for all n = 1' 2, . 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 7.3: The 5-cusped epicycloid and hypocycloid are enveloped by two families: 
(a) {r~(1 , 2, -1 , -2, 1, 2)}~=0 and (b) {f~ ( 1 , 2, - 1, -2, 1, 2) }~=o · 
The statement of the theorem, except the centroid part , follows from Lemmas 7. 1.12, 
7.1.13 , 7.1.15. 
Let n > 1 and consider the epicycloids r~+1 ( 1 , 0 , -1 , 0 , ... ). Take any a 0 E [0, 1r]. 
Looking at the formulas of the family of the epicycloids (7.1.11), we notice t hat 
the cent roid of the epicycloid, corresponding to a = a 0 is positioned at the point 
(n + 2 - cos 2o:0 , sin 2o:0 ) . So, as o: runs from 0 to 1r, t he cent roids describe the circle 
of radius ~ , which is the radius of a generating circle of the epicycloids, centered at 
the point (n + 2, 0), which corresponds to the centroid of r *. 
T he proof of the centroid part of (a) is analogous. 0 
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7.2 The Sinusoidal Spiral Theorem 
Finally, before we prove a general statement about sinusoidal spirals, we would like 
to prove a few more generalization, inspired by Epicycloid Envelope Theorem. 
D efinition 7.2 .1. W e will call the ordered sequence of points {XX~X( ~ )2 .. . X(~ )'' - l } 
evolutal sequence of lenght n. Then the polygonal line based on such sequence will be 
called an evolutal chain. 
Lemma 7.2.2. For any (r 1, r2, ... , rn) E L n, the curves 
are congruent. 
Proof. The curves (a) and (b) are obviously congruent , since they are symmetrical 
with respect to the origin3 . 
Now, construct t he evolutal chains of the curves (b) and (c) . Denote curves, defining 
tively. Their centers of curvature are in points ( - r 1 , 0) and (r 1 , 0) respectively. Since 
the tangents to the two curves at X coincide, we conclude that they have oppo ite 
orientations. That means, that B-secant to one of the curves is -rr - B-secant t o another 
(at X). Hence, the corresponding to X points on a B-evolutoid of one of the curves 
and on ( -rr - B)-evolutoid on another are symmetrical with respect to y-axis. The 
following construction of the evolutal chains of length n of t he two curves are sym-
metrical with respect to y-axis, too. Hence, given any sequence of angles { B1 , . .. , Bn}, 
the corresponding points on 'Ye1 . On and 'Ytn-o1 ) (n - On ) are symmetric with respect to 
3 As usual, we place the point of consideration, X E 'Y in the origin so that the direct ion of t he 
tangent vector to 'Y at X is opposite to t hat of y-axis. 
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y-axis. Hence, the curves (b) and (c) are congruent, and hence so are all three curves4 . 
An example is shown in Figure 7.4. 0 
· 6 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 7.4: To Lemma 7.2.2. Three congruent curves: (a) f 5 (1 , - 1, -3, - 1, 0); (b) 
r 5( - 1, 1, 3, 1, 0) ; (c) f s(1, 1, - 3, 1, 0) . 
Lemma 7.2.3. Two curves f n(r1 , r 2 , .. . ,rn) and f n(rn, rn_1 , . .. , r 1) are congruent. 
· l 
(a) (b) 
Figure 7.5: To Lemma 7.2.3. Two congruent curves: (a) f 5(2, 1, - 4 , 5, 5); (b) 
f 5 (5, 5, - 4, 1, 2). 
Proof. Let a curve 1 be such that at a point X E /, the radius of curvature 
and its first n - 1 derivatives with respect to Gaussian map parameter , '1/J, are 
4 It follows, by the way, t hat curves (a) and (c) are symmetrical wi th respect to x-axis 
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built on [X(~ )iX ( ~)HI] as their diameters, i = 0, 1, 2, ... , n - 1. 
Let us take any e E [0, 1r] and construct a polygonal line XeXe~Xe( ~ )2 ... Xe(~ )n- l, that 
is the evolutal chain of X 11 E I ii · Denote it by P11 • (See the first and the last few chains 
of the evolutal chain in Figure 7.6). 
Let :Y be another curve that passes t hrough X(~ )n-1 perpendicular t o the line 
X 3 
Figure 7.6: To Lemma 7.2.3. The beginning and the end of a polygonal line 
XXeXe~ ·· ·Xe(~)n - 1 . 
X( ~ )''- tX( % )n-2. Suppose also that the direction of :Y and the radius of curvature 
and its first ( n - 1) derivatives are such that the chain of corresponding points on its 
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evolute, evolute of evolute and so on coincide in reverse order with those5 of 'Y· That 
. 1· (R- R-1 R-(n- l )- ( - (- 1)n-j · (-1)n ) Imp 1es , , ... , - rn, rn-1, ... , r1 , .. . , r1 . 
According to our construction , the arrival point of Po will be X ~+!I· If we construct 
the polygonal line X(~+o)XG+!:il~X(~+IIJ(~J2 .. . ./Y(~ +II)(~)n- l , we arrive, of course, at X 11 • 
Continuing that process further with evolutal chains of X e E 'Ye and X Z!:+iJ E 1'1!:+1:1, we 
2 2 
will get that the points X112( ~)n-2 and X(~+IIJ2(~ )n-2 coincide with X(~+IIJ2 and X 02 re-
spectively, and so on. Finally Xon coincides with X( ~+IJ)n . Therefore, f n(r 1,r2, ... ,rn) 
and r n(rn , - rn-l, ... , ( - 1)n- jrj, .. . , ( -l)nr1) are congruent. By Lemma 7.2.2 , so are 
0 
Figure 7.7: To Lemma 7.2.4. Sinusoidal spirals of orders 1, ~ ' 1, ~ ' i: (a) f 1(1); (b) 
f 2(1, 0) ; (c) f 3 (1, 0, 0); (d) f 4 (1, 0, 0, 0) ; (e) f 5 (1, 0, 0, 0, 0) . Each of the curves if pedal 
to preceding with respect to the pole (point (1, 0)). 
Lemma 7.2.4. Two curves f en(O, 0, ... , 0, 1) and f en(1, 0, 0, ... , 0) are congruent sinu-
soidal spirals of order- ~. 
51[ 7'n < 0, then .:Y is oriented clockwise. 
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Proof. Consider first the curve fen(O, 0, ... , 0, 1). The routine procedure of calculating 
R , Re , ... , Ren-1 yields: R = Re = ... = Ren-2 = 0 and Ren-1 = sinn e. Then the 
equations of fen(O, 0, ... , 0, 1): 
{ 
X = sin ne sin n e 
y =cos ne sinn e. 
(7.2. 1) 
after changing the parameter e = ~ become, according to (6.1.1 ), the equations of a 
sinusoidal spiral of order ~. (See Figure 7. 7) . The congruence of the curves follows 
from Lemma 7.2 .3. D 
From here follows a well-known property of sinusoidal spirals. 
Corollary 7.2.5. A sinusoidal spiral of order~ is pedal to a sinusoidal spiral of order 
n~l with respect to the pole. 
Proof. T he proof is identical to that of Lemma 6.1.3. D 
T his pedality property give rise to a nice generalization over sinusoidal spirals of order 
~ in the following Theorem. 
Theorem 7.2.6. A curve f n(R , R' , R" , .. . , R(n- l)) is a sinusoidal spiral of order ~ if 
the ordered sequences {R, R' , R", ... , R(n- l)} or {R(n- l), R(n- 2), . .. , R} form a geomet-
ric series6 . 
Proof. \ iVithout loss of generality, we will prove t he statement for r n(1, b, b2 , ... , bn- l) , b > 
0, see Figure 7.8. (The case b < 0 is symmetrical, and the case b = 0 has already been 
proven (see Lemma 7.2.4)) . 
6The mentioning of the reverse order makes sense when (R, R' , R" , ... , R(n-l)) = (0, 0, .. , 0, 1). 
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Let us calculate, by the regular routine, R0k , k = 1, ... , n- 1: 
k 
Rek = L c~-1 bi cosn- 1-i e sini e = (cos e- b sin B)i. (7.2.2) 
i=O 
Let us construct the chain X X~ .. . X(~)n and circles Di, i = 1, ... , n, built on segments 
[X(~Ji- lX(~Ji] as their diameters. By the same argument used in Lemma 6.2.13, the 
circles are concurrent . Denote the concurrency point by 0 and OXX!l = (3 . From 
2 
XX~X(~)2 , (3 = arccos vb;+l . Denote Jb2+1 = p. ow, we may rewrite equation 
(7.2.2): 
(7.2.3) 
Figure 7.8: To Theorem 7.2.6. 
and so on. Draw the corresponding circles built on segments of these polygonal lines. 
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By the same argument, the new rows circles intersect in the same concurrency point, 
0 , as it is shown in the picture (Figure 7.8) for the first two iterations. 
Next, drop perpendicular from 0 to X X 0 and denote the foo t of the perpendicular 
by Pr/ OPe ..l XX0 . Clearly, the locus {Pe} is a circle based on XO as its diameter. 
From the triangles 60XePe , 6 0XeX eJI. , 60XePe and L OX Pe, we have: 
2 
--OXXJI. = OX0X JI. = /3, since they are angles inscribed in 0 1 . 2 2 
~ = X;x~Pe = ~- e- /3, denoted by a in the picture. 
I OPel = IXOI cos(B + /3) = cos f3 cos(B + (3) . 
IOXel = IXeXe~ I cos /3 . 
On the other hand, IXeXe~l = R0 ? IOX11 1 = pcos(B + /3) cos /3. Therefore 
IOXe l _ - _ IOPe l - p? X eOPe- /3 . 
Since all t riangles 60X0kPIJk are similar , we conclude: 
(7.2.4) 
Let us finally apply mathematical induction t o complete the st atement of t he theo-
rem. 
The basic case, n = 1. Obviously, r 1 , that is a circle, is a sinusoidal spiral of order 1. 
Suppose, the statement if true for all n :::;: k . 
Then consider the t riangle 60X0kPIJk · By Lemma 4.2.9 and Theorem 6.3.2, X ek+l E 
[X 0kPek ] and X 0kP11k is tangent to rk at X 0k. Hence, the locus of points r~+1 = 
{Pek+t }O=O is pedal to r k with respect to the pole, 0 . Therefore, by Corollary 7.2.5, 
r~+l is a sinusoidal spiral of order kll. 
Since all [OX0k+t] are the result of rotation the corresponding [OP0k+t ] around 0 by 
the same angle f3 and their extension by p, r k+l is a sinusoidal spiral of order kll, 
too. 0 
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Below, we present an illustration to Theorem 7.2.6. Clearly, the sequaences R, R' , R" , ... 
of all the curves in the Figure 7.9 form geometric series, and the curves are sinusoidal 
spirals of the corresponding order . 
Figure 7.9: To Theorem 7.2.6. Curves: (a) f 1 (1), (b) f 2 (1, 1.1) , (c) f 3 (1, 1.1, 1.21), 
(d) r 4(1.1 , 1.21, 1.331) , (e) r 5(1, 1.1, 1.21 , 1.331 , 1.4641) are sinusoidal spirals of order 
1 1111 . " 1 , 2, 3, 4, 5 respectrve y. 
In t he light of the Theorems and Lemmas, proved in this Chapter, many statements 
in the previous Chapters become their particular cases. However , we needed to prove 
those particular cases to better understand different image-sets under lower iterations. 
For inst ance, The Cardioid T heorem (Theorem 3.4.7) may be viewed as a particular 
case of either Theorem 7.2.6 or Lemma 7.1.6. 
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Chapter 8 
Further research directions 
Lack of t ime did not allow me to complete certain proofs. Some sketches and ideas 
for these are outlined in this Chapter. 
The results obtained in Section 7.1 pave the way to generalizations of T he Epicycloid 
Envelope Theorem (Theorem 7.1.16) . They can be derived by the same technique if 
we try to represent the image-set of the nth iteration as a set of image-sets of an mth 
iteration of images of a point of consideration under k iterations, where n = m + k . 
The case when either m or k equals to 1 has been closely studied in Section 7.1. 
Let us consider k + m = n > 3, k > 1, m > 1, and a fixed a E [0, 1r). Define a curve 
r~,k as the locus of points {XekamH=o· By the same technique used in proving T he 
Triple Envelope Theorem it should be possible to show that the envelope of family of 
t hese curves coincides with the envelopes of family of curves r~,m · Moreover, these 
envelopes are epi- and hypocycloids ; see Figures 8.1 , where (a) depicting a family of 
nephroids and (b) depicting a family of 3-cusped epicycloids. 
Analogously, we may define a curve r~,k as the locus of points {Xek ( <> ~kB)m }O=O · Defi-
nitely, the sums of angles, constituting the nth iteration, along curves r~,k is constant , 
a. So t he family of curves {r~,k}~=o will play role of generalized a -constant sum 
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1.5 
0.5 0.5 
0 0 
-0.5 -0.5 
- I 
- I 
- 1.5 
(a) (b) 
Figure 8.1: (a) The tangent ial envelopes of the family {r~,3 ( 1 , 0, -1, 0, 1 ) } ~=0 are 
the 4-cusped epi- and hypocycloids, and the cuspidal envelopes are the segments 
connecting the cusps of the tangent ial envelopes; (b) T he tangential envelopes of 
the family {r~ 4 ( 1, 0, -1 , 0, 1, 0)} ~-o are the 5-cusped epi- and hypocycloids, and the 
' -
cuspidal envelope is the 5-cusped "star-like" hypocycloid. 
curves. By the technique used in the proof of Triple Envelope T heorem, we should be 
able to show that if n = m + k, then the envelopes of the four families: 
(a){r~,k }~=o • 
(b){r~,m}~=O • 
(c) {r~,k } ~=0 , 
( d){f~,m} ~=0 
coincide. T his statement completes t he cycloidal part of the Morley Theorem and 
can likely be proved by induction. 
0 bservation of the curves r~,k for different k = 1, ... , n - 1 should give a answers to 
further questions concerning areas and shapes of boundaries of constant sum image-
set s. 
In the end, we remark that curves r n may be of shape of epicycloids whose ratio 
(see the footnote on page 4) is not an integer. For example, f 4 (1 , 0, ~, 0) is such an 
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epicycloid with one cusp, a double cardioid (Figure 8.2). Conditions for r n to be an 
epicycloid in the general sense (with not necessarily an integer ratio) are subject to 
further research. 
A cardioid itself is called sometimes an apple without a st alk. But the envelope 
Figure 8.2: A double cardioid, f 4 (1 , 0, t, 0). This is an epicycloid with ratio 1/ 2. 
of {f~(1 , 0, t, O)}~=o consists of f 4 (1, 0, t, 0) (of course) and a cardioid with a 'stalk' 
lying entirely inside t he cardioid-like inner loop of the double cardioid. (Figure 8.3). 
T hus the image-set envelope approach is an interesting way to generate new curves . 
(a) (b) 
Figure 8.3: (a) The family {f~(1 , 0, t, O)}~=o and the curve f 4 (1, 0, t, 0); (b) a 
zoomed-in inner envelope of {f~( 1 , 0, t, 0) }~=o · 
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